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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

O
2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COtSiISSION

3

() 4 ----------------------X
:

5 In the Matter of: :
:

6 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al. : Docket Nos.
: 50-361 OL

7 (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, : 30-362 OL
:

3 Units 2 and 3) :
:

9 - _____________________x

10 Grand Ballroom Salon J-K
Marriott Hotel

11 700 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

1

12
Thursday,

13 August 27, 1981

{ (]) 14 Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled

15 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:08 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAMES L. KELLEY, Chairman,*

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
18

DR. CADET H. HAND, JR., Member
19

MRS. ELIZABETH B. JOHNSON, Member
20

3

21

22

23

**()
25
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1 APPEARANCES:

O
2 On behalf of the Applicants, Southern California

Edison, et al:
3

O\ DAVID R. PIGOTT, Esq.
4 EDWARD B. ROGIN, Esq.

SAMUEL B. CASEY, Esq.
5 Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe

600 Montgomery Street
6 San Francisco, CA 94111

7 JAMES BEOLETTO, Esq.
General Counsel

8 Southern California Edison Company

9 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Cor ~ssion Staff:

10 RICHARD J. HOEFLING, Esq.
DONALD HASSELL, Esq.

11 Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

12 Washington, D.C. 20355

13 SPENCE PERRY, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel

( i( ) 14 Federal Emergency Management Agency
Washington, D.C.

15
HARRY ROOD

16 Project Manager
San Onofre Units 2 & 3

17

18 On behalf of the Intervenors, GUARD, Carstens, et al:

19 PHYLLIS M. GALLAGHER, Esq.
1695 West Crescent, Suite 222

20 Ahaheim, CA 92801
|

21 CHARLES E. MC CLUNG, JR., Esq.
Fleming, Anderson, McClung & Finch, Inc.

22 23521 Paseo de Valencia, Suite 308A
Laguna Hills,~CA 92653

23
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ghp 1 1 P_ R O_ C_ E_ E_ D,I N G,S_

-

2 (9:08 a.m.)

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Ice are back on the record and we

O 4 wi11 =esume with the crose exemiaetio= or nr- xe=aeta 8er=-

5 Nhereupon,

6 KENNETH P. BARR

7 the witness on the stand at the time of the recess, resumed the

8 stnad, and having been previously duly sworn, was examined and

9 testified further as follows:

10 FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

11 BY MS. GALLAGHER

12 Q Mr. Barr, we had just started talking about the

13 terrain around San Onofre when we broke yesterday and the fact,

14 that it is fairly uneven terrain, it has hills and valleys, to

15 refresh your r.emory.

16 In assessing wind direction and speed, are you aware

17 of the methodology for doing this onsite at San Onofre?
,

I

|
18 A I am not sure what you mean by methodology for doing

!

| 19 that onsite.

20 0 Do you know wham factors influence such things as

21 wind speed and direction and diffusion rates and that sort of

22q th2ng?

L/
23 MR. CASEY: Ms. Gallagher, are you asking, is he an

24 expert or a meteorologist?|

| O
25 MS. GALLAGHER: No, I am not. I am just trying to|



;

ibdi

1
get some general familiarity for purposes of foundation.

O 2
,,ms ,,,,,,,,,,

3
Q Let me put it to you in a hypothetical case. If

n 4
you are reading wind direction and speed from one point tos-

5
another and if the ground between the two points is essentially

6
flat and level, you will get one set of readings. In your

! 7
opinion, if you are looking at wind speed and direction over

8
hilly terrain from one point to another, is the wind -- even if

9
it originates from the same direction and at the same speed as

10
the hypothetical wind on the flat terrain -- is it likely to

11
go in the same parallel direction?

12
A Well, wind direction is obviously influenced by the

((]) terrain. The wind is not going to go through a hillside. Of

14
course it needs to go around it, so the wind direction would

15
change as it comes to an obstacle.

16
Q Then does it follow that if you are taking readings

17
on flat terrain or even on a bluff, would the wind continue in

18
the same direction and at the same speed over hilly terrain?

,

19
A It would not continue in the same direction once it

1 20
came to an obstacle.

'l~

Q Do I understand that you do not have wind towers

2'~
(} offsite at San Onofre?

i 23
A That is correct.

24

{} Q So the readings that you are taking onsite, are ther

25
based on the wind directions and soeed readincs that mu cn*

l
L

_ _ _
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1
onsite or are they based on modeling?

() A I am sorry, I didn't hear the last part of the

3
question.

( Q Or are they based on hypothetical models for vind

5 speed and direction?

6 A Well, wind direction and wind speed are measured

7 parameters. Those items come directly from the tower.

8
Q In other words, you are using empirical data. You

9 are not using hypothetical models?

10 A This is measured information. When I ask for a

11
wind direction, I an getting a direction from the tower that

12
tells me what the wind direction is at that specific location.

I|((]) Q At that specific location?

14
A That is correct.

15
0 Assuming that you would like to track and monitor

16
a plume, might it make a difference if you were going to try to

17
find the plume, if the wind speed and direction changed from

18 what you had read on the site?

19 A Well, yes, in that the wind direction in the site
i

20 is an indicator. Where the plume is is a very site specific

I sort of thing. I would not expect it to be in a straight

,,

(~3 direction as indicated from the meteorlogical tower.~~

%J
23

Q Where would you expect it to be?

'4* A It could be --

25
Q Over the hill and around the bend?

_- - _ - _ - _ - . - _ - - - - - , _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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1

A Over the hill and around the bend. That is part

O 2
of what I call the challenge of the offsite emergency monitoring

3
teams. That is their job. Go find it.

() 4'

Q How many people arc on a team?

5
A There are two people on a team. One is a health

6
physics technician and one is a support personnel.

7 .

Q In your testimony you wrote that you would dis-

8
patch three teams. That is how many people?

9
A Initially three teams. That is a total of cix

10
people.

11
Q How likely is it that you are going to find a plume

12
with six people?

() A I think it is very likely.

14
Q Can you tell me why?

15
A The plume is not like a needle in a haystack. If

16
it is a significant amount of activity it can be detected at

17
a distance. The plume itself will spread out as it leaves the

18
site and therefore can be detected from distances.

19
Q At what height would you expect to find it?

20 .

It could be atA It could be at variable heights.

21
ground level. It could be on a hilltop.

2~'() Q Have you ever conducted tests to test your ability

23,

to track a plume in the field?'

; () A No, I have never released a plume to go track.

25
0 I an succestina cerhares a tracer of cas. a n i-ul v a d

!

,
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1

plume search.
.

2
A No, I haven ' t done that. That is not quite the

3
same kind of a test. The kind of test you are talking about is

() 4
releasing a chemical that you actually have to be within that

5
cloud in order to detect it, as opposed to radioactive pluming

6
where the radiation from the plume travels over another dis-

7
tance, so the tracer would be much less likely.

8
Q Do you know the distance of the perimeter of the

9
are along the 10-mile EPZ plume exposure pathway, how many milef

s 10
MR, CASEY: Do'you mean the circumference?

11
MS. GALLAGHER- Yes, I couldn't think of the word;

12
thank you.

(( ) WITNESS BARR: Well, I have never estimated the

14
number of miles. It is obviously a mathematical calculation of

15
circumference.

16
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

17
Q Some sort of Pi over something?

18
A Pi-D, yes.

19
g MS. GALLAGHER: Does anybody know?

20
JUDGE KELLEY: In the uhole room?

21
WITNESS BAR: Well, Pi D for a diameter of 20 miles

2'~() Pi is approximately 3 so the total circumference would be in th e

23
range of 60 miles or so for the land distance.

'4~

() BY MS. GALLAGHER:
25

O That seems cuite a bit nf d4c+,nco
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1
A The portion for the land area would be perhaps half

O- 2
of that, 30 miles.

3
MR. CASEY: I think his answer was interrupted

O' 4'

there.

5
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

6
Q I am sorry.

7
A What I am saying is that the total circumference

8
would be approximately 60 miles and that portion for the land

9
surface would be approximately half that or 30 miles.

10
Q In going over the terrain, how would you travel

11
over the rather rugged terrain?

12
A My plan is to use off-road vehicles and try to use

(() existing roads throughout the area, and there are a significant
14

nunber. The off-road vehicles, if necessary, could, in ap-

15
propriate areas, travel off the road to try to find the plume.

16
///

17

18
,

19

20
1

21

22()'

i 23
:

! 24

O'

'

- 15
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1 Q How long would you estimate it would take you to

O
2 track the plume sufficiently to get some kind of credible

3 reading to radio back?

4 A Well, I would expect that I would dispatch off-

|
5 site survey teams when there is a potential for off-site

6 release, and knowing their wind direction -- knowing the

7 wind direction would select the appropriate plumes for

8 monitoring, and so I would expect to have teams in the field

9 hopefully prior to any significant release. It could be

10 half an hour.

11 Q Half an hour from the time that the release

ccurred until the time that the plume would --12

13 A No, this -- no, half an hour from the time that

14 these teams -- the decision was made to send the teams off.(}
15 Q And they would be waiting in the field for the

16 plume to come to them?

17 A Well, that would be a very ideal situation.

18 0 Well, let's have a little less ideal situation.

19 How long would it take -- you know, what would be the order

20 of occurrences that would lead finally to finding the plume

21 under less ideal circumstances, that they weren't lucky

22 enough to have it come to them? Do you call that luck?

MR. CASEY: I think that is a compound question.23

24 Could you ask just one question?

O
25 MS. GALLAGHER: Sure.

O
.

- _ . - . - ._ . _ - _ . -- -. _- _ - - .- . - - - -
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1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

2 Q How long would it ta3e under less ideal circum-

3 stances?

O 4 MR. CASEY: What do you mean by less ideal?

5 MS. GALLAGHER: Circumstances under which the

6 plume doesn't track them.

7 WITNESS BARR: Well, the major amount involved

8 would be -- at least initially, would be getting the equip-

9 ment, organizing the teams and actually dispatching the

1C teams, and their travel. I am saying that would be approxi-
!

11 mately a half an hour.

12 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

13 Q Okay, you are talking about the time to load the

() 14 vehicle with the proper monitoring equipment and to just

i
15 begin to approach the area where you think the plume is?

16 A That is right.

17 Q Okay, from that point on, I realize that there

! 18 is no way to know for sure, but have you considered how long
|

19 it might take to actually track the plume?

20 A Well, you are correct in saying that it is dif-

21 ficult to tell how long it would take to track the pluming.

12 Again, the plume tends to spread out as it leaves the site.

23 There are a sufficient number of roads. With the three teams
|

24 initially I think we could find it in some reasonable short

| 25 period of time. But --

O
.

.

.
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,

1 Q Is that hours or minutes or days?

}
2 A I would say hours. It is a judgment really.

3 Q What is the importance of actually finding the

4 plume in terms of emergency preparedness?

5 A Well, I think it is important to find the plume

6 in order to have direct measurements of what release magni-

7 tudes are from the station.

3 Q Without that, what measures are there for assess--

9 ing releases?

10 A Well, the field measurements are affirmatory,

11 and when one can get those, that is a very desirable situa-

12 tion. But without having the field measurements, one also

13 performs analytical projections of what the dose rates are

(]) 14 based on instrumentation existing at the site.

15 Q Would that be, for example, in a breach of con-

16 tainment kind of accident, would that be monitors that are

17 in the containment structure or where would they be?

18 A Would you be a little more specific on that

f 19 question? I didn't understand --

20 Q Well, if the type of accident were a breach of

21 containment, what would be the source of the data about the

12 release, or are they merely models based on the core inven-

23 tory?

,fg 24 MR. CASEY: There are two questions there. Why

| \~)
15 doesn't he answer the first question --

i

(
I

l

_
l
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i

I MS. GALLAGHER: "es, there are.O ,

1

2 MR. CASEY: -- first.

3 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
('

4 Q It is the alternative.

5 A The alternative to all of these is a measure-

6 ment of a dose rate at the site boundary, for example. That

7 too is a very desirable and very easily obtained. That kind

8 of measurement would be used for a very significant breach

9 of containment, and then those results would then be pro-|

10 jected, based on analytical dispersion coefficients to other

11 offsite locations.

12 Q Are there any circumstances under which you

13 wouldn't know what has been released from the inventory?

() 14 A When you say what has been released, I don't --

15 Q I mean which radio nuclides have actually been

1 16 released? I mean, I am not that familiar with the technolo-

17 gy, so I d( 't know whether it is always released and -- I

18 am sure it is not always released in a uniform amount.

19 There are varying percentages of possible release. What I

20 am trying to get at is, are there circumstances under which

21 you wouldn't know, for example, if there were noble gases

22 released or if there were iodine compounds released without

23 the confirmatory measurements?

24 A Well, the kind of measurements that are made,
{}

25 the kind that are more of a rapid nature tend to be a gross

O
i

_
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1
measurement that includes the effects of everything, noble

O
2 gases, iodine. All one gets from that is a gross radioac-

3 tive -- a gross dose rate measurement.

4 Q But how is -- what I am trying to get at is how

j 5 is that determined? Is there a monitoring device that can

6 detect everything in the core inventory?
I

7 MR. CASEY: Is your question one monitoring
:

8 device that can detect all types of radionuclide?

9 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay, sure. We will ask that1

one first.10

WITNESS BARR: Okay. There are various kinds3; ,

f devices that are used to detect specific kinds of radio-
12

activity, a beta detector that detects beta radiation, a
13

(]) 34 gamma detector, gamma radiations, alfa, alfa particles.

BY MS. GALLAGHER:j$

16 Q I know that, but what I am trying to get at is,

is there a monitorirg device that can identify every kind of
17

13 radionuclide that is contained in the core inventory, one

19 sort of all-purpose monitoring device?
,

20 A Well, it depends a lot on the construction of

21 the device. The most prevalent use is of a beta gamma type

22 detector. Even that will detect only certain energies of

23 beta, for example.

' Q With those energies detected, is it possible then
(}

24

25 to identify the radionuclides themselves?

i ,

,

I

(
|

|

i
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<

j 1 A Not unless one has a -- well, let me start again,

!

2 The kind of counters -- the kind of devices that are normal-'

1

| 3 ly used are for making gross measurements in the field, for

!O 4 examg1e. a eete11ed egectrum, 1 think, is whet you ere 1cox.. ,

,

5 ing for, is generally of a -- not so much of a portable
.

6 nature, but more of an analytical laboratory analysis.

i

,! 7

8

9
i

l 10

11

12

13

O " -

i5

16

i 17
1

18

19

( 20

21

|
|

| 23

24

O
25

O
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1

, t- '-1 1 Q In your opinion, then, is the function of the

k) ;

2 field monitoring merely confirmatory?
,

t

q 3 A Well, I look at the field monitoring as confirma-

) ( 4 tory as well as providing the real test of the analytical

5 model. I would much prefer to rely on field tests, field
I l
* 6 measurements. ;

I

! 7 0 When you say analytical model, do I take it
i t

j s that that does not mean that you actually have empirical ]
i

9 evidence of what is being released in real time at the
1

10 site? I'm trying to get at the nature of the monitors and
o

11 the need for field monitoring either as a diagnoutic aid

i'

12 in finding out what has been released or as just a confirma- '

13 tory thing. I would like to know -- I'm making a distinctior

(]) 14 between models based on projections of core inventory and
,

| 15 actual sampling of actual releases at the site.

- 16 MR. CASEY: Is there a question?
;

17 WITNESS BARR: I was going to ask. Is there a

18 question?

| 19 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

20 Q Okay. With that in mind, with the distinction
,

i 21 that I am trying to make in mind, is the field monitoring,

i
1 12 in your opinion, a means merely of confirming the releases

23 which can also be obtained by sampling on tha site -- I

24 don't know if that's clear.,

25 A I'm not sure what you' re real .y asking. Let me

,

10
1

- , . . - , . . - _ _ . , - - , - - . - . . . - . . . _ _ . _ , - - . .- - . _ . - . - - - . - -
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<

1

2 1 try to answer what I think you're asking. The field measure-

2 ments are gross measurements which do not distinguish except

3 for one particular nuclide series, do not normally distinguish

O 4 between cesium 137 isotopes, strontium 90, ribidium, rethenium,

5 other kinds of fission products, noble gas xenons, for

6 example. They monitor the gross radiation level.

7 Q But you would also be taking samples?

8 A Yes. Samples, for example, would be taken --

9 air samples would be taken, for example, with say a silver

10 xeolite cartridge which would be used to monitor specifically

11 for iodine. That's the one case that I mentioned where you

12 do an isotopic identification in the field. The rest of the

13 kinds of measurements are pretty gross -- I don't mean
1

i !( ) 14 incorrect, but moniroting the combination of nuclides.

15 Based on, again, analytical information, then, one has to

16 take a conversion factor, for example, saying that this is

17 a dose rate, the ratio cf these kinds of nuclides at this

13 particular reactor is such that this would result in thisi

19 kind of a dose to the whole body.

20 0 Okay. Then maybe you've helped me to understand

21 where I need to go. The sampling, then, would be the means

22 of identification of what is actually at the noint where you

23 intersect with the plume, isn't that correct?

24 A No. The place that you -- the way to io look(}
25 for a plume is to make a gross measurement with the radiation

(
|
|
|
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i
'

3 1 survey instruments. That's monitoring all of the gamma rays,

()'

2 let's say they are coming from a cloud, it's seeing the

3 activity of the cloud. It's not distincuishing between

i Ov 4 whether it's xenon 133 or krypton 85.j

5 0 But you are tracking the plume for a couple of

6 reasons. You are tracking the plume for -- well, you tell

7 me.

8 MR. CASEY: What's the question?

9 BY !!S. GALLAGHER:,

10 Q Why do you track a plume?

11 A Well, we track a plume in order to be able to

12 estimate personnel exposure.

13 Q And in doing so would you like to know what is
,

({} 14 in the plume as well as that there is a plume? Would you

15 like to know specific radionuclides in the plume?

16 A That's not totally required to make a reasonable

17 prediction of personnel exposure. We're talking about whole r

i

18 body exposure there. When we do make a measurement of iodine

19 that would then be related to say a thyroid dose.
;

i 20 Q But aren't your calculations also -- I know this

21 isn't your immediate obligation, but aren't your calculations

22 also used in order to make projections on he danger to the

23 population within the EPZ?

| 24 A Oh, yes. But those dancers are related to whole

25 body dose and thyroid dose.j

.O
.

|
w __ - _ - - _ _ - - - - . . ._- - - - - -. - -
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,

!
~

1 Q Well, are there no other dangers connected with
I
|

2 exposure to other radionuclides that, you know, might make

3 a difference? I'm thinking of various weights. Some are
1

4 heavier than ochers, isn't that correct?

5 'A various weights? I don't understand.
;

6 Q Of radionuclides in a plume. Some disperse

7 faster than others, for example, don't they? Wouldn't you

8 want to know kind of what is in that plume in order to be

9 able to project how much time you have to evacuate?

10 MR. CASEY: I think there are about three ques-

11 tions there. Maybe I could -- I'm not trying to interrupt
.

12 this cross examination --

13 MS. GALLAGHER: There's only one question.
i

() 14 MR. CASEY: Are you asking are you able to measur e
.

15 the mixture of radionuclides releared .from the standpoint of

16 their dose significance as distinguished from their exact

17 isotopic makeup?

18 MS. GALLAGHER: Basically. No, I want to know

j 19 the isotopic makeup.
i

I 20 JUDGE KELLEY: Would you restate the question,

21 please?

22 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay.

23 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

24 Q Isn't it important to know which isotopes and

25 which elements are in the plume in order to protect the

|O
|

!

|

. - . - . - - - . _ - - - - - - - . - . _ - . .-
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5 1 public health and safety?

2 A The important aspects of the clume are the whole

3 body dose rate and the thyroid dose rate. Those are the

O
4 major components that we would be concerned about. Other

5 items, I'm not sure what you have reference to, I suspect

6 would be at this point we are talking about a very minor

7 abundance of an isotope and none comes to my mind at this
,

8 instant. But those would be probably second order effects.

9 Q What do you mean by "second order effects"?
1

10 A Well, second or lower importance. The major

11 decisions would be based en the actual dose rate of the

12 plume monitored by these instruments that we were talking

13 about earlier, as well as the iodine concentration, say.
1

() 14 Q Aren't some radionuclides particulate and some

I
15 are gaseous?

! 16 A Yes.

17 Q Okay. Wouldn't it make a difference then in

18 terms of dispersion and possible time for getting populations

19 evacuated if you didn't know whetherthey were noble gases>

20 or other kinds of radionuclides?

21 A Would you repeat that, please?

12 Q Wouldn't it make a difference in terms of

23 planning an evacuation or other protective action about

24 the contents of a plume, whether some were gasesand some(}
.

25 were particulates?

(
4

I
.
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:

i 6 1 A I don't want to say that the plume content is

2 not important. But in terms of making decisions about,

3 evacuation and precautionary actions, the major indicators

O 4 that I would use would be the gross radiation measurements

: 5 that we discussed earlier.

6 ///
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4-1 i Q So you are saying that as lona as the dose rates

2 were low enough you wouldn't be concerned about really

3 whether they were particulate or gaseous?

4 A As long as the dose rates are low enough -- that

5 includes dose rates as well as airborne activity levels. We

6 did not discuss actually monitoring of particulate activity

7 levels. Those are also monitored. But if those levels are

a low enough there may be no need for prote,ctive action.

9 Q But what if it's a cLntinuing kind of accident

10 where you've had a puff release and now you are anticipating

il more of a release?

12 A I think what you said was maybe a little incon-

13 sistent. A continuing accident and a puff release. Can

Q 14 you distinguish?

15 Q When you have accidents you can't always tell

16 I don't know that much about accidents, but I remember at--

17 TMI they c'.idn' t know what was going to happen to the hydrogen

18 bubble and there were some releases but they weren't sure if

19 more was expected.

20 A Okay.

21 Q Okay. Using that as a hypothetical.

22 A What's the question?

! 23 Q The question is wouldn't it then matter since,

24 you know, you've had one release but you are not sure if you
O-

25 are home free yet, would it then make a difference to know

i O.s.;
t

! o

|
l
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1 what kind of a release was emitted and might be expected to

O
2 be emitted again?

3 MR. CASEY: In terms of its radionuclide content?

4 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

5 WITNESS BARR: I can't say that if one could

6 separate all of the iodine into one category and all of the

7 xenon into another category and all of~the cesium let's say

8 into another category, that if one released the gas- that it

9 wouldn't have a different interpretation from a protection

10 point of view. Cut what generally happens is that all of

11 this material is released concurrently. It's not separated

12 into such categories of that nature.

13 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

(]) 14 0 Maybe if we look at particulate monitoring that

15 will help me to articulate r.y questions more clearly.

16 What kind of monitoring would you do in the field for

17 particulates?

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Can I try a question here?

19 MS. GALLAGHER: Sure.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm just a little unclear. Let

i 21 me put this in sort of rough terms. Would you expect in an
|

22 accident where you had a plume release that, depending upon

23 the characteristics of the accident, the causes of the acci-

24 dent, you would get a different kind of plume in the sense

25 that reactor X could have an accident and have an iodine

O
_
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1 plume and reactor Y could have a dif ferent accident and have

2 a krypton plume, and reactor Z could have an accident and

1 3 have a strontium plume, where that was the primary component

O 4 of the plume in each case? Or would you say that a nuclear

5 power plant accident that released a plume, they are all

6 pretty much the same and they all have pretty much t:.e same

7 components?

8 WITNESS BARR: Well, the fission process is such

9 that it generates a wide spectrum of radionuclides and that

10 fission process is basically the same.for all power reactors;

11 consequently, the spectrum of the release of the items of

12 materials is pretty much the same.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Regardless of the cause of the

(O i4 eccidene2
,

l
.

| 15 WITNESS BARR: As long as we are talking about

16 fissionproduct activity where there is some damage to the

17 core.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

19 WITNESS BARR: There is a difference if one has

20 a release of say activation process products as a result of

21 some maintenance activity or something of that nature.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: No. But assn. ming some kind of
t

I 23 core damage or core melt TMI-type --

24 WITNESS BARR: The spectrum is basically the{)
25 same.

O
V

|

|
_
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1 JUDCE KELLEY: You assume that it's going to

O
2 contain a certain number of elements and there's some studies

I and data to show that that would be the case?

} 4 WITNESS BARR: That's correct.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Regardless of monitor?

6 WITNESS BARR: That's right.'

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

8 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay. I didn't mean to suggest

9 that there would be strontium plants and iodine plants and

10 that they'd be all distinct.

11 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

12 Q But what I am trying to get at is how do you

13 actually know what -- I mean, is there a homogeneous release

({} 14 in every accident of all of the core inventory? I mean there

15 are a lot of radionuclides in the core inventory. How do
1

16 you actually find out, aside from projections and models,

17 what has been released?

18 A In that particular instance, samples would be

19 required in order to determine the exact content. Now these

20 could --

21 Q What I'm trying to get at is what is the importance
,

i

22 of doing this.

23 A In terms of personnel protection and immediate

24 response action, it's not as important as actually making

,

25 dose rate measurements in the plume area, cs well as the
i

l
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1 major -- what you are trying to do is monitor for the major

O
2 isotope, such as iodine.

3 Q So do I take it to understand that it's not a

4 great priority to your teams to really take a wide variety

5 of samples to determine the full range of releases?

6 MR. CASEY: I don't understand that question.

7 It seems very vague.

8 MS. GALLAGHER1 Okr.y.

9 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
(

10 Q Is it not terribly important to t he monitoring

11 teams to sample so that they can discover exactly what was

12 released empirically?

13 A Their priority is to find the plume, make a dose

() 14 rate measurement, get me an airborne sample which would
!

| 15 include particulate and iodi:.e and, based on those pieces
,

16 of information I would make a projection of what other kinds

17 of protective action is required. They would subsequently

18 bring that material to a place where we could analyze fori

19 specific isotopes. But the priority there is to keep the

20 teams in the field to give us these important parameters
;

| 21 rather than have them transiting back and forth to provide
t

|

22 isotopic information.

23 Q Could it be important to know if you have a great

24 number of isotopes that would tend to settle.in a particulate

25 form for purposes of evacuation of the EPZ?

('

l

:
I

l
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1 A Well, I guess I don't want to say '-- what you

O
2 are saying is the generation of surface contamination.

3 0 Yes.

O 4 A We have the capability of making those kinds of

5 measurements in the field, surface contamination measurements

6 and that kind of information would also be reported and, on

7 the basis of all of the information available at any one

8 particular time, decisions would be made. I'm not trying to
,

9 neglect anything. I've tried to equip the teams with

to portable equipment which will monitor radiation * contamination

11 airborne levels.

12 Q You mentioned that you take air samples. Do you

| 13 take ground samples as well?
'() 14 A Ground samples in what sense?

15 Q Do you take other kinds of samples besides

16 air samples when you are in the field?

17 A The team could, for example, collect soil samples ,

18 they could collect water samples.

19 Q They equipment that yciu take cut into the field

20 for monitoring, is that the kind of equipment that has a

21 scale or is it just more like a dosimetar-type?

22 A I'm not sure I understand your question specific-

23 ally. But the instruments that we take in the field are

24 basically the same kind of instrumentation that we have for

25 monitoring dose rates at the plant where we are. This is not

.

. O

.
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1 e personnel monitoring device that you hook on to a person

O
2 and don't read until you get back to some other location.,

3 But it's a survey meter. Let's see if I can think of -- it#

( 4 has a scale on it with the needle which shows the dose rate,

J 5 for example.

6 Q How many curies can it withstand?

! 7 A I don't understand that.

8 0 Well, if it were to come to a very, very radio-

9 active place would there be a point when it would stop being
|

10 efficient?

11 A Well, the highest scale on the instruments that
1

12 I have are in the range of 1000 rem per hour.
|

13 Q And that would be a lethal dose for the field4

i

-(]) 14 monitor, I suppose.j

15 A It would depend entirely on how long he stayed

16 in that field.

17 Q Have you ever considered or do you know if -- by

18 "you" I mean the Applicant -- stationary field monitors?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And are there any plans in the work to get

21 these? I didn't see anything in the testimony about it.

22 A I believe there are. It's not in my testimony

23 because I really don't deal with that at this time. I'm

24 going on recollection, but there are plans to install some

25 field equipment which will be hooked into the health physics

*

;

!
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1 computer systet...

O
2 Q And would that be along the grid that it's going

3 to be prepared? On your testimony you talked about --

4 A I don't know the specific locations. I don't

'

5 know if they have been selected yet. I really don't have

6 expertisc in that particular area.

7 Q Well, just to follow with that a little bit,
,

8 on page 13 of your testimony at the bottom, on line 26, you

9 said aerial maps of the plume EPZ are being made and will

10 include a radial circular gridwork of lines to specify exact

11 locations of measurements and samples. Would a radial grid'

12 type of placement be a helpful way to monitor with stationary

13 equipment?

14 A It might be. And this is just an opinion. It
(])

15 might be also appropriate to place detectors in areas where

16 say a plume from the station might be more likely to go

17 based on, say, wind measurements. I wouldn't say that the

13 radial grid is the only way to do that. The radial grid
I

f 19 that I'm talking about there in the testimony deals with
;

20 how I would direct ? --

21 Q I understand. That's just e --

22 A -- a team to a certain location.

23 Q I understand. Well, if you were going to use

24 wind direction as your locating tool for placing stationary

25 field equipment, wouldn't it be helpful to have more wind

O
,

1
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1 towers off-site?

O
2 A Well --

3 MR. CASEY: Is that rather speculative?

4 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

5 Q In your opinion.

6 A I don't think that additional wind towers off-

7 site would be of any significant value.

8 Q Well, do you agree that not knowing the sdnd
*

9 direction or thinking that it's in one direction because

10 you have a reading on-site but in fact finding out that it

11 isn't going in that direction, do you agree that that is a

12 problem when you are tracking a plume?

13 A I'm not sure I -- would you ask that again? I

(]) 14 was thinking of a different answer and I'm not sure it is

15 appropriate.

16 Q Sure. Do you agree that it helps to know the

17 wind direction as it actually is instead of as you projected

18 it because you got a certain reading on-site?

19 A Well, the wind tower tells you what the wind

20 direction is at that particular location. It doesn't tell

21 you anything about where it came from.

22 Q It also doesn't tell you where it's going, isn't

23 that true?

24 A Well, it gives you a general direction and that's

25 about the extent of it. And that's really, as I said before ,

O
-__
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1 the purpose of the monitoring ceams, to find those plumes.
,

)
2 O Well, I guess I'm suggesting that wouldn't you

3 agree that if there were a way to have more accurate wind
,

4 directions obtained that it would make your job faster?

5 Wouldn't you be able to get your results faster?

6 A No, I really don't think so.
|,

| 7 Q Would you explain why not?

8 A I think the team -- the critical thing is for

9 the team to find the plume. If I have a meteorological tower

10 sitting up on top of a mountain somewhere it doesn't tell me

11 about whether the plume is within 50 yards of that or 5000

12 yards.
i
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1

T' kl 1 Q But wouldn't it tell you the direction?

O 2 A It tells me the direction of the wind at that

3 point. It doesn't tell me that -- wLere that wind came from ,

,
4 Q Do I take it that you don't have a great deal of

f

5 confidence in the wind direction information that is provided

6 to you?

7 A I use the wind direction indicated. I have

8 confidence that it readying exactly correctly --

9 O Yes.

10 A -- at that location. B. I also recognize that

11 due to geographic or topographical differences, that that

12 won't necessarily be the wind direction a mile away. It wil l

13 be affected by local disturbances.

14 Q Okay. Yesterday we were talking about the badge.[])
s

15 that your personnel wear and I asked yo1 where you would'

16 have them wear them, and you said wherever appropriate.

17 But I didn't ask what types of radiation the badges measure.

18 A TheJe badges would measure, say, beta radiation

19 as well as gamma radiation.
.

| 20 Q Okay. Those are the two types? Okay. And the

21 suit, the protective suit, what kinds of radiation does it

12 protect against?

23 A Well, the only thing it would really pr,tect

24 against would be something like alpha contamination. A

25 sheet of paper will s.ap an alpha particle. The suit itself

|

O

1
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1 is not designed as a radiation protection garment. It is

O
2 designed simply as a containment centrol device.

3 Q To keep it -- to keep particles of contamination
O 4 off your clothes?

5 A Off clothing. Well, no -- well, either that or'

6 off the skin, whatever.

7 Q Okay. When people are suited up, do they wear

8 a badge on the inside as.well as on the outside?'

9 A No, basically on the outside.

10 i Q Okay. Then I wanted to.go back also to -- you

11 had talk._d for dose assessment, the program for dose assess-

12 ment. Let me see if Ican find it in your testimony. Okay,

if you could refresh my memory, what kind of equip-13 what --

14 ment do you use for the dose assessment process in the plant ?()
15 MR. CASEY: You are referring to someplace in

16 his testimony?

17 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I have just asked him a

.

18 question. I

'

19 WITNESS BARR: There are various kinds of monito::-

20 ing devices that can be used for dose assessment purposes.

Basically they indicate a dose rate which then is related21

22 to, say, radioactive material inside con.ainment,t as an exam-

23 ple.

24 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
{)

25 Q Do you know who developed your dose assessment

program?

_
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3 1 A Specifically by name, no, not really.

()
2 Q Does the program have a name?

3 A Well, maybe I better ask the question of what

( 4 you mean by dose assessment program.

5 0 Well, the kind of program that you use. I guess ,

6 you know you have that health physics computer --

7 A Yes.

for one thing. That is a dose assessment8 0 --

9 prograu, isn't it? I mean, iJn't it going to be?

10 A That will be used for dose projections.

11 Q M-hmm. Okay. I have a few questions that I

12 wanted to ask about the program. You said that -- in your

13 testimony that if that were not operating that you could

14 still do it the way you do it now, isn't that correct?(])
15 A That is correct.'

16 Q Okay. So let's maybe stick with the way to do

17 it now. Is that program for monitoring and assessing pro-

| 18 jected doses so that you can tell whether they are within

19 the EPA guidelines, is that based on empiric data, or is it

20 based on modeling?

| 21 A Could you rephrase that?
!

22 O Well --

23 A I didn't totally understand.

24 Q If there were an accident and you wanted to

O
25 assess the doses -- this may be going back to what we went

(|

|
\

*
_ - . _ - - .
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4 1 on at length about a little while ago -- I just want to know

2 basically if your dose assessment program is based on em-

3 pirical data that somebody has developed.

O 4 A I don't specifically know the exact source of

5 the information. Basically for hand calculation, what

6 would normally be done would be taking a specific series

7 of radionuclides, the kind of spectrum that you have for,

8 say, a fuel damage situation. Using a computer program to

9 predict the effects of any shielding that would be between

10 the source of activity and your detector, then using that

11 to provide basically -- how do I want to describe it? --
,

12 coefficients -- like a calibration factor that would relate

13 dose rate to activity and containment, for example.

() 14 Q And is that site-specific? Does each plant
,

15 develop its own program?

16 A The item that -- the description that I gave you

17 is not something that I believe would be appropriate for,

18 say, a single utility. That would be more like the respon-

19 sibility of the supplier of the equipment.

20 Q M-hmm. On page nine of your testimony, you

21 talk at line 10 about a source term. Can you please define

22 a source term?

|

| 23 A A source term in that context represents the

24 amount of activity that is coming out of, let's say, contain -

[}
25 ment per second. The units of it would be curies per second .

O

.. . .- - .
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-85 1 Q And you say they are available for release from

,
2 the containment or other locations based on predetermined

i

3 constants. What are they?

O 4 A Those basically were the constants that I was

i 5 telling you about earlier that related the dose rate of an

I 6 instrument to the amount of activity inside containment.

7 Q Okay, how long does it take to perform a dose

8 assessment?

9 A During the May exercise we performed a number of

10 them within approximately 15 minutes.

11 Q At how long would it take from the dose assess-

12 ment performance to a recommendation for protective action?

13 A That would depend in terms -- depend upon what

() 14 kind of break point we are at. If the projection, for exam-

15 shows no activity being released, or no significant dose

| 16 rate, the decision is easy.

17 Q Sure.
i

18 A On the other side, if it is very high, extremely

19 high, that decision tends to be also on the easier side.
I

20 The ones in the middle take some discussion and determination

21 of review, I guess, is the best way to put it.

i 22 Q Well, let's take the hard one and say that you
,

23 get a dose free projection that is approaching amounts in

24 excess of the protective action guidelines. What is the
)

25 procesa for arriving at a recommendation for protective

O
,
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'

X6 I action?

2 A Once I have a projection that -- say a protec-

3 tive action guide will be exceeded, I would go to the emer-

4 gency coordinator and inform him of the informaticn that I

5 have --
t

| 6 Q And where is he and how do you reach him?

7
i A He has been sitting right beside me in the tech-

8 nical support center in the May exercise. Basically we are1

9 in -- gene ally within a few feet of each other, so the con-

10 tact is verbal. Let's see. I described the information
,

!
Il that I have, indicate that this protective action guideline

12 has been exceeded or will be exceeded. At that point, de-1

13 pending on now the -- what the extent of that geographical

() 14 area affected, I might recommend to him that we consider

| 15 sheltering.
:

16 Q Now, you are going to be basing your conversation

! 17 to him in part on the wind direction that you got from the

18 meteorological tower onsite, isn't that correct?

! 19 A That -- in part that is true.

20 Q M-hmm.

21 A I would indicate to him, for example -- excuse

22 Indicate to him sheltering, would it be appropriate outme.

23 to a distance of five miles, let's say, in sectors A, B and

i O 2+ c-
|

| 25 0 And why at this time would you recommend

)

|

:

-
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7 1 sheltering?

2 A Well, I picked that as an example. It would

3 depend entirely on what the circumstances were at the time.

O 4 If, for example, it is a puff release, and there is no time

5 for evacuation, the dose rate does not for example even re-

i 6 quire evacuation, and the prognosis for the accident being
!

! 7 under control is good, that might be my recommendation.

j 8 The ultimate decision is his. The guidance in

i 9 making those kinds of decisions will be spelled out basical-

10 ly in our implementing procedures, which are really under

11 development right now. But a lot of it depends on what the

; 12 circumstances are at a particular instant in time.
i

!, 13 Q So do I take it that in your capacity as the

() 14 health physicist -- station physicist that you recommend a
I

15 particular kind of action to the coordinator?

16 A I try to give him a recommendation and the pros

17 and cons of following it or not following it. I really try

18 to provide him as much information as I can. He is the

19 individual who is most knowledgeable about the plant situa-

20 tion and prognosis for accident situation.

21 Q How much time would you con -ider necessary in

22 order to recommend evacuation if the dose assessment were

23 approaching levels in c. cess of the PAGs?

24 A I am not sure --

25 MR. CASEY: I don't understand the question.

O
,
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i

k8 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:.

(
) 2 Q Okay. The question is, can you give me a number

| 3 or a range of time that you would need in order to feel

4 confident in recommending evacuation of say -- I should

5 specify the sector -- of, say, the two mile sector that is

6
,

a 22 and one half degree angle north of the plant?
|

i 7 MR. CASEY: Mr. Chairman, I think we are getting

8 beyond the scope of Mr. Barr's testimony.

9 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, I have asked Mr. Barr if

10 he does make a kind of -- a preliminary recommendation to

11 the coordinator and he said he does. So I want to know what

12 that would be, based on his opinion. It doesn't mean the

13 coordinator has to do it.

(]} 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I think it is a fair question.<

15 WITNESS BARR: I am not sure I still totally

16 understand the question. Are you asking how long it Lakes

17 me to come up with a recommendation --

18 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

19 Q No, no. I am trying to determine how much ad-

20 vance warning you would feel that you needed in order to

21 even recommend evacuation for a fairly high emission of

22 radionuclindes, for small -- say a two mile sector from the

23 plant.

24 A I don't --

O
25 0 Go this is going to be a rapid -- well, 1 will

O
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1

!

k9 1 leave that to you to ask the questions that you need to help
,

.J
i 2 you bring an answer.

1 3 MR. CASEY: Mr. Chairman, I only saying that

(I

| 4 Mr. Barr is an expert and is offered to describe how a dose

5 is assessed, but he is not an expert in evacuation time es-

6 timate and the other factors that go into a decision to make
1

7 an evacuation. The emergency coordinator brings all that

) 8 information together.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Isn't the question here a little

10 narrower, and maybe I am not understanding it, but I thought

11 the question or the thrust of it was how long does it take

12 Mr. Barr to formulate a recommendation fec evacuation in

13 a sector --

() 14 MS. GALLAGHER: That really wasn't the question.
i

15 JUDGE KELLEY: That was not the question. Okay.

16 Then what was the question?'

17 MS. GALLAGHER: The question was more along the

18 line that Mr. Casey is objecting to, that I would like to --
!

19 does he have a sense of how much time you need, how much

20 lead time you need in order to recommend an evacuation.
I

I

( 21 This is a matter of great concern to people.
|
|

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, sure it is, but ' am not'

23 sure this is the right Witness to -- because me doesn't
J

24 make -- he only suggests what the recommendations ought to

25 be, correct?

O

- . - _ _ __ _ __ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . .- . _ _ . _ . . . _ .
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kl0 1 MS. GALLAGHER: But he must base that on some

( 2 sense of whether it is reasonable oc not, and I -- you know,

f 3 I am willing to a7 cept that his answer isn't going to be the

() 4 final solution.

5 MR. CASEY: Mr. Chairman, he can -- if I might

6 explain, he can tell the emergency coordinator that a cer-

7 tain dose will be e::ceeded at a certain distance. That is

8 his area of expertise, and that is as far as he goes. The ---

, 9 JUDGE KELLEY: I thought he went one step fur-
|

10 ther. I thought he said and I think you should evacuate.

It He didn't say that?

12 MR. CASEY: Well, let me be -- I am sorry. If

13 it is exceeding the PAG's recommendation, would be such and

14 so, did you -- you exceeded the PAG, now you have a range;{)
15 of protective actions to be taken based on other considera-

16 tions that he is not an expert to talk about it, for instance,

17 evacuation time, that kind of thing.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: I may be wrong. I don't know if

19 I can find it in here, but I thought that somewhere in the

20 testimony he said he would make recommendations about what

21 action to take.'

I

! 12 MR. CASEY: Do you?

23 WITNESS BARR: Excuse me. What I tried to clari-

24 fy there is that I would make a recommendation and say this

O
25 kind of dose rate warrants evacuation, however there may be

(),

.- . - - _ - . . _ _- . . _ .- - -
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,

kil 1 other constraints such as time that could influence that.
O

2 That c.s the kind of recommendation that I would make.'

|

3

O 4

5
t
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Ighp 1 Q I realize it is not your responsibility to make

'

t(s_;5
'

6 the -- you know, I am not trying to put you on the spot in that
~

3 sense, but I am trying to draw upon your familiarity with the

() dose assessment process to get a sense of what you would con-

5 sider to be adequate lead time for recommending.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Now when you say that --

7
MS. GALLAGHER: I talked myself out of the answer.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Recommended by this witness or

9 recommended by Southern California Edison Company by somebody
10

else.

11
MS. GALLAGHER: He can't answer for somebody else.

12 JUDGE KELLEf: Obviously.

() MS. GALLAGHER: We will drop that.

I
| BY MS. GALLAGHER:
I

15
Q Mr. Barr, what protective clothing do the field

16 monitoring teams wear when they are in the field tracking the

17 plume?

18 A They have protective clothing available to them.

19 They would not necessarily don protective clothing unless their

'O measurements warrented putting on protective clothing, for*

'l example, respiratory protection and that sort of thing."

2~'
Q Aren't there OSHA rules about having to wear pro-{}

23 tective devices if you have a certain risk of health injury?

'*4 MR. CASEY: I object. I don't see the relevance to
'

25 this case in that question.

|

|
,

- .- _ n
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ghp 2 I JUDGE KELLEY: Sustained.

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3 Q So is it optional to them? Is it their judgement

4
. Q or some procedure that says that they must wear protective

5 clothing under certain circumstances?

6 A Well, these individuals that we are talking about

7 are basically under the direction of the health physics tech-

8 nician who is trained and who specifies under normal working

9 conditions the protective clothing that is worn by workers and

10 himself.

11 lie monitors the vicinity he is in and based upon

12 his own measurement and his training, he establishes what pro-

13 tective clothing could be required or protective devices.

14 Q Is there a chance that the monitoring team could

15 be taken by surprise? They go out and think they aren't going

16 to meet th9 plume -- they hope they do, but they haven't found

17 it, and then they find some and they are not adequately pro-

18 tected. Is there a chance of that?
!

19 A Teams are trained to utilize the instrumentation

20 that they have. When they go on a -- when they are assigned a

21 responsibility, the first thing they do is turn their survey,

I
,,

instruments on. The survey instruments are some of the more ex-' '-

O'

23 tremely sensitive and any increase in response, they would make

24 some determination of their own as to whether other protective,

O'

25 devices might be required.

._. . _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ - - . _ . . _ . _ . _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - - ~ . _ . . . . _ _ _ - . - . - - - - . - - . - - - --
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ghp 3 I So they don' t close tr air eyes and go 10 miles or

() 2 five miles into an area and then take a measurement. They are

3 constantly investigating their surroundings.

() 4 Q Leaving that area, I want to go back to your tes-

5 timony on page 17, at line 7, where you are talking about the

6 health physics computer system. In your testinony you say it

7 ,is not implemented yet, but are you beginning to become know-

8 ledgeable about it and trained in its use?

9 A I am not trained in its use. It is still in the

10 construction phase and I am still in the very early phases of

11 getting f amiliar with it.

12 Q Do you have any knowledge about limits -- for ex-

13
(]) ample, what temperature can it take?

14 A I really don't have detailed information at this,

!
'

15 time. The health physics computer to me, right now, is a

16 capability tool that I look toward in the future.

17 Q Do you have other computers at your disposal?
i

18 MR. CASEY: For what purpose?

19 MS. GALLAGHER: For monitoring and that sort of

20 thing, other monitoring-type computere.

21 MR. CASEY: Monitoring calculations, you mean?

; 22 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.
, ,

13 WITNESS BARR: Monitoring calculations? I don't

24p understand it.
(J

25 777,7
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I ghp 4 1 BY I"S. GALLAGHER:

2 Q Do any of your other monitoring devices have com-

3 ponents of computers in them, circuitry and so forth?

O 4 na c^stv: e is too vesue = - couta vou sust

| 5 restate the question?

6 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay.

7 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

8 Q Do any of your monitors have computer components

9 in them? In other words, you get print-outs and so forth from

10 them. If it is not a teletype, in my mind, it is a computer.

11 A I am not sure what you mean by monitor.

12 Q Your instruments for assessing levels of radiation.

13 The reason that I am asking is that I am trying to pursue a line

14 of questioning that has to do with their capability to with-

15 stand things that bother computers.

16 A Portable equipment that I have, for example, does

17 not have computer components. These particular items are de-

18 signed for wide ranges of temperature and whatever and ruggednes s,

!

j 19 just because they are portable instruments.

20 0 What about stationary monitors?

| 21 A We have some devices that are used for, for example

22 one of the areas that I don't have responsibility for, but de-

23 tectors that do isotopic identifications, for example.

24 Q And you say those aren't within your area of respon--

O -
25 sibility?

. _ ..
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ghp 5 1 A Presently they are within another area of respon-

2 sibility.{)
3 Q Do you know whether they are protected from high

(} 4 temperatures?

5 A The ones that I am thinking of are air conditioned.

6 Q And is there a back-up air conditioner in case one

7 goes out?

8 A I am not that familiar with whether there is a

9 back-up or not. Generally speaking the computer systems that I

10 have been associated with, it is very nice to have air con-

11 ditioning, but the computer manufacturers today, I believe,

12 recognize that those kinds of air conditioning failures occur

13 so they have been designed for higher limits of temperature,

14 for example. That, again, is not my area of expertise.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I have the sense that the record

16 in the last five Q's and A's is really muddy. I don't really

| 17 know what we are talking about. Why don't we stop and have a
!

18 coffee break and think about how to nail this down. Where is

19 it and what does it do and clear it up a little bit.

20 (Brief recess.)

21 ///

,,

23

24

(^):
- 25

I .
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Ighp 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

2
t 7 Let me interject, I said at the break that it seemed

to me that the line of questioning and the answers thereto have

O 4 been recher fu::zy. It ween't et e11 c1eer to the Boerd whet

5 kind of equipment we were talking about and let me ask the

6 witness.

7 ~

as I recall it, went to the degreeThe questioning

8 of computerization, if you will, with monitoring equipment and

9 you spoke of field-type equipment and then you began to speak

10 of another type of equipment which was, in one degree or the

11 other, computerized but I don't think it was at all clear just

l*' what you were referring to. Could you help us out in that re-

I3Q gard before we get back into this area?

14 WITNESS BARR: Yes, the computer system that I was

15 talking about is the kind that is used to monitor to determine

16 gamma ray spectrums, let's say, of samples. We have other kind s

17 of ccmp;ter systems. We have computer systems that are used

18 for dosimetry records.
.

19 We are hooked into a computer system that is used
r

l 20 for determination of ingested radioactivity. That particular

'*l computer system is not onsite. It is through a telephone con-

,,

3 nection. In fact it even has a very small processor unit, come~~

CJ
23 to think of it, but the one I particularly referred to was

'4 basically a standard laboratory spectrum analyzer.*

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Nere you referring to installed
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gh 2 1 monitoring equipment showing levels of radiation at different

2
)

parts of the plant?

3 WITNESS BARR: No.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: I gathered you vere not.

5 WITNESS BARR: No, what I was describing was a

6 Inboratory piece of equipment.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, that is, I think, helpful.
.

8 JUDGE JOHNSON: The spectrum analyzer is not the

9 same as the to-be-installed computer equipment that you des-

10 cribe on page 17?

11 MR. CASEY: That would be the HP computer?

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yes.

13 NITNESS BARR: No, they are really two different

14 pieces of hardware, although once the health physics computer
>

! 15 1s hooked in, there is the capability of providing input from

j 16 one computer system into the other.

17 JUDGT JOHNSON: But as it exists right now, they
;

18 are completely independent?

l

19 WITNESS BARR: Yes, that is correct.
I

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.
t

21 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
|

22 Q May I ask, then, if there are other monitoring de-

O
23 vices that have computer components that do the same kind of

24 job that the HP computer is going to be doing, do elements of

O 25 it?
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1
ghp 3 A The health physics computer is basically a piece

() of hardware that sits in the plant that has no other piece of

3
equipment like it other than the redundant portion of that.

() The health physics computer is basically two identical systems.

5
One is a redundant system.

6
Q Twins?

7
A Basically, yes. One is primary and the other is

8
secondary and neither one is specifically designated other than

9
what happens to be available at the time.

10
0 Are any of the monitoring devices which do measure

11
doses, do any of those have computer components?

12
A I am not sure -- again we arc talking about computer

(}
components. I think in terms of electrical resistors, capaci-

14
tors, chips and that sort of thing, they are all made up of the

15
same hardward -- cables --

16
0 I am not providing you with much help because I

17
can't define a computer.

18
,

A I have the same problem.

19
Q What does continuous on-line monitoring mean?

20
MRI CASEY: Can we have a reference to the testimon'(

21
| that I think you are referring to?

22
MS. GALLAGHER: It is on page 17, line 14'

WITNESS BARR: What is the question? I am sorry.

I 24
BY MS. GALLAGHER:'

| - 25
Q The question is, what do vou mean bv continuous

i
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1
on-line monitoring? In other words, what I am getting at is,

() is the information there, that you have to search it out? Do

3
you have to push a button to tell you -- does it read ort every

() hour?

5
A Data is continually fed into the computer system

6
and the computer system is going through calculations and so on,

7
at least storing the information continuously. There are ter-

8
minals that require operator action that would request particult .r

9
kinds of information.

10
0 So you would need an operator there, a programmer

11
or operator?

12
A Yes, although I like computer systems and I would

() be inclined to oeerate it personally in some respects.

14
Q So as far as accessibility of information is con-

15
cerned, it is not automatic. You have to ask it for the infor-

16
mation that you want?

17
A In the sense that -- a computer system has a lot

18
of capabilities. If you.want it to do a projection of a dose

,

| 19
rate, ther. you have to put the computer system into that par-

20
ticular mode.

| 21
| Q If you put it into that mode, does it print out or

i 22
| {} does it have a screen?

i 23
A Yes.

i

24

( 0 Is there someone at the plant who could make the
- 't 25

dose crojections on the basis of the core int" ant ^*" "'*ko- ""'-

I

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _. _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ .
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1 on computer modeling?

2 MR. CASEY: I don't understand that question.

3 MS. GALLAGHER: Maybe Mr. Barr does.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Is it clear to the witness?

5 WITNESS BARR: Not totally. I have an individual

6 who is onsite all the time who can do a dose assessment. It is

7 based on projected inventories of the core. It is like -- but

I he doesn't know at any one time what the specific composition
9 of the core is. The only way to get that is through analytical

10 techniques.

11 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

12 O You mean through sampling and so forth?

13 A No, I mean computer calculations, fission productO
14 inventory, for example. In the core the core has containment --

15 the rods provide a containment device. In order to find out

16 what the real inventory is, one would have to get into that

17 containment.

18 Q Obviously you can't do that.

19 A We are not going to do that.

20
Q But knowing what you put in there, is there a way

'l' of assessing the dose based on mathematical calculations as

,,
opposed to having the computer do the -- I mean I know you woulc--

O 23 still use a hand calculator perhaps. I am trying to discover

24 what alternatives there are to the computer if it goes down.,

t O 25 A The process for making an offsite dose projection,
,

m
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1
for example, doesn't really rely on the health physics computer

() system. It does rely on computer systems to come up with cor-

3
relations that we spoke about earlier -- about fission product

f\, 4
\> inventory and that sort of *.hing -- and once those correlations

5
are established, taen it is a simple matter to plug into a

6
s-imple equation what the parameters are and crank it out on a

7
small calculator.

8
Q I am still interested in the ceneral area of the

9
temperatures that the monitors can withstand.

10
A Okay, there are various kinds of monitors, as we

11
have talked about earlier. There are the monitors we talk abou".

12
for portable monitoring. There are the monitors that are part

(]) of the installed equipment that read dose rate in the sphere,
14

for example. I am not sure what. monitors we are talking about.
15

Q How are they shielded from fire, for example?
16

MR. CASEY: We have got to get a specification of
17

type of monitor before the witness can answer that question.
18

I don't know how to do that. Maybe you could get a specificati::n
~

19
of the type of monitor.

20
JUDGE KELLEY: Ms. Gallagher, could you spell out

21
for the Board a little more clearly the nature of your interest

,,
~~

(} in the effect of temperature on monitors?

( 23
MS. GALLAGHER: It is pretty simple really. I am

24

[}
interested in how they can remain efficient and what kind of

shieldina or protection thev have that will assure us * bat *ha"
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I
will continue to do what they are supposed to do.

() JUDGE KELLEY: Okav. Are you talkinc about monitors

3
at the site as opposed to field equipment?

'

r%) 4
MS. GALLAGHER: Yes, I am sorry, stationary.

5
; JUDGE KELLEY: A statio: Iry monitor at SONGS.

6
MS. GALLAGHER: Onsite.

7
JUDGE KELLEY: Are you asking about a fire at SONGS?

. 8
l MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

9
JUDGE KELLEY: Maybe you could state it in question

10
form.

11
MS. GALLAGHER: Okay.

12
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

() Q The stationary onsite monitors, how are they pro-

14
tected from fire?

15
A The monitors that I am thinking about -- for example

16
let's take the outside of containment monitors -- they are

17
basically a metal tube hooked onto the exterior of the concrete

18
of the sphere with some cabling running to another transmitter

19
type device.

20
I would really have to make a judgement that i"

21
there were a fire immediately adjacent to that, that that de-

'2~

) tector could be inoperable. The cable, for example, might bei

23
burned . Of course the protection for that is to not store

'4~

anything flamnable in that ar ea.{)
25

Q And you said that this carticular monitor * hat ynn

- . _ . - - . - - - . _ . - _ . _ . - _ ,, , _ , - . . . . - __ , --_- _-_
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1
are thinking of, does it have any circuitry in it? Ma will

C_T
2

/ avoid the use of the word computer.

3
A I am sure that it has a great deal of circuitry in

ks it but I am not specifically familiar with what kind it has.

5
Q I don't need to know what kind. I would just have

6
a general question about that. I want to pursue once more the

7
question of protective clothing for field monitors. Do they

8
ever carry it along in the truck?

9
A Oh, absolutely.

10
Q Field monitoring is primarily confirmatory, as you

11
have indicated. Is that correct, that it is primarily confir-

12
matory?

() MR. CASEY: I think that question has been answered

14
about three times.

15
MS. GALLAGHER: I am still not clear on it.

16
JUDGE KELLEY: Confirmatory in what sense? I will

17
allow the question.

18
MS. GALLAGHER: I will ask it another way.

. 19
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

20t

| Q Is it necessary to do field monitoring before making

21
a recommendation for protective action?

37
~~

/~T A No, it is not.1
'

\_/

I Q What is the name -- both by title and name if you

(} can -- of the emergency coordinator?

25
A The emercency coordinator is reallv. by *4*1o. hu

1

, _ - . - . - - . _ , . - , - - - - _ , . - - - . - , - _ _ - . _ _ - . - . - _ _ - . . _ _ . , - - , , _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ - - -_. _
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1 qualification. In one stage of an emergency, it would be the

2 on-duty watch engineer. Later, it could be the manager of

3 operations.
|

6

4 ///Q
,

54

'

6
,

i

i 7

i
8,

,

i 9
!

10
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24

O 2,

I
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T8 kl 1 Q During the day, may I ask what hours you work?

2 A Too many. I generally work approximately from

3 6:30 in the morning until about 8 o' clock at night. It is

O 4 --

5 Q I hope you get paid a lot.

6 A -- usually about five days a week.

7 Q Who is the emergency coordinator during your

8 hours, or during most of your hours, if there are more than

9 one?

|
10 A Okay, the actual organization is, of course,

11 clearly identified in the employing procedures. It will

12 always be initially the individual who is right in the

13 control room who is actively associated with the operations

14 of a system.i

[}
15 Q Could I have a proper name, please?

16 A Watch engineer.

17 Q Well, that is a general category. A specific

18 person.

| 19 A There are more than one watch engineers.
t

20 Q Well, I just want to know the name of one of(
21 them.

22 MR. CASE: Well, I don't see the relevance of

23 knowing the name.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Nor do I. Can you tell us what

O 25 difference it makes?

l

O

l .
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k2 1 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, now that I think of it,

O 2 it probably isn't a proper question. I wanted to know who

3 it was for our purposes.

() 4 JUDGE KELLEY: What purposes?

5 MS. GALLAGHER: Possibly we would subpoena him

6 to answer the question that Mr. Barr is not allowed to answer .

7 I don't know if this --

8 JUDGE KELLEY: We are getting a little bit late

9 in the day for adding witnesses to this law suit, given dis-

10 covery and the like.

ji MS. GALLAGHER: Okay.

MR. CASEY: If it is any assistance to the Board ,
12

13 Mr. Ray's testimony is in -- been identified and he will be

14 speaking to those kinds of matters.
(])

15 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Thank you.

16 MS. GALLAGHER: I think that does it, Mr. Barr.

17 Thank you very much.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Turn to the Staff.

19 MR. HOEFLING: No questions, Mr. Chairman.

JUDGE JOHNSON: A couple of places in your testi -

20

21 mony yesterday, Mr. Barr, perhaps are a little fuzzy in the

22 record. When you were talking aLout the filters that are

used in the face masks you indicated, I believe, that each23

24 filter is not individually tested, is that correct?

O
25 WITNESS BARR: I indicated that the station does

O
<

.. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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'' 1 not individually test those. I do believe the manufacturer

( 2 does, but I can'* speak for the manufacturer at this point.

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: But by some QA program --

() 4 WITNESS BARR: Right.

5 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- either yours or the manufac-

6 turers, you have every reason to believe that these filters

? will perform as, I think the word is advertised in the

8 transcript?

9 WITNESS BARR: Yes. In some respects we do a

10 bit of a QA program on the manufacturer, because we test

11 filters on an individual -- as part of their respiratory

12 protection program, to ensure that the activity, let's say,

13 or the activity that he would be in, he would be shielded

- 14 from it. We measure the air that he has breathed compared

15 to the air level outside of the mask and get a protection

16 factor from it.

17 In air I don't mean the oxygen content or any-

18 thing of that nature, but a particulate dispersed in the air ,

19 aerosol.

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: Correct. While we are on the

I
21 subject of face masks and filters, the necessary protective

22 equipment is located at appropriate places throughout the

23 plant so that your personnel can get to it without undue

24 difficulty?

25 WITNESS BARR: Well, at this point the --

( CE)
|
i

,______...______..__.m _ . , _ _ _ _ , , , _ _ _. _ _ _ , . --
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'- 4 1 JUDGE JOHNSON: Or will be located, excuse me.

2 WITNESS BARR: Yes. It will be. We are still

3 in the construction phase. We are still examining areas for

() 4 access and egress and placement of LJotective equipment.

5 JUDGE JOHFSON: Do you have a training program

6 in the use of breathing equipment?

7 WITNESS BARR: Yes, that is.part of Mr. Willis'

8 area and is part of the standard training that is given to

9 individuals who I call radiation workers, who will work with

10 radioactive materials and having some exposure to radiation.

11 JUDGE JOHNSON: And this training includes

12 putting face masks on under potential accident conditions --

13 but I think I am getting outside the range of yeur testimony ,

14 and if I am you can --

15 WITNESS BARR: Well, you are, but let me also

16 add that I consider the fit testing that my people do as

17 also part of the training, because we reiterate how to put
.

18 these devices on. They actually put them on and actually

19 take them off.

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: And the fitting is exactly what

| 21 I am getting to, because I thought that was within your

12 WITNESS BARR: Yes.

23 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- responsibility. So that if

24 you find an employee who doesn't have quite the right facial
O 25 dimensions to fit all masks, you have one assigned to him

|

.
- . - - - . - .- - . - - - - _ - --
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'- 5 1 specifically?

2 Yes. Let me clarify that. When you said as-
!

3 signed to him specifically, it is not something that he

() 4 carries with him. He is assigned a particular kind, and on

5 our exposure tracking system, individuals going in to per-

6 form a job is assigned chat particular type of respirator.
1

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yeah, I understand. I had one.

8 on page 7600 of transcript, starting with the question on

9 line 20 and continuing into the answer at the bottom of the

10 page and continued on the bottom of the next page --

11 WITNESS BARR: Yes.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: There is a sense there that I

13 am afraid indicates that the instrumentation is not tested

14 in the sense that you make sure it works, and I would like

15 to ask you -- you do go beyond the design specificationJ?

16 WITNESS BARR: Yes. What I tried to add at the

17 end was that we don't take the manufacturer's recommendation

18 without testing his equipment. In my own experience I have

19 received a number of pieces of equipment from manufacturers

20 that simply would not work, and so anything of this nature

21 where any of this kind of equipment would have to pass an

l
22 acceptance testing.'

23 We have to be sure that it will do the job that

24 it is designed to do.

25 JUDGE JOHNSON: Do you check such things as its

- r
| '-

o
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1 response to a radioactive source, its calibration, if you

2 will?

3 WITNESS BARR: Yes. We do that by exposing it

4 to several curies of a cesium source in a controlled manner

5 so that we know exactly what the dose rate is at the instru-

6 ment location and insured that it is calibratable. In fact,

7 we have done that on a number of the instrumentation items

8 to date at this site, and are proceeding with that.

9 JUDGE JOHNSON: M-hmm.

10 MS. GALLAGHER: Excuse me. May I ask a question '

11 Is it -- not of the Witness necessarily. I just want to

12 clarify that I was asking that line of questioning about

13 Mr. Barr's own personal testingnof the equipment, not neces-

() 14 sarily Southern California Edison, and I am not clear now

15 whether his re-answer means that he personally tests it, or --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: You are asking for recross, it

17 seems to me, and you can ask, and we may or may not grant it ,

18 but I think that at this point we should continue with Board

19 questions. Go ahead.
j

20 JUDGE JOHNSON: Is this qualification that we

21 have been discussing done under the direction of -- under

12 your direction?

23 WITNESS BARR: My staff controls the use of the

24 source, establishes what the dose rate is, and works very

25 closely with instrumentation and control personnel to ensure

|
,
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k7 1 that it is -- that the instrument is satisfactory.

2 JUDGE JOHNSON: In the discussion on page 7603

3 of transcript, and I am not sure that it is going to be

() 4 necessary for you to read this in its entirety, what I get

5 out of transcript is a little fu=:y. There is an indication

6 here that any detector, say a GM2, will remember what it has

7 seen in the past, and that any future exposure to radiation

8 will simply be added to that. Is this the impression you

9 intended to leave?

10 WITNESS BARR: Oh.no, not at all. A GM2 doesn't

11 remember. It doesn.'t have that kind of a memory. What I

12 was referring to was something like a thermal luminescent

13 dosimetry device, which simply accumulates radiation exposure

14 until it is read and reannealed.
)

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: Are there any other detection

16 devices that you use that would come in the memory category

17 besides the TLDs?

18 WITNESS BARR: The only thing that comes to mind
j

19 would be something like the pocket dosimeter, the self-reading

20 pocket dosimeter, where the instrument is charged and ex-
|

21 posed to ionizing radiation dissipates the charge.!

22 JUDGE JOHNSON: The instruments that you take

23 into the field, for instance, for field monitoring, have no

24 memories, is this correct?

O 25 WITNESS BARR: That is correct.

O
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|

'- 8 1 JUDGE JOHNSON: And these -- well I will ask the

O 2 question now and then come back and pick up something else.

3 The sight monitors, for instance, do they have memories?

( 4 WITNESS BARR: Single channel analyzers?

5 JUDGE JOHNSON: The monitors on the stack?

6 WITNESS BA2R: Oh, the stack. I beg your pardon ,

7 I am sorry. They are the same basic kind of device that is

8 a direct readout, and records instantaneous levels and does

9 not accumulate dose rate in a memory type thing, other than

10 if it were to be hooked to a -- some other kind of recording

11 device that would be designed as a memory tool.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: .The detector itself would not

13 remember but --

14 WITNESS BARR: Ho.
[}

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- the circuitry connected to it

i 16 would -- can be made to record .tistory?
l

17 WITNESS BARR: Yes, that is correct.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

0
25

9

. . . . .
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49-1 1 JUDGE JOHNSON: To come back to your health

2 physics computer just briefly, I think, you don't have the

3 device right now?

4 WITNESS BARR: It's not operational. It's

5 being installed.
.

6 JUDGE JOHNSON: But you do have the capability

7 of performing the same calculations that it will perform

8 in-house now?

9 WITNESS BARR: We-- .yes. Of course the computer

10 system, simply being a computer system, has the capability

11 of doing things in a much grander scale and much faster.

12 But the kinds of calculations that can be done on a computer

13 are also the kind that can be done by hand. The computer

({) 14 is not going to be able to do anything that a human can't

15 do.

16 JUDGE JOHNSON: You or its supplier or both will

17 do a validication verification check on the software and the

18 hardware?

19 WITNESS BARR: That's correct. A member of my

20 staff has been actively participating in that for some period

21 of time, is very knowledgeable in computer systems as well as

22 in health physics. Taat's a critical test, just as any other

23 quali.ty assurance test is for this kind of equipment.

s 24 JUDGE JOHNSON: And it will have built into the
,

25 software the necessary constants in your -- for whatever

O
,
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2 1 calculation you want it to produce?

2 WITNESS BARR: Yes.

3 JUDGE JOHNSON: Or it can have.

4 WITNESS BARR: It will have built into the soft-

5 ware the equations that need to be solved, the constants,

6 the algorithms for converting pieces of information into

7 other compu+ar information.

8 JUDGE JOHNSON: So that it does not take anyone

9 with the expertise of a computer programmer to use this

10 device?

11 WITNESS BARR: Not at 11. The computer systems

12 are basically designed so that anyone who has a reasonable

13 intelligence and some recognition of the alphabet can really

14 operate the system. It does not really require extensive
s

15 training to actually operate tne system.

16 JUDGE JOHNSON: Would it be fair to say that

17 most of the HP team would be familiar with the operation of

~

18 this piece of equipment as well as the now conventional

19 means of doing the same calculations?

20 WITNESS BARR: Yes. That will be in f act exactly

21 what will happen. I am in the process of training portions
,

12 of my staff for those kinds of responsibilities. The intent,

23 of course, to train -- continue the training for however long

24 it takes to assure that everybody is well trained.fg
U

25 JUDGE JOHNSON: Okay. To pick up I think a

;

i

_ _ _ _ . . _ .__ . - _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . -. . . . _ . . _
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3 1 trivial point and a complete change of subject, on page 1 of

O
N' 2 your direct testimony, line 25-26, you identify in your

3 qualifications that you are qualified in your -- well, let

() 4 me ask who has the question or should I ask counsel?

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Who did what?

6 JUDGE JOHNSON: Who posed the question that

7 starts on page 23? Perhaps that's the person that needs

8 to answer the question.

9 MR. CASEY: I posed the question in the direct

10 testimony which was then answered yes.

11 JUDGE JOHNSON: I find that the words "American

12 Nuclear Society Institute" in ANS 3.1, should this testimony

13 be corrected in that entry?

14 MR. CASEY: I'm not aware of the mistake, but I
[}

15 will certainly find out if it should be corrected.

16 JUDGE JOHNSON: May I?

17 MR. CASEY: Perhaps the witness --

| 18 JUDGE KELLEY: I think she knows the answer.

|
| 19 JUDGE JOHNSON: I hope I do.

20 MR. CASEY: We will ccrrect it if --

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: Okay. I think the words you need

| 12 there are American National Standards Institute.

23 Now I will come to the witness again,_please,

24 Mr. Bcrr. You are of course aware of the title of ANS 3.1.
('

25 WITNESS BARR: Standard.'

i

I

|O

I

l
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4 1 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yes. Roughly. Not verbatim.

() 2 WITNESS BARR: I believe it deals -- as I recall,

3 it deals with training requirements for personnel.

(]) 4 JUDGE JOHNSON: And I missed in here, are you a

5 member of the Health Physics Society?

6 WITNESS BARR: Yes, I am.
|

7 JUDGE JOHNSON: And you are aware of their

8 qualification program for health physicists?

9 WITNESS BARR: Yes, I am.

10 I JUDGE JOHNSON: Are you a certified health

11 physicist?

12 WITNESS BARR: No, I am not.

13 JUDGE JOHNSON: I think that's all the questions

- 14 I have. Thank you.

%)
15 JUDGE EAND: Mr. Barr, t.ie Chairman told me I

16 could go ahead while he was getting a cup of coffee. You

17 divided the EPZ into 16 segments, each of them are 22.5

18 degrees, or somebody did. Did you do that?

19 WITNESS BARP: Not personally.

20 JUDGE HAND: Not personally. It was done,

21 though.

12 WITNESS BARR: That's correct.

23 JUDGE HAND: And we've been talking about the

24 monitoring teams and their equipment and an interesting

- 25 discussion of how they will proceed when there is need for

O
|

_ __ _
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5 1 going into the field. What happens in the other half, the

: part that's in the lower part of that drawing of the EPZ

3 chat's there on your right, that's all that blue water? If

( the wind is blowing toward the ocean is there any intent to4

5 monitor out over the ocean?

6 WITNESS BARR: Well, it would be my intent to do

7 monitoring there, again, to establish where the plume is,

8 what the real dose rates are.

9 JUDGE HAND: Well, you certainly don't send out

10 a vehicle with men in it. Do you have boats available? Do

11 you plan to use helicopters? .Has there been any thought abou t

12 how in fact air samples, direct readings, water samples,

13 could be taken out over the ocean?

14 WITNESS BARR: Well, yes. My comments relative(]}
is to the vehicles were basically associated with the on-land.

!

16 I b- 7nsidered the use of boats as well as helicopters,'

1 17 at tais point have not made a decision just exactly what

18 direction to take. But either of those options would be
1

19 available.

20 JUDGE HAND: When you discover you need one is

21 there a helicopter standing by at the site to take off?

22 WITNESS BARR: No. There isn't anything here

| 23 at the site; however, Southern California Edison does have

24 aircraft available.

O
25 JUDGE HAND: Where are they located?

O

l
|
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6 1 WITNESS BARR: I don't have a specific --

O
2 MR. ?IGOTT: Chino Airport.

3 JUDGE HAND: Is that nearby?

4 MR. PIGOTT: That is towards the Los Angeles

5 area, approximately it would be less than 50 miles away.-

6 JUDGE IMND: Is there going to be the kind of

7 equipment that would be needed to do appropriate sampling

8 and measurements from that airplane? Is that going to be

9 standing by at t.he airport or is somebody going to run it

to from the plant to the airport and find the pilot and --

11 I take it that there is the intention of having vehicles at

12 the plant site and monitoring equipment, sampling equipment,

i I

13 all the necessary field gear and the personnel to go out and'

Q 14 do it when it needs to be done. If it needs to be done over

15 the water is that going to be ad f.oc or is that going to be
1

16 in place?

17 WITNESS BARR: Well, ultimately we will have a

18 plan in place. ; can't specifically tell you just what

19 direction we are going to go at this incident time because

23 it is still something that we are discussing.

21 JUDGE HAND: Hmm.

22 MR. PIGOTT: Dr. Hand, as a statement of counsel

| 23 with respect to the availabilities of helicopters, at the

j 24 Chino Airport there is at least one helicopter on 24-hour

25 standby that would be available to the site. It takes less

O

i

l .
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| 7 1 than 30 minutes to get from the Chino Airport to the site,

()
2 which has a landing facility for a hel_iccpter on-site.

'

i

3 JUDGE HAND: So the helicopter would be called

( for, come to the site and pick up the personnel and the equip-4

! 5 ment and take off again, is that --
L

| 6 MR. PIGOTT: That's correct. That's what's

7 capable as of now.'

t

8 JUDGE HAND: How many people are apt to be out
1

9 there in that other half of the circle, the EPZ, at any one

I 10 time? What could be out there? Are there naval exercises

11 within five miles of shore or is that a very popular fishing

!
12 spot? Do you get large fleets of pleasure boats out there?

13 What goes on in the water off the site?

14 MR. PIGOTT: I guess perhaps I am the best one'

(]}
15 to answer that particular one.

!

16 JUDGE HAND: Do you have a boat?

17 MR. PIGOTT: No, but we've gone through this

Is issue, a very similar issue with the construction permit

19 stage. Yes, there is especially on the weekends a fair

20 amount of sport fishing that goes on offshore. With respect

21 to military maneuvers, not in close proximity to the site.

22 I think that the c.rrangements are in the landing areas that

23 the marines use are considerably south of the site.

24 JUDGE HAND: Maybe this isn't the right witness,

25 but if there is a school of bonito or whatever you catch down

O
.

.-n.~.~,--. ,,-.n,.n-..,-.-c---.--- ----,-----..,---,~.,.-m__,,--,-~,----v.-.r,---. ,.n--,.,,.,,---, - - . .-.n.,- , -- .-
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8 i this way that's attracted a huge group of sports fishing

() boats, how do they get notified that they ought Lu . eave?2

3 What's the procedure for notifying people on the water to

(]) 4 go north or south or elsewhere?

MR. PIGOTT: Mr. Pibner will be able to speak5

6 to that very directly in his testimony, I believe.

7 JUDGE HAND: All right. Thank you.

8 One last question, Mr. Barr. The decision gets
]

9 made that the plume is probably going in a certain sector,

10 a certain piece of pie that you have drawn on land now again
1

ij and you have three teams available and you are going to send!

ut one team into the presumed path and a team either side12

13 to see whether it's where you thought it was or not. Are

there other teams available once those three teams are dis-34

15 patched into the field?

16 WITNESS BARR: Yes. Those teams would be immed-

17 iate response. There are a total probably today of a

18 capability for at least 12 within say 30 minutes or so.

19 JUDGE HAND: Allright. Fine. Thank you.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't believe you covered this.

21 I wondered about equipment, particularly your field equip-

| 12 mont. Is that calibrated from time to time?

WITNESS BARR: Yes. It undergoes calibration23

24 every three months.

O
| 25 JUDGE KELLEY: By whom?

!
|

O

_
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:

9 1 WITNESS BARR: By my staff.
,

2 JUDGE KELLEY: I wanted to pursue a point that

3 Mrs. Gallagher raised a little bit .orther and it pertains

() 4 to -- in fact you have a meteorological tower there at the

5 site and you have wind direction measurement capability,

6 but not at other points in the ten-mile zone. It seemed

7 to me as a non-meteorologist -- I think I share that with.

a you -- you did say you are not particularly expert in that

9 area.

10 WITNESS BARR: Correct.

31 JUDGE KELLEY: But it seemed tc me that if you

12 had towers like that spotted half a dozen places or so that

13 that would or might measurably facilitate the search for a

14 plume and I believe you indicated that you thought it would
{])

15 not be of any prticular assistance. Could you explain a

16 little more, if that is your view, just why that is so?
i

17 WITNESS BARR: The wind directions in that area

18 have already been fairly well mapped by other studies. In

19 that respect, there is information available that gives some

20 indication of where a plume would be once it left the site

21 in a particular direction. The location of a tower at some

22 point doesn't have any devices, for example, that would

23 measure radiation, radiation detectors. It simply is tellina

24 me what the wind direction is at that specific location. I

O'

25 don't know where the wind that's getting there a minute from

O

~. -
-
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0 1 now came from or has gotten there now. I don't know where it

( 2 was 10 minutes ago for sure. I would much prefer to rely,

.

3 on tracer studies.

() 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I'm not suggesting it's

5 perfect or it solves all your problems. It just seems to

6 me that it would be useful if you had a release and the

7 winds at the plant were blowing straight south and so you

i 8 sent the trucks off south. If you had another wind indicator

9 5 or 6 miles out which showed that the wind there was blowing

10 inland east, that might assist the search. Are you reallyi

11 saying that it is useless to have wind indicators installed

12 in different parts of the 10-mile zone?

13 WITNESS BARR: I guess I'd have to beg off

14 totally in that -- well, somewhat in that respect because{}
15 I am not a meteorologist. My own view is that with extensive

|
i 16 tracer studies that were done that I would not see any

17 particular advantage at that point. There are existing

13 airfields, for example, in the area where, should we desire
i

19 to know what the wind direction is at that location, a

20 telephone call would do.

21 ///

22

23

24,

(
i 25

I

()

1
- .
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ghp 1 I JUDGE KELLEY: Related to this point, when you are

10 2 surveying the problem you are trying to deal with and deciding

3 what equipment you are going to buy and what approaches you are

4 going to take, in the case of, for example, putting in wind

5 direction towers in various spots, I assume it is, but is cost

6 a factor in that kind of a decision?

7 WITNESS BARR: I am sure it is. From a health,

8 physics point of view I try to -- I am not going to say ignore

) 9 that because that is important -- but I try to look at the pro-

10 tective aspects of something and tend to weigh those a little

11 bit more in terms of cost in a standard cost / benefit type

12 situation.

13 I am in the health physics business. I am here to

.O
14 protect people, so even with that in mind, I guess my statement

15 about the towers I still feel comfortable with.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: One other point, the question was

17 raised about the teams g.;ing out in the field looking for the

18 plume and whether or not they would be wearing protective

19 equipment and what might happen if they weren' t. Even assuming

2U a scenario where they are driving along in a truck and they

21 don' t have their protective equipment on and they suddenly find

22 themselves in a plume with damaging intensity, I suppose there

|O 23 are two kinds of concerns.l
,

24 One would be that those particular people would get
|

'

25 hurt. Quite apart from that would be, even if they got hurt,

|

_.
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I]ghp 2 could they perfo:.m their functicn of measuring the plume and

2Q getting the word back to your office? Is there any concern in

that regard?

'O W TNESS BARR: Whether they wou d get hurt and not

5 be able to --

JUDGE KELLEY: Whether their function would be im-

7 paired, quite apart from their own health.

I WITNESS BARR: I don't think tha*. concern has a

9 very high probability of happening. These people, again, are

10 very well trained. I can't guarantee that an individual won't
,

'

11 turn his head off.

l'* JUDGE KELLEY: I am sorry, I don't understand.

13 WITNESS BARR: Well, I mean not think, do something,

! 14 stupid that puts himself in jeopardy.
*

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's assume that he does and he then

16
is exposed and is eventually going to get sick. Could he then,

17
when he realizes what is happening, even without putting his

18 uniform on, make his readings and then telephone you or do what -

| 19 ever it is that he needs to do? He is not going to be struck
|

'O down on the spot?~

2I WITNESS BARR: It would take an extremely high dose

ss
rate -- extremely high and I hesitate even to guess what kind**

V .,3
of levels -- but normally the dose rates that we would be dealing-

'4 with, it would take some time f'or symptoms to set in, and during-

25 that time an individual would have recognized the situation tha
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Ighp 3 he was in and communicated it.

O 2 ,ccas xssszz, ,s,,x yo .
.

3 Let me get back to your question, fis. Gallagher,,

O d end mevbe whet we can do se see e euide11ne. 1n this groceedine

5 so far we have generally speaking, in the course of normal

6 practice, had cross and a possibility of redirect. We have not

7-

gone rcund robin or a second go across.

8 On the other hand, from time to time we have allowed

j 9 an additional question or two. I think it is expectable that

10 if the Board has any extensive questioning it may well suggest

i 11 further questions to counsel. We do not routinely want to fol-

12 low the practice but if, from time to time, you have une or two

, 13 and you can take care of it in a minute or two -- and this would

14 apply, obviously, to all counsel -- then all other things being

15
i equal, I think we would be inclined to let you do it. So if
|

16 you have another question or rwo that will just be done briefly
,

,

17 go ahead.

18 MS. GALLAGHER: Thank you.

19 FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION,

20 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

II O Just to clarify the quality assurance kind of pro-i

|

22 cedure that goes on for myself, do you personally test theO
23 equipnent that we have talked about? By you this time, I don'ti

24 mean Southern California Edison. Do you personally take part
i O

' #, .
in extensive testing of your equipment?

I
1

-- - --- .-. - - _ - - . - - _ _ - - . -. _. . .__
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ghp 4 1 MR. CASEY: Do you mean people under his personal

2 supervision or control or personally with his own hand?

3 MS. GALLAGHER: Under his supervision and control.

4 WITNESS BARR: Yes, my staff is intimately involved

5 with that. I have, on occasion, reviewed exactly what they
>

6 have been doing to insure myself that it is adequate and we are

7 fcllowing the appropriate guidelines.

8 BY MS. GALLAGHER

9 Q Is there not a quality assurance department in the

10 plant?

11 A Yes, there is and they do an overview of activities

12 just of this nature.

13 Q But you work with them?
,

}
| 14 A They overview me to make sure I am doing my job.

| 15 0 Then about the wind direction, you said there were

16 extensive tracer studies. Could you please describe those?

17 A I am really not that familiar with them other than

18 the fact that they have been done.

19 Q By tracer studits, do you mean they have released

20 colored things that you can see?

|

21 A Some kind cf device, some kind of a --

22 Q Like infrared or --

0 23 A Some kind of a tracing element. I don't know which

24 it might be.

l '(:)
- 25 Q Then just finally, if you can say this briefly, how

|
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ghp 5 I long does it take to do a dose assessment? Is that the 15-minuue

O 2 one thee you mentioned herore2

3 A Yes.

4'

Q Does it vary with the type of accident?

5 A It is a fairly straightforward kind of calculation.

6 The only thing that would vary, perhaps, would be the source

7 term. It could vary somewhat.

I MS. GALLAGHER: Thank you, that is all.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Case, do you want to have re-
|

10
'

direct or do you want to have redirect? We are coming up on

11 the lunch hour.

12 MR. CASEY: I agree that we are coming up on lunch.

13 We would like to reserve redirect until after lunch.

I4
| JUDGE KELLEY: Will you have some?

15 MR. CASEY: We don' t know yet.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: It is almost quarter to 12:00. Let'a

17 break until 1:00 o' clock.

18 (Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing in the above-i

19 entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m. that

'O same day.)-

21

,,
.*

23

24

O
25

i

b
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1 AFTERNOON SESS ION
--------- -------

,

2 1:07 p.m.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Before we

4 resume with the testimony there are a couple of things that

5 the Board would like to speak to. First of all, we indicatec

6 the other day that we would take another look at the end of
|

7 Friday on where and when we should best reconvene during '

3 what we'll call the second session of the hearing. We'd

9 like to move that discussion from the close of Friday toi

10 the close of today. I mention it now because I assume you

33 have thought about it a little bit and you can think about

12 it a bit more before the end of the day.

13 We are under pressure to make a decision about
,

t

(]) 14 what space to take or it may not be available at all.

15 Notably the space in the Marriott Hotel that we are in.

6 The options that we are considering are only two and they

17 are: Option One, to return here to the Marriott on the 21st

18 as opposed to the 14th -- the Marriott is not available on

19 the 14th. The alternative option is to resume as previously

20 tentatively scheduled in the Laguna Hills Holiday Inn on the

21 14th.

12 Let me just add that the Board preference on

23 balance is to come back here on the 21st, partly for reasons

f- 24 of our own schedules and commitments and partly because of
, (g
| /

25 the inherent disadvantages in moving. But we are prepared
:

O
:
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1 to go someplace else, go to the Holiday Inn on the 14th if

O;

2 there are some very strong reasons for doing so.
i

3 So with that in mind could you bear in mind

( that toward the end of the day we will spend a few minutes4

5 talking about this topic and then we would contemplate

6 making a decision so that we would go ahead and reserve

| 7 hearing room space.

3 The second thing that we want to address for a

9 few minutes relates to the FEMA, Federal Emergency Management

10 Agency, evaluations of the off-site plans. What we would

it like to do would be right now a series of questions basically

12 to you, Mr. Perry, and with the thought that we would state

13 the questions on the record that we would like you to think

14 about and answer, not that you would answer them on the
{)

15 spot here, but think about them, if you have to consult,
,

|

16 consult, and get back to us when you can. They are basically

17 questions of, as you will see, a factual nature. Once

18 we have gotten the FEMA answers to the questions we will ther

19 consider whether we have posed any legal questions that we

20 have to concern ourselves with; if so, we would ask the

21 parties to speak to them.

22 So with that let me just state a series of ques-

23 tions. First -- and I realize that some of these things

24 have been spoken to in the past and even just yesterday

25 but we want to put in one place what it is we are concerned

O
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1 with.

O
2 First, what further steps does FEMA plan to

3 take in evaluating the adequacy of the off-site plans, i.e.,

() 4 steps beyond the Nauman testimony?

5 Secondly, could you comment specifically on <-

6 excuse me a moment -- could you comment specifically --

7 this is kind of unfair; maybe I should ask Mr. Hoefling --
i

8 but we would like comment perhaps from both of you on the

9 last sentence of Mr. Hoefling's transmittal letter of the

10 Nauman testimony indicating that some further review and

11 information may be forthcoming from FEMA headquarters.

12 Thirdly, and I think you did speak to this but

13 I will say it again for the record and for consolidation

14 purposes, what is the status of the Nauman testimony? Does{},

15 he speak for FEMA or is his testimony merely a regional office

16 view as opposed to an agency view? We note in reviewing tne

17 testimony that it appears he speaks for FEMA in the sense

18 that we don't see a disclaimer in that regard.

| 19 Fourth, would you comment on the memorandum of
t

i 20 July 14 from Mr. Robert Jasky to Brian Grimes concerning

21 emergency preparedness at San Onofre? Specifically, does

12 this memorandum remain today an accurate statement, accurate

23 and full statement of FEMA's intentions bothcs to what it
<

l 24 proposes to do and as to timing?

O
25 Next, does the Nauman testimony as far as FEMA

sO

|
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1 is concerned and insofar as Mr. Nauman's conclusions may

O
2 differ from the -- let me stop here. The interim findings,

3 were they June 3? I was going to say June 3, but -- insofar

4 as his testimony may differ from the June 3 interim findings

5 do they supercede the interim findings or do those Endings

6 remain operative until FEMA, as distinguished from Mr.

7 Nauman's testimony, makes additional findings?

8 Next, the Jacky memorandum of July 14 sets a

9 November 1 or thereabouts target date for -- I'm looking

to at the first sentence of the last paragraph of the memoran-

31 dum, the part which says "We anticipate providing NRC with

12 FEMA findings and determinations about November 1, 1981."

13 We had received earlier this summer from Mr. Cosgrove at

() 14 our June 18 pre-hearing conference on emergency planning

15 an indication that FEMA's analysis might be forthcoming

16 somewhat sooner than that, referring specifically to page

17 550 of the transcript. This date of November 1, is that

13 attributable to other priorities and resource shortages or

19 is it attributable to a FEMA view that it ought not to

20 undertake to make an evaluation until all of the work that

21 the Applicants are doing is complete? In other words, does

12 FEMA think that an evaluation prior to that time would be

23 premature?

24 The final question -- and I'm sure it is redun-['}
25 dant but let me just state it anyway -- does FEMA plan to

O

l .
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1 produce additional findings and determinations concerning the

O
2 off-site plans that will supercede the June 3 interim

3 findings in whole or in part?

4 Those are the questions that we want to raise

5 at this time. There may be others. You may have other

6 thoughts in thinking of the answers to these questions that

7 will be helpful to us. But I think if you can give us

8 responses to those questions that it would put us in a pretty

9 good position to consider whether we've got any legal con-

10 cerns or whether there is anything we ought to do other than
,

11 what we are doing. If you could -- could you give us an

12 indication tomorrow sometime -- and if you can come back with

13 all the answers, fine; some of them might take a little

O
'

i4 toaser eaa r uaaerst aa thet -- but verne9= we cou a 91a

15 to take a few minutes tomorrow sometime during the day and

16 you can let us know the answers that you've got and then

17 tell us what would be involved in getting the answers to the

18 rest and then we'll see where that takes us.

19 MR. PERRY: Certainly, Mr. Chairman.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

21 With that I think we are at a point of asking

22 Mr. Casey whether he has redirect.
i

23 MR. CASEY: We have no redirect for Mr. Barr.

24 But I would like to take this opportunity to clear up a

25 little mistake in the testimony of Mr. Barr that I take

O
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1 responsibility for. Page 1 of the testimony of Kenneth P.

O
2 Barr, lines 25 and 26. It stated there that the standard

3 that Mr. Barr is qualified to meet is the American Nuclear

4 Society Institute standard. That is incorrect. The record

5 should be corrected and it should read as follows: The

6 American National Standard Institute, ANSI /ANS 3.1, and then

! 7 follow on as it is in the transcript.

8 Please excuse the oversight.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

10 Does that bring us to the next witness then?

11 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, excuse me.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

13 MR. HOEFLING: At one of the limited appearance

() 14 sessions a Mrs. Selma von Haden raised some questions

15 concerning infant mortality. That was on July 24, 1981,

16 transcript 3813 through 3815. And Mr. Harry Rood is prepared

17 today to provide some information on that subject and I

18 have consulted with Mr. Pigott and Mrs. Gallagher and they
,

|
19 have indicated that they wouldn't object if we would put

20 Mr. Rood forth to provide that information now and I would

21 like to do that.
,

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. Let's do it.

23 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rood is going

24 to provide an oral statement in response. He is going to

25 make reference to a table and what I would like to do is,

()
I

:

. - , _ - _ - . . . _ . . ~. . . . - - ,. _ _ _ , , . . - . . . _. - - . _ .- .--
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I 1 distribute that table and give three to the Reporter and

O!

2 have it identified as Staff Exhibit No. 1. It would not

3 be an evidentiary exhibit, but marked for identification.

O
'

'

4 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

5 (The document was marked for

6 identification as Staff

7 Exhibit No. 1.)

a ///

9

10j

11

12

i
i 13

O i4

15

16

17

18
'

.

19

l 20

21

2.2

23

*O'

25

O

|

|
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ghp 1 I MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, instead of making an
>

O 2 exhihie end groviains the regotter with three cogies, we ere.

3 going to provide him with enough copies to put it into the

O 4 trenscrigt. It wit 1 he c1eener..

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Tine.
i

6 31R. PIGOTT: I think we had to have the magic words ,

! 7 so ordered, in order to get those things actually copied into

8 the record. I believe that is what ?tr. Hoefling is requesting.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.
I

j 10 (Whereupon, Staff Exhibit No. 1

11 was entered into the record.I

12

'Oi

14

15

16

17

18
|

19

20

'

21

33

O
~

23

'

O
25

|
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Ighp 2 MR. ROOD: At the limited appearance session on
1

() July 24, 1981 Selma Von Haden provided information about in-2

3 fant mortality in the vicinity of San Onofre for the year 1978.

() 4 Fer data indicated that certain locations closer to the SONGS

5 site, such as Fallbrook, which is 18 miles east of the plant,

6 had a higher infant mortality rate than other locations that
,

'

7
! are further away, such as Del Mar' 35 miles south / southeast and
i

8 Escondido, 35 miles southeast.

9
Ms. Von Haden inferred that this difference would

10 be due to operation of San Onofre Unit 1.

11 The NRC Staff has prepared a response to the Board' s

l *' request that the Staff review Ms. Von Haden's statement. The

13() Staff has reviewed the current infant mortality statements for

14 the communities near San Onofre and found that, while the 1978

15 statistics quoted by Mrs. Von Haden are correct, the standard

16 errors for these figures are so large that at the 95 percent

17 confidence level, which represents two signa, or two standard

18 deviations, there are no statistical differences in the ob-

|
19 served rates for the various locations.

~O' That is because the total annual infant deaths re-

'l corded in Orange County and San Diego counties for these com-*

|
| ,,

{) munities are very small, aenerally less than 10 deaths per year~~

23 per community.

*4' Also, Ms. Von Haden was not correct when she stated

25 that Orange County does not break infant death rates down by
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7711
ghp 3 1 cities. The Staff has obtained some of this data, and that is

() 2 shown in the data which we handed out. This covers cities in

3 San Diego County and Orange County for a number of years in

O'

4 eediesen to 1978.
t

5 As shown in the table, the infant mortality rates

6 for two of the nearest cities in Orange County -- namely San
|

7 Clemente and San Juan Capistrano -- are statistical indis-

8 tinguishable from Fallbrook, one of the nearer cities in San

9 Diego County, and any other communities in San Diego County

10 except Del Mar which had an unusually low infant mortality rate

11 in 1978.

12 The Staff contacted Dr. Michelle Ginsberg, epi-

13 demiologist for the San Diego County Health Department, and she
[}

I 14 warned that any derth rate figures based on total deaths of less

15 than three -- for example, Del Mar with one in# ant death -- had

16 no valid statistical meaning.

17 Parenthetically we might note for the record that

,

18 the valua quoted by Ma. Von Haden for Del Mar -- namely 1.2
l
,

19 deaths per 1,000 live births -- applies to the total population

20 of Del Mar and Mira Mesa, and o.# this total, Del Mar represents
: #

21 less than 15 percent of the total. population.

22 In summary, the Lafant mortality rate for the whole

23 area around San Onofre are comparable to, or less than, the

24 average U.S. rates for the same period. These communities are

15 characterized by large growth with large influxes of people frort

- ~ _ . . - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ , . _ _ . _ _ _ - - . . .-
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ghp 4 1 outside the area, making meaningful evaluations in trends in

O 2 iazaat = rea11tv very aizzicute-

3 In conclusion, the Staff has found no statistically

O 4 va11e desie for x . voa neaea s img1ioatica taet overetica or

5 San Onofre Unit 1 has in any way resulted in a change in the

6 infant mortality rate of nearby communities.

7 That concludes my statement.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you very much. Are there any

9 more questions? You obviously went to a fair amount of effort
3

10 and we appreciate that. Thank you.

11 Are you ready to call your next witness?

12 MR. ROGIN: We are, Mr. Chairman. We have one

13 follow-up matter to Mr. Cramer's testimony which Mr. Pigott

14 will address.
.

15 MR. PIGOTT: It was stipulated duriag the cross

16 examination of Mr. Cramer that what was identif:.ed and admitted

17 as Applicant's Exhibit No. 131, ENC-25, newspaper advertisement

18 on pamphlet being mailed, should be placed in the record.

19 It is a copy of the advertisements that have been

20 most recently run in the San Clemente SUN-POST, the COASTLINE

21 DISPATCH, San Juan Capistrano SOUTH COAST NEWS POST, and the

22 CAPISTRANO VALLEY NEWS -- I think those are the names -- on the

23 dates August 5 and August 6, 1981, and I would, for the record,

24 distribute those and official service by mail will also be

O
25 accomplished from our office.

. .
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' ghp 5 1 (Documents are distributed.)

(])
i 2 With that we would call Dr. Roger Linnemann, who'

3 will be represented by Mr. Rogin.

O 4 waereuvoa.

5 ROGER E. LINNE? WIN

'

6 was called as a witness herein, and having been first duly
|

! 7 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

8 DIRECT EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. ROGIN:

10 0 would you state your name for the record please?

11 A I am Roger E. Linnemann from Philadelphia,

12 Pennsylvania.

13 Q Do you have your testimony consisting of 40 pages
|

I14 of questions and answers which has been submitted in this case,
t

15 Dr. Linnemann?

16 A I do.

17 Q And have you reviewed that testimony to see if there
I

18 are any corrections that should be made?'

|

; 19 A I have and thcre are just two ninor corrections.

| 20 Q would you identify those please?
|

21 A They are more in the nature of editorial corrections.

22 On page 11, line 6, it would better read: Given a public edu-

23 cation program and the civil defense program that is already

i 24 in place in California and which has demonstrated its ability

O
25 to warn and move large numbers and people under more life

.
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ghp 6 I threatening conditions -- I would change the word and to which..

() 2 0 And that is in line 6?

3 A Right.

() 4 Q Do you have any other corrections?

5 A Then there is a minor correction on page 37 -- or

6 rather an explanation -- page 37, line 20. It says, a drill
!

7 report has been written. This drill report is the same as the

8 umpire report referred to in other sections of the testimony,

9 MR. ROGIN : For the record, that is Exhibit REL-18,

10 which is referred to on page 38.

11 sy gn, accIn:

12 0 Dr. Linnemann, if these questions were asked of you

13 today, would the answers be the same?

14 A Yes, they would.

15 Q Do you adopt this testimony as your testimony in

16 this proceeding?

17 A I do,

18 MR. ROGIN: I would move the admission of

19 Dr. Linnemann's testimony.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

' 21 BY ME. ROGIN:

22 Q Dr. Linnemann, do you have before you exhibits which

23
. have been marked REL-1 through REL-18 and have also been referred
!

24 to in this proceeding as Applicant's Exhibits No. 82 through 99 '

(:).

| 25 A I do,
i

t
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gh, 7 0 With the exception of REL-6 for the noment --
,

1 Applicant's Exhibit No. 87 -- were those exhibits prepared under

your direction and supervision?
,

() 4
; A They were. They were either prepared by me per-

5
sonally or by my staff under my supervision.

6 MR. ROGIN: I would move the admission of those
7

exhibits that I just referred to.<

8
: JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

9 (The documents identified as
10

Applicant's Exhibits No. 82

11
through No. 86 and No. 88 through

I ~'
No. 99 were received into evidence-

O 23 -

eY . Rm1n:

14; Q With respect to Exhibit REL-6, Dr. Linnemann, which

i 15'

consists of letters of invitation to RMC training, these are

letters of invitation to the training that is discussed in your

17
testimony and conducted by you and others from RMC Corporation?

18 A Yes.

19
Q Have you confirmed that these letters of invitation

'O~
were sent to the people indicated?

i

21
A I have.

\
n,
~~

MR. ROGIN: I would nove the admission of Exhibiti

: REL-6, Applicant's Exhibit No. 87.

({} JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

25
///

_
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Ighp 8 (The document identified as

( 2 Applicant's Exhibit No. 87 was
-

3 received into evidence.)
J

4 BY MR. ROGIN:
1

5; Q Dr. Linnemann, have .vou prepared an overview or

6 ' summary of your testimony to present to the Board?
7 A Yes, I have.

8
0 would you please present that?

''

A I am prepared to go into it.

10
Q Thank you.

11 A I would like first to emphasize a few points in my
.,

12'

i experiments and background that I think are particularly rele-

]{} 13 vant to the testimony and the work which we performed with

|
14 Southern California Edison Company.

I

15 As stated in my testimony, I am a radiologist cer-

16 tif,ied by the American Board of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine.
,

|-
17 I am a member, among other things, of the American College of

,

1 18 Radiolugy's Committee on Units, Standard and Protection, on the

19 Committee on Exposure of Women in Diagnostic Radiology and on

*O'
the Committee for Nuclear Disaster Planning.

'l* My major field of interest, since I have become a

,,

| O radiologist, has been in the field of radiation medicine, and~~

'

23I

|
that has been the study of effects of radiation, evaluation and

,

| '4

{]) treatment of radiation injury, and in planning for radiation~

25 disasters.

.

~

,. .. . -----_.--- -_-__. - _ _. . - _
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ghp 9 In that regard I was, while in the U.S. Army, the

() radiological health consultant to U.S. Army Europe, and with

3
the respcnsibility for planning for Army field hospitals to

O- 4
j handle nuclear casualties, a problem two-fold.

5
One is to treat these people and the other is to

6
provide some guidance on attempts to operate field Army hospitai:

7
In the latter 12 years I have worked with the nuclear industry

8(

in establishing emergency medical programs.

9
I have also had the unique experience of participa-

10
ting in two rather large scale offsite releases of radiation,

11
one in Palo Mara, Spain when the bomber went down in 1966 with

12
; four nuclear weapons, and the other was at Three Mile Island.

(]) From both of these I have gathered experience that I feel is

14
very useful in establishir g the medical programs as outlined

15
in my testimony.

16
I would like to briefly revicw the three major

17
parts of my testimony. The first covers the problem of handlin ;

| 18
radiation injuries that may occur at the San Onofre Nuclear

| 19
Power Plant.'

20
The second covers ths offsite medical planning for

| 21
I releases of radiation offsite and the third is my part and that

,,
~~

(} of my staff in conducting training for offsite response fa-

23
cilities.

24

)
In order to understand some of the planning that is

25
necessary for radiation injuries, I would like to discuss a bit

._ - ._- -
)
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Ighp 10 of what a radiation injury is,

() 2
There are basically two classifications of radia-i

3
tion injury from a medical point of view. One is the exposure-

O 4
type injury and the other is a contamination-type injury. In

5
the exposure type injury the source is removed from the patient ,

6
Much like standing in front of an X-ray machine too long, the

7
radiation is emitted from the machine, passes through the pa-

8
tient, and energy is deposited in the cells of the body.

9
The reaction of the body is directly related not

10
only to the total dose but the dose rate received by the pa-

1 11
tient.

12; This type of exposure, or orer-exposure, results in

I3(]) what we call tne acute radiation syndrome, the initial symptoms

I4
of which are much like the flu, nausea, vomiting and general

15 .

malais.

16
. The patient generally will have the symptoms from
1

l
17

anywhere from a few hours to pa'..aps 24 hours and then they are

18
perfectly well, and they may be well for as much as a week, two

19
weeks or three weeks before a secondary syndrome develops.

! 'O"
From an emergency medical point of view, the expo-<

21
sure injury does not require any special medical f acilities.

22
(]} A normal routine emergency room operation can handle this pa-

tient. This patient is not, most importantly, radioactive.

'4~

[}
The patient does not give off radiation just because

25 he has been exposed to radiation and one can think of that much

i
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ghp 11 1 like a burnt patient.

_

() 2 A patient who has been exposed to radiation does

l
3 not, in turn, give off radiation any more than a burnt patient

() 4 gives off heat. There has been damage and, as I said, the

5 clinical course unfolds over a period of time.

6 This means that we do have time to react and time

7 to plan.

8 On the other hand, the contaminated patient means

9 that there are radioactive nuclides on or in the patient's

10 body. Let me talk about the latter first.

11 Radioactive nuclides in the body occur primarily

12 from inhalation, although there can be absorpticn from ingestion

13 or from wound contaminatia , but the primary means of internal'(])
14 contamination is through inhalation.

15 I have never seen, nor have I ever heard, of a

16 patient ingesting.or inhaling or absorbing enough radioactivity

17 to cause immediate symptoms or sickness, so this, too; becomes

18 a less of a requirement for an emergency basis.

19 However, the contaminated patient -- person -- and

20 injured person is the major medical problem as far as radiation

21 injuries is concerned in the initial phase, and I emphaci c the;

i
1

22 word contaminated and injured.:

| p)u
23 People who are injured at a nuclear power plant but

24 not contaminated can be handled through normal industrial medi-

25 cal practices, normal emergency rooms.

-- -. _- ___ - , . - - - - - - - .
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Ighp 12 People who are just contaminated, but not injured,

() would not go to a hospital. All nuclear facilities have radia-

3 tion protection programs and have means to decontaminate people

() 4'

who become contaminated, and it is not unusual for people

5 working with loose radioactivity to have contamination on

6 their hands . -- for example , in our nuclear medicine department --

7 and that is a matter of washing with soap and water.

I However, the problem arises if the person is in-

9 jured and contaminated. This requires special facilities at

10 a hospital. It requires special facilities because we would

11 rather not admit thos person to our normal emergency room be-

l'
cause contamination is loose. It can fall on the floor. It~

I3
(]) can, in the emergency rooms, where people move in and out quite

14 quickly, and the first thing you know you could cause contami-

15 nation in the hallways of the hospital, etcetera.

I6
/// '

f
17

18

19

20

21

22()
23

'4

.( )
' 15

:
1

(
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'13 kl 1 Now, it is not that I am particularly concerned,

() '
'

2 and again, I have never seen that a footprint of contamina-

3 tion would be a particular hazard to anybody, but I can

( assure you that the point of concern is that the public or4

5 the fear reaction to this could cause unnecessary response

6 in a hospital, and therefore we have designed facilities

7 where a patient can be treated for his traumatic injury

8 while you control the contamination.

9 There are therefore some unique characteristics

10 of radiation injuries that make it -- that are important to

33 medical planning.

One, as I indicated, radiation injury unfolds
12

ver a period of time. Two,. radiation injury is seldom, if!3

j4 ever, life threatening. Three, that therefore, in all cases()
15 the traumatic injury takes precedence. The contamination

16 and the exposure is in the first few hours in the first case

17 of secondary importance.

18 It was because of this type of the characteris-

19 tics of radiation injury that it leads itself to regional

20 medical planning. Regional medical planning is an economica:

21 way to plan. It means that you don't have to establish

very expensive facilities and staff at each hospital, rather
| gg

t concentrate your facilitics and staff.23

It was because of this in 1969 that the hospital
s 24

f the University of Pennsylania and a number of nuclear25

(
;

w4--
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k2 1 facilities in the area decided to establish a single radia-

2 tion medical center to handle these accidents, and if I

3 might show you basically the plan that I developed back in
O 4 '79 and how it works for a nuclear reactor.

5 In this regional approach, you have three levels

6 of care. In the first level at the plant -- a nuclear plant, ,

7 a nuclear factory or a nuclear laboratory, you would concen-

8 trate on doing the first aid for radiation accidents. You

9 would train them, give them:the facilities and the equipment

i 10 to perform that job of first aid and evacuation. |

11 Then there is a second level of support called

12 a supporting hospital, usually the nearest hospital where

13 their objective is to do and perform emergency treatment of

O i4 =eaietio" iaserv ~aica is 9timeri17 the emerse=cv treetme^t

15 of traumatic injury.

16 The objectives at this hocpital are threefold.

17 One, to first recussitate and stablize any traumatic injury,

18 two, to decontaminate the patient, and thirdly, to perform

19 the initial evaluation of the radiation exposure.

20 If you look at those two levels of care, and in i'

21 the experience that we have had in the past 12 years, it

22 would be -- take -- the timing would be about six hours,

23 anywhere from a few hours to six hours to get through the

% 24 step in the support hospital. When they are finished there,
! <

25 we should have a patient who is traumatically stabilized, a

O
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k3 1 patient who is radio -- clean, has been decontaminated, a1

O
2 patient who ir in a clean hospital, a regular hospital bed,

3 and a patient who has then irradiated. We don't know to

4 this degree -- to this point how much, what and where it is

5 located, but the important thing is now we have time. Time

6 is on our side, because as I indicated to you, radiated in-

7 jury unfolds over time. We have two, three, four days now,

8 to evaluate his radiation injury by means of taking bioassay

9 samples, urine, feces, blood, doing whole body counting,

10 and other- means by which we can evaluate just what is his

jy radiation exposure, and then a decision can be made in con-

12 junction with the company physician, in ccnjunction with the
|

33 loca] treating doctor as to where this patient can be treated.

() Once we have his dose evaluation, we can predict14

15 with quite certaintly as to what his future course can be.

16 I would suspect that in 98 percent of the cases, they will

17 be treated right there at that support hospital, with perhaps

18 assistants from outside consultants and laboratory.

19 There would be a few cases that you would want

20 to evacuate them to a center called a definitive care center

21 where specialized treatment you know will be needed in
i

12 another week or two. These cases would be a severe total

23 body exposure to a severe local hand or local injury exposure ,

24 or a severe internal exposure for the convenience of having
[}

is the equipment available to you on a day to day basis.

(
1

- . - . - - - - . _.
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k4 1 As you can see, the third level of care, then,

2 is the definitive case center, and that center is the back-

3 up to this first two. That back-up support as shown here

4 consists of a number of levels of response.

5 The first is a 24 hour telephone consultation,

6 so that at the time of injury, from either the plant or the

7 support hospital, that expertise is.available to do twe

8 major things. One, to discuss with them over the phone

9 whether they really have a problem, and with a few questions

10 you can determine the seriousness of t."2 problem, and two

11 is to remind them of the things that they have at their

12 disposal that they need to do in handling the first aid and

13 emergency part of this problem.

() 14 The second level of back-up support is to send

15 a REM team, a Radiation Emergency Medical team. This team

16 consists of, as a minimum, a physician such as myself, know-

17 ledceable in radiation medicine, a health physicist know-

13 ledgeable in dosimetry and a technician with portable instru-

19 mentation.

20 Now that team may not get to the accident site,

21 either at the plant or the support hospital, for hours,

12 depending on the situation, but it is not important if that

23 team is there in the immediate few hours.if tne first two

24 levels of support have done their job. Then that team has
[}

25 a twofold mission when it arrives.

O
t

.

*
._

- - , _ _ . --
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5 1 One is to help the hospital clean up the area4

>

2 that became contamint ced during the emergency treatment,

3 and secondly is to help the hospital and the local people,

O 4 physicians, in the evaluation of this patient's exposure

5 over the next two or three days.

6 The third level of back-up support, of course,

7 is in a laboratory. We maintain.a complete bicassay labor-

8 atory in Philadelphia where we can analyze any type of bio-

9 logical sample for any type of radionuclide to determine

10 exactly what it is and where it is located, how much is

it there, and like a poison center, we also have a library.

12 We ought to be able to tell anybody about each radicn clide,

13 and it if has been in humans and been treated, how is it

() 14 treated. If it is not, if it is animal research, what de we'

15 know about it.

16 We also have a secondary laboratory in Chicago. ,

17 The third major aspect of this whole program,

18 of course, is the maintenance. The radiation accidents, as

j 19 I am sure you are all aware, are a rare medical phenomenon.

j 20 They are exceedingly rare, and so the problem, basically,

21 is continued maintanence for something that doesn't occur

| 22 very often.

23 And the way we do that is, at each plant and

'24 each support hospital is to audit the equipment, personnel,
)

! 25 facilities, the procedures to ensure that all of this is

()

,

-
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A 1 still'in order. We do this twice a year. And then once a

CE) 6,

2 year we conduct a refresher training course and conduct an

3 exercise which starts out at the plant, which involves the .

O 4 plant, the ambulance service and the hospital, to test their

5 continued preparation.

6 In a sense, it is like we coordinate -- what we

7 are doing is coordinating three levels of care and maintain-

8 ing this coordination.

9 Today this program which started in Philadelphia

10 looks like this. We have a center in Green, in the Hospital 8

11 of the University of Pennsylvania. We have a center at

12 Northwestern Hospital in Chicago, and all the yellow states

13 are the states that have reactor sites that participate in

(]) 14 this program. Those in red are operating reactors, and those

15 in green are reactor sites that have indicated that they wanu

16 to join and participate in this particular program.

17 98 percent of the job, as I say, is the mainten-

18 ance. We are full-time. We have a staff now of 130 full-
,

19 time people and 20 part-time people. We have two physicians .

I

20 myself and another physician. In radiation medicine we

21 have six certified health physicists and about four or five

22 Ph.D.s in marine biology, in radiochemistry, and meteorology ,

23 and air pollution.

24 The second part of my testimony covers offsite

25 medical planning, and I want you to understand that the

|

O

i

-
-- - _. _. , . , - _ -
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1 program I just described, the emergency medical assitance

2 program, is basically geared for the onsite injury for the

3 employee, as that is where the likely problem of having an

4 overexposure, of having a contaminated and injured patient

5 comes.

6 As far as offsite medical planning for a nuclear

| 7 disaster, there are some also unique characteristics of

8 nuclear disaster that should be taken into consideration-for

9 planning purposes.

10 .One, nuclear disasters differ from other more

11 familiar disasters to medical planners in that nuclear power

12 plants do not blow up like bombs, so therefore we would not

13 have the problem of traumatic injuries offsite, and onsite

14 as I indicated, but I don't see traumatic injuries -- burn,({)
15 blast injuries offsite.

16 The accond aspect is we do not lose our physical

17 facilities and our communications, which is important and

18 makes our planning different for more -- other disastes.

19 The third factor about nuclear disaster is there--

20 fore that the only way that people could become injured off-

|
'

21 site, of course, is through radiation exposure. And as I

22 have looked at this problem, it is difficult for me to

23 imagine that we can get large enough exposures in a short

24 enough time to require hospital treatment for people offsite ,

25 I say this because radiation injury or radiation

O
_
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.k 8 1 exposure is dose rate related. The body can and does repair

2 radiation damage. As I have indicated in my testimony, it

3 takes about 75,000 millirem over total body exposure to

O 4 penetrating gamma radiation over a period of a few hours to

5 cause the initial symptoms, flu-like symptoms. If you

6 spread this 75,000 millirem over more than a few hours,

7 certainly half, say one day and half the next day, you are

8 unlikely to get any symptoms from this.

9 In my own practice, I seldom or wouldn't admit

to a person to a hospital for less than 100,000 millirem. On

11 and individual basis I occasionally do it for psychological

12 reasons, do a work-up and then discharge the patient, as

13 this person is not expected to have any delayed effects in

() 14 the two or three weeks.

15 Generally, probably 150,000 millirem exposure

16 in a few hours is an exposure where you might want to hospi-

17 talize a patient over the next two, three, four weeks as he

i 18 goes through the treatment.

19 Let me say something about the clinical treat-

20 ment of a high overexposure. The type of the clinical

21 treatment is not an unusual treatment for a large medical

22 center, any medical center.

23 What is unique for a large medical center is

24 having the capability to do the bicassay and the dose evalua -'

)
25 tion. But the clinical treatment is a treatment that is seen

O
|
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k9 1 not of ten, but often enough by large medical centers, as it

O
2 is a treatment for any type of bone marrow depression.

3 Large doses of radiation effect first, from a

.

clinical point of view, the bone marrow, the producer of the4
;

5 white blood cells, the red cells, et cetera. So that the

6 first symptoms you would see from that would be symptoms in

7 two to three weeks where a patient's peripheral white blood

8 cells, red cells, have been depleted to the point where they

9 are subject to, infection or bleeding.

10 This same problem occurs from chemicals. The

11 same problem occurs in patients for unknown reasons. The

12 major thrust of clinical treatment is basically to do as

13 very little -- not as very little as possible, but to treat

({} 14 the patient symptomatically, because these patients will

15 recover. It is virtually impossible to wipe out the bone

16 marrow with radiation exposure. There is always some cells

17 left, and if you let the patient's natural recovery processe.s

18 take over,'and it will be about five or six weeks, they will

I

19 do so.

20 What you want to do is prevent infection and

21 prevent a bleeding.
I

12 The last aspect of my testimony is the training

23 we did for offsite personnel other than medical personnel.

In March we conducted a weeklong seminar in Orange County,"

| O'
25 and in April in San Diego County for personnel who would

} |
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7 kl0 1 respond to an<offsite release of radiation, for people like

2 disaster planners in both county and state level, emergency

3 medical techs, sheriffs, firemen and red cross.

4 The emphasis and objective of this training was

5 to give them a medical basis for making decisions and for

6 initiating a response and the second was to train them in

7 their particular plan. I think the objective of this train-

8 ing and training that Southern Cal Edison has committed to

9 repeat again next year is to develop a sense of response in

10 emergency planners in the same way that they have a sense of

ij response to other disasters, and you do this by a dose

12 effect relationship, and what I think is important, is that

13 they become used to knowing how severe is their response,

({} 14 and gear it to a particular type dose.

15 I felt that this training was -- fo r the people

16 that attended it, found it very useful to know so that a

17 response is appropriate to the does or the dose effect to

18 be expected. That is all I have.

19

20
;

| 21
|

| 22

23

24
()s

25
,

()'
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Ighp 1 MR. ROGIN: Thank you. Under the ground rules, I

() 2 was not intending to mark as exhibits the illustrations that

3 Dr. Linnemann referred to. I think the testimony explains the

() 4 ~

same basic points, unless there is a request that we do so.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Any requests that that be done?

6 MR. ROGIN: Subject to any questions.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Due to the fact the testimony was not

8 evidence, I don't think it is necessary.

9 MR. ROGIN: Thank you. Then except for any questions

10 the Board members would have, we would tender Dr. Linnemann

11 for cross examination.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Very well, will that be you,

13(} Ms. Gallagher?

14 CROSS EXAMINATION
'

15 37 gg, agttgaggp

16 Q Dr. Linnemann, I would like to find out a little

17 bit more about RMC. Is RMC a corporation?

| 18 A Yes, it is.

19 0 Is it for profit or for non-profit?

20 A It is a for profit organization that does not make

21 a profit.

,,
Q What connection does it have with the hospitals**-

23 with whom you are associated?

*4' A There are two connections. One is myself, for

O
25 example -- I am on the staff at the hospital at the University

i
i
,

l
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! ghp 2 1 of Pennsylvania School of Medicine where I am a clinical

2
(~ Associate Professor and teach. I am also a visiting clinical

3 assdciate professor at Northwestern Hospital in Chicago, so

4 that I wear two hats.

5 one is to maintain our preparedness in Radiation

6 Management Corporation and the other is to coordinate the cli-

| 7 nical facilities. I am also chairman of the Radiation Accident

8 Commi.; tees at both of these centers where, once a year, we have

9 a committee meeting. The committee involves people from surgery

10 hematology, nursing, administration, radiology. We review our

11 accident plans, update them, change them, and then we also

l' conduct a training exercise at each one of these centers once-

13 a year to maintain their preparedness.

14 In addition to this, I conduct a one-day seminar

15 either in Chicago one year, Philadelphia the next year, through

16 the continuing education center at both of these universities.

17 In addition to that we do support, in a small way,

18 a grant to the Department of Hematology in their research on

19 bone marrow depressed patients.

20 0 When you say you support it, you mean the RMC pro-

21 vides the capital?

22 A Yes, we give them a small grant.

O 23 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me, do you have a cross

24 examination plan for this witness?

25 Ms. GALLAGHER: I am sorry, I attempted to begin

-_ .- ._ ._. _ - . . - - .
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ghp 2 I of Pennsylvania School of Medicine where I am a clinical

O 2 associete erofessor end teech. I em e1eo e visitine c1inice1 ,

3 assdciate professor at Northwestern Hospital in Chicago, so

O 4 thee I weer two hets.

5 one is to maintain our preparedness in Radiation

6 Management Corporation and the other is to coordinate the cli-

7 nical facilities. I am also chairman of the Radiation Accident

I Committees at both of these centers where, once a year, we have

9 a committee meeting. The committee involves people from surgery

10 hematology, nursing, administration, radiology. Ne review our

11 accident plans, update them, change them, and then we also

12 conduct a training exercise at each one of these centers once

13 a year to maintain their preparedness.'

14 In addition to this, I conduct a one-day seminar

15 either in Chicago one year, Philadelphia the next year, through
,

16 the continuing education center at both of these universities.

i 17 In addition to that we do support, in a small way,

18 a grant to the Department of Hematology in their research on

19 bone marrow depressed patients.

'O Q When you say you support it, you mean the RMC pro--

21 vices the capital?

,,
A Yes, we give them a small grant.**

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me, do you have a cross

24 examination plan for this witness?

O
25 MS. GALLAGHEn: I am sorry, I attempted to begin

1

.
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1 one. I only got this far and I was not able to finish it. I

,
will have one tomorrow. I just couldn't do it.*

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me establish, then, that beginninc

4 tomorrow the presentation of the plan will be a prerequisite

5 to cross examination by all parties.

6 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

7 Q Is RMC owned publicly or is it closely held?

8 A RMC is owned by six nuclear utilities. They and the

9 University of Pennsylvania were the ones who initiated this pro-
10 gram in 1969 when it was decided that it was better that the

11 organization, particularly for laboratories and facilities like

12
that, be not in the university, but ratner be closely allied to

13 the university.
O

14 So a separate corporation was set up and funded

15 initially by six utiliH ; in the mid-Atlantic area. However,

16 today, let's say we grew from our original 10 or 12. people, just

17 from trying to keep them busy and occupied, because nuclear

18 accidents are rare, to the point where we support ourselves.

19 Q Are the laboratories part of RMC as well?

20 A Yes, they are.

21 Q Are there any grant monies coming from any of the

22 utilities at present?

O; 23 A No, all the utilities -- we prorate the costs of

'4
maintaining this emergency medical program on a cost basis to*

O 25
each one of the participants. As another participant comes in,
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1
then the cost is readjusted.

(]) Q You already alluded to the income of the corporation

3
but I would like to ask you what the net income for last year,

4() if you know -- 1979 or 1980 -- of the corporation was.

|iR . ROGIN: Your Honor, I am not sure of the rele-

6
vance of that. information to the proceeding.

7
i >GE KELLEY: It is not apparent to me either.

8
If you cc ~' explain?

9
MS. GALLAGHER: I am looking for kind of how active

10
it is, how successful it is in terms of its expertise and I

11 th2.nk perhaps could bear some relationship to that.
12

JUDGE KELLEY: I think it is pretty far removed.

13

) It seems to me we are here to see what the capability is with
14 reference to the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station and the
15 overall -- if there was some suggestion here that they were
16

teetering on bankruptcy, it would be different, but we don't

17
have that, and I think that pursuing it further is frankly rot

18
worth the time it would take.

19
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

'O'
Q What other services besides seminars and consultation

21 and laboratory services does RMC provide?
2~'

b) Regarding the emergency medical program, other as-A
''

23
pects of it are as a medical advisory committee. Ne are a

'4* medical advisory committee that is ccmprised of the medical
15

directors of nuclear utilities that participate in this crocram.

j
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1
as well as a member from each of the universities to, again,

() review our program once a year to be sure that we are doing

3
all'we can do to pr6 vide the best program to these.

() Then our radiation emergency medical team, we have

5
seminars once a quarter to review any experience we have had in

6
handling radiation over-exposures or to review and update equip--

| 7
ment, etc., that has become available.

8
Q In regard to your Exhibit, page 3 of 8 --

9
MR. ROGIN: Which exhibit?

10
MS. GALLAGHER: Dr. Linnemann's Exhibit 3. Excuse

11
me, it is not Exhibit 3. It is in his curriculum vitae.

12
MR. ROGIN: That would be Exhibit REL-1, Applicant' s

() Exhibit No. 82.

14
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

15
Q You menticn that you are on the Committee on Radia-

16
tion Exposure of Women. Could you tell us a little bit about

17
what that committee does?

l

! 18
A That is a conimittee that studies the problems

19
associatqd with X-ray of women, particularly women of child-

20
bearing age, the dosimetry or various techniques that are being

21
used, the equipment, and reconmends to the College of Radiology

22
on hazards, review of hazards, maybe update information, review

/)
i 23

of new equipment in regards to its exposure to a patient during

24
X-ray.

O- 25
Q How often does that committee meet?

-
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1
A We meet once a year.

9

(])
~

Q In regard to your membership on the Committee on

3
Radiological Aspects of Disaster Planning, how often does that

() committee meet?

5
A That committee meets once a year aso. 7.11 of these

6
meet at the Radiological Society of North America's annual

7
meeting which is in late November, early December.

8
Q Do your views on radiological aspects of disaster

9
planning in connection with RMC reflect at.all the views of the

10
American College of Radiology?

11
MR. ROGIN: Your Honor, I am not sure that the

12
witness can answer that question as posed. Are they the same

13
as, or are they speaking on thier behalf? I am not sure the

14
direction the question is intended to focus.

'
15

MS. GALLAGHER: I meant reflect, which is an

16
equivalency.

. 17
! NITNESS LINNE.MANN: The American College of Radioloc y

18
does not put stamps of approval on anything, but I can tell you

19
this; that one of the reasons I am on the committee is because

20
of developing this unique approach and I think it has been ac-

'l~
cepted and it is the largest program in the country.

3,
~~

But the answer is, the American College, they don't

J 23
do that for people in practice. They don't anpreve of things.

'4~
They make recommendations.

- () 25
///,

|
t

| l

|
- - . - - _-.
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1
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

,

(])
~

Q How does one join and participate in EMAP?

3
A They are building a reactor and they will come to

() us when it comes to their medical planning and ask us if we

5
can help them out.

6
Q I don't remember if I asked you this before, but

7
is EMAP part of RMC Corporation?

8
A EMAP is the term we use for Emergency Medical

9
Assistance Program, which is why RMC was originated to begin

10
with.

11
Q I would like to ask you what your understanding is

12
of the overall objective of planning for radiological emer-

13 .

gencies.

14
MR. ROGIN: I believe that goes very far beyond

i
15

the scope unless you mean just the medical aspects of that.

16
JUDGE KELLEY: Do you mean the medical aspects?

17
MS. GALLAGHER: That would be giving it away. Yes.

18
WITNESS LINNEMANN: I think I could answer that.

i 19
I think there.are two objectives. The first objective is to

'O~
plan such that nobody gets what I call a medically significant

,

'l~

dose, a dcse of radiation that requires a physician in the
,,
~~

evaluation or certainly in the treatment of the patient so weQ,

Ns 13
don't have a casualty. That is the first objective.

24
The second objective, then, should be to have a

() 25'

*esponse plan that will minimize the excosure to the cublic to
I
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1

minimize any pcssible long-term effects.

BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3
Q At line 17 of page 2 of your testimony, you mention

() that you are a member of the Medical Liaison Officers Netwcrk.

5 How often does that group meet?

6 A About once every two years now, once every two to

7
three years. We used to meet once a year but it meets about

8
once every two years now.

9
Q Moving along to some of the hospital plan exhibits,

10
Tab 14 of the exhibits, the South Coast Community Hospital

11
Plan.

12
A Let me 'I nd that. I don' t have tabs. What was

T that number?
\-)

14
MR. ROGIN: It is REL-14, which:.is Applicant's

15
Exhibit No. 95.

WITNESS LINNEMANN: Yes?

BY MS. GALLAGHER:

18
Q In your plans for support hospitals for onsite

19 workers, are you familiar with the designation of major trauma

'O~
. centers in this area?

21
A Yes, in general. I know most states have such a

,,
~~

thing, yes.

23
| Q I have a question about what kinds of decisions are
'

$4~

made to transport an injured contaminated person to a hospital

25
and I wonder if you could clarify. Who makes the decision

-
-
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1 whether an injured contaminated person who has a major trauma

,

[]} should go to one of the support hospitals which is connected*

3 with this program, or should go to a major trauma center, in

4Q spite of the radiation?

5 A I think that decision is made regard-less of the

0 radiation. The person is injure'd at any industrial installa-

7 tion and generally they make it onsite whether they want an

8
ambulance to transport that patient to a hospital.

9
I would imagine that would be done to the closest

10
hospital and if there are centers, then people are moved to

11
them, but I think that would be the normal mode of handling

12
industrial accidents.

13
,f Q I am somewhat concerned about this aspect because,

14 do you think that if there are trauma centers set up, that

15 there might be advantages to being treated at major trauma

16 centers fcr specific kinds of injuries?

17 MR. ROGIN: That is a very broad questicn and it

18 really calls for speculation of the witness without some better

19 definition of the type of injury involved. I am not really

'O~
sure what the question could elicit.

'l*
MS. GALLAGHER: I will rephrase it.

,,
~*

('/
. BY MS. GALLAGHER:

13
Q If vou had an in3ured worker with a crushing chest

24
injury who was also contaminated and this person needed a team

A
3/ 15 of doctors to do some very sachisticated trauma surgery, would

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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that patient be transported to one of the support hospitals or

() to a major trauma center?

3
A I think perhaps Dr. Hauck, the company physician,

() could better answer that, as he is responsible for, basically,

5
the traumatic injury, and I am sure there are ways this is

6
handled. I don't know specifically how it is handled in

7
California.

8
Q I will reserve it for him. You mentioned that one

9
of the principal inhalation doses comes from iodine and parti-

10
culate material?

11
A Yes.

12
Q In your testimony at oage 5. How does one decon-

13 ,

{} taminate an inhalation injury?|

14
A For iodina?

15
Q For particulate.

16
A For any kind of particulate?

17
! Q Yes.

18
A There are a number of ways that that can be handled I

! 19
and it is generally the decition to decontaminate. I assume'

20
you are talking about lungs now.

! 21
| Q Yes.
'

22
A 'The dccision is based on a number of factors.

23
Number one is, where is it located, what is it and how much is

24
there. Is it soluble or not? Some materials are so'.uble and

obviously would move to other carts of the body, so vou need
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1 to know all of r :se factors and that is part of what the whole

2 bio-assay an~ ..he reason for laboratories and once you know
O

3 particle < ae, solubility, etc., and knowing dose, then you
4 can map a decision in assisting the body in its normal elimi-

O
5 nation processes.

6 It is generally the final decision is based on what ,

7 dose you woula expect because you are talking about doses now

8 that are not going to interfere with a patient's function and

9 they are not going to make then sick and what you are trying

10 to do is cut down a long-term risk.

11 You must weigh -the risk of doing something now ver-

12 sus the risk of avoiding something in the future. I will give

13 you an example.

( 14 Lut; lavage (ph.) is a method that could be used
1
!

15 for a high inhalation problem, but as you well know, lung lavage

16 is not an inocuous procedure, so I personally -- to cite an

17 example to you -- I personally would probably not recommend

18 lung lavage unless the person was going to have something in

19 the neighborhood of 1500 rad to the lung because the risk of
!

20 lung lavage outweighs the risk of future problems.

21 So those decisions.have to be made in that manner.

| 22 ///

([) 23
,

| 24
1

() 25

1
1

_ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ . . . - - .
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'15 kl 1 Q So in that case you would probably choose some

O 2 more conservative treatment?

4 A O r no treatment, leave it there. In other words ,

4 the radiation exposurc may be less of a risk that the treat-

5 ment. In other words, you don't want the treatment -- the

6 cure to be worse than the disease.

7 Q You mentioned elimination.

8 A Yes.

9 Q And that, of course, brings to mind fluids.

10 A Yes.

11 Q Would you probably force fluids of some kind,

12 either intraveneous or --

13 A In some cases, depending on the radionuclide.

{} I will give you another example, tritium, I dioactive triti-14

15 um. That is exactly where you would force fluids. The

16 normal watcr turnover -- water turnover is about twelve days ,

17 The treatment for somebody who has a large dose, generally,

18 of tritium, is to force fluid and to have them drink beer,

19 drink water, five, six liters a day, and you will turn that

20 over -- body water -- in about three days. So yes, in

i 21 answer to your question. It depends on what radionuclide
I

22 you are aealing with.

23 Q And these people as they are being helped throug..

24 the elimination process, are they still contaminated in the
<8

1 %) 25 sense that their excretions are radioactive to attendants?l

|

(a"N

_. . _ __ __ .- - - . - - - ._ -
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k2 1 A Certainly their excretions will be radioactive,

O
2 but agcin, it is just rare. I have never heard of it from

3 fission products, but to have excretions that were of --

4 that would be of concern, it is just hard to imagine, par-

5 ticularly when.we handle this in a normal hospital everyday

6 in our nuclear medicine department. We give, as you know,

7 give patients rrdioactive iodine for diagnotic treatments,

8 and.their excretions are such that they have to be held and

9 saved until it decays. This is hard for me to imagine that

10 you could get a fission production -- inhalation -- that

11 would .equire the same type of procedures as we would use

12 in nuclear medicine, but we certainly are prepared to use

13 them. Any naclear medicine department in a hospital would

(~)%
14 know how to handle that.

%

i 15 Q M-hmm. In decontaminating people from just sur-

16 face contamination.--

17 A Yes.

18 0 You mention, of course, washing with soap and

19 water, and also with bleach --

20 A Right.

21 0 -- and hydrogen peroxide for a third try. Can

12 you tell me why you chose those particular solutions?

23 A Basically just out of experience. Clorox happens

24 to be a good one for fission products. It wor ks well. The

C~S
25 whole idea of decontamination, firs t of all, is just really

)

1

i

h - . - +----,w g . - i---- , . +v.+ - - u-
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1 to give a patient a bath. And I have not, in the cases

2 that we have had, had any trouble with just plain soap and

3 water. Betadyne, the surgical soap, happens to work very;

4 well.

5 Then, what you are left with after -- and I have

6 never seen any problem greate.r than that, and that is what

7 you are left with after the first time, you will get rid of

8 almost 90 percent of it.

9 Then'you are down to working with levels that

10 you want to get down as low as possible, but they are cer-

11 tainly levels that are really quite small medically, and so

12 you may try other things. I think the important thing is

13 not to try all of these at one time, because all you are

() 14 going to do is abrade the skin, which could cause some ab--

15 sorption, so once you get the first down, then you can work

16 on this over the next day or two.

17 , O In that regard, do you recommend brushes for
4

18 cleancing, or --

19 A Very soft surgical brushes, and never to scrub

20 too hard, because you can abrade the skin.

21 Q In the event that you abraded the skin, say you

22 had alpha particles.and you abraded the skin, would there

23 be any penetration of the alpha particles at that point?

24 A Certainly some radionuclides, as anything, is
(}l

25 absorbed through injured skin. And you would get absorption ,

O

<
.

_
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1 but you would be down to levels where, even if it were ab-
(])k4

2 sorbed, would not be a serious matter, because the first

3 wash before you abrade it, should g-at rid of the bulk of-

4 material.

5 0 In relation to the arrangements for medical

6 care of the injured contaminated person from the site, do

7 you consider that the planned arrangements are geared toward

8 worse case accidente?
i

9 A Onsite?

10 Q M-hmm.

11 A Could you clarify what you mean by that, worse

12 case?

13 Q Well, I mean -- I am reacting, I guess, to the - -

0 for clarification if the Board would permit me -- to the14

15 re3ative simplicity of the program that you suggest. Like,

16 you say we don't need lots of hospital beds, and I under-

17 stand what you mean by that --

18 A Right.

19 Q -- but at the same time, I visualize a really

20 bad accident, say perhaps a steam explosion from a meltdown --

21 A Right.

22 0 -- which would create consequences offsite as

23 well --

() 24 A Right.

25 Q -- but would certainly create consequences

J
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onsite, and I could see large numbers of injuries in casesk5 i

like that --

2

A Onsite.
'O onsite --0 --

4

A M - #'" -
5

Q And I didn't see anywhere a reflection of that
6

anywhere in the --t
7

A Right.
8

Q -- hospital plan.9

MR. ROGIN: Could we have an understanding,
10

thoui;h.that the question that was originally posed is now
,,

limited to the particular type of accident described by
12

Ms. Gallagher? Because I think the original question was
13

O
! Q far too broad to be answered.g

S. G AGHER: Okay.
15

JUDGE KELLEY: Well for openers, why don't we
16

go to the e+.eam accident, and then if you need to follow up
37

you can de that.18

WITNESS LINNEMANN: Well, Mrs. Gallagher, in
19

planning this, think about this twelve years ago, the first20

question I had also if I was going to set up a program was
21

well, how many patients are we going to have to deal with,22

as that will determine the size of the plan. And I visited
i 23

""v"i i""" "" .24 """' "" e " e "*" " ""'"- ' ""'*** * """'O
w rked'.with nuclear installations, trying to get a feel for

25

O
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k6 g are we dealing for one, five or ten, and I got the feeling
that one or two people is probably the kind of average

2

3 thing, or whatever you.imay do, because it seems that in many
O areas of nuclear power plants, particularly in the contain-

4

5
ment, there is very few people inside of that containment

when it is operating, and maybe if it is a problem have a6'

| few maintenance people, so that it didn't s e e.a , at least7

from a general concensus, that we are talking about many ofg

chem.9

The second point of philosophy that I have to
10

this was that if you are prepared in a hospital to handleyy

ne, and handle one well, then you can expand to meet the
12

need, and I think all hospitals plan for disasters this way,
13

O to have e sesic p1an ehet tekes cere of the -- whether you
,4

call it an average disaster, or a reasonable disaster, and
15

then that can be expanded. And the same way in this hand-
16

ling of contaminated and injured patients.
17

People have aske d me , what if you have five,
18

| ten, fifteen, twenty? I think the important thing is that
| j9

they do have the knowledge, they do have the procedures for
20

handling a contaminated and injured patient. They can ex-
21

| pand this, and they would expand it the same way they do
22

ther disaster plans. If you have more than one patient,
23

' " '"i"S*- "* r'" '"i^Se " ''* '*"i" ' """"*"ti i"3""'-

O 24

n t on the basis of contamination. And I can just envision
25

O
!

i
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(}7 all you need to do is expand this control area, take your1

2 worse patients first traumatically. The others in the

3 meantime can be decontaminated almost complete by down the

4 hallway expansion, removing clothes, collecting that, and

5 by the time they get in, you have removed already much of

6 that.

7 I really don't see that that would pose a problem

8 or interrupt this plan.

9 Q On page eight of your testimony, at line 17,

10 referring to your direction that certainly it is understand-

11 able that when you have an injury, you must deal with the

12 most important things first.

13 A Right.

( 14 Q All right. You say once the patient is resus-

15 citated and stabilized -- I have some questions about resus-

16 citation of a contaminated --

17 A I think it is spelled wrong too, isn't it? In

18 is r-e-s-s --
i

19 Q Yeah, I think so.'

20 A I do.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: A third correction to the testi-

22 mony, if you will. It looks right to me.

23 WITNESS LINNEMAN: No, it has two S's in it.

() 24 Go ahead. Sorry.

25 /// ;-

O
i
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8 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

2 Q I have some curiosity about resuscitation on

3 contaminated patients. I read carefully your directions to~

%/
4 hospital personnel about not getting to close to contaminate 1

5 people, and wonder about C?R for a contaminated person. Can

6 you comment on that?

7 A I can comment on it without hesitation, that

!

8 contaminatoin, no matter what the degree, no matter where

9 it is, is always secondary to saving a patient's life. If

10 you refer to even mouth to mouth resuscitation, I will take

11 all the contamination he has got if I can save his or her

12 life, without hesitation. It is not a problem.

13 Q Well, I commend you for that, but do you --

() 14 A And I think most people --

15 0 -- find other people share that --

16 A Yes, I would. If they understand, and that is

17 the process of education. And I think we do a lot of things

18 in medicine, rescue people too, firemen, to rescue their

19 fellow man, and I can -- once they understand radiation will

20 realize that that risk is much smaller than many other risks

21 we take knowingly for other things. I do not see it as a

12 problem.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's take a coffee break. 15

24 minutes? Off the record.()
25 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

.O
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: On the record. Okay,( )k9i

2 Ms. Gallagher, do you want to resume?
|

3 MS. GALLAGHER: Is it possible for you to tell |

{)
4 me where we left off?

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you play back the last Q

6 and A? Off the record.

7 (Discussion off the record.)
8 JUDGE KELLEY: On the record.

9 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

10 Q Okay, in that same connection, do -- does the i

11 subject ever come up during the training session about mat-

12 ters like commitments to intervene when there is risk to

13 oneself?
.

14 A Not in the sense of -- from doctors er nurses

15 in the sense of, gee, it is too risky for me, but more in

16 the sense that they would like to know more about the risk
i

17 of exposure, and so I go into discussing dose effect rela-
1

( 18 tionships, and risk to attendants, and how to minimize these

19 risks,.

20 Q Do you ever discus ; -- not necessarily in the

1 21 context of seminars, but in picnning these classes.with1

22 staff --

23 A M-hhm..

() 24 Q -- for example with nursing service staff --

25 A Right.

,

.

1
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I Q -- would you ever discuss commitment to schedul-;x10

2 ing -- by that I mean will they be able to produce the staff
3 that you need in the event that there is a nuclear accident?

4 A They have -- all the hospitals I have worked

5 with, and we have set up over 25 of them, have been excellen :

6 as far as cooperation, and in the 12 instances where these

7 special facilities were used over the past 10 years, in no

8 case was there not staff there.

| 9 Usually what I try to do is get staff that is

10 really rather permanent. You know, the people who are going

11 to be there have been there for a long time, and train them

12 well because they=are willing to ccme in just for that

13 special case, and it doesn't happen very often, you know.

( Or the other alternative is to keep training14

15 new staff. I would rather get the staff in the emergency

16 room that is stable staff. They have never had any problem

|
17 of ccmmitmant or of not being available. You try to train

:

I 18 enough so somebody is available.

19 Q M-hmm. In.that connection, are you aware that
j

20 there is a current difficulty with staffing hospitals with

21 nurses?

22 A Oh, yes.

23 Q Would that have any bearing on the training

(]) 24 programs that you give?

25 A It hasn't to this point. It -- g.enerally we

|
-O'

1

-
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)

) kil I work with emergency room nurses and generally hospitals seem

2 to at least be able to staff that part of the hospital.
>

3 It has not been a problem and I don't anticipate it should

4 be a prcblem.

5 0 If it were to have an effect, what kind of an

6 effect would you anticipate on your program?

7 A None. It would just mean more turnover.and more

8 training. And here at San Onofre, you know, they have three

hospitals. Most plants are only required to have one, but'

they have three, which just gives you a much broader support' .
,

11 Q 7 the exhibit, and I am not sure just where it

12 is, and if you will bear with me for just a moment, or else,

13 maybe I will tell you and you can tell me.-- your material

() 14 suggested that a 5 REM upper limit be established for --

15 A A ten minute exposure.
.

! 16 0 -- attendants who haven't volunteered for a
!

l

| 17 greater degree of exposure. Has that been a problem as far

18 as you know?

19 A No, it hasn't, and the reason to choose 5 REM,

20 this is guidance that goes way back in the radiation protec-

21 tion philosophy. First of all, five REM is what we are al-

22 lowed as radiation workers in a year. It is well below

23 doses where we see effects, so that I would like them to be
i

1

({} 24 able to do this procedure with less than five REM, but on

25 a voluntary basis taking 25 or 75 or 100 to save a life is - -

.O
\
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K12 1 has been suggested, but it is on a voluntary basis.

2 In direct answer to your question, it has never

3 been a problem. The largest exposure that we had, and I
[}

4 happened to participate in that one myself. I happened to

5 be at the plant when they actually had the accident, and so

6 I was able to see the program that we had set up and trying

7 to envision all the things that were necessary -- happened

8 to work with the patient at the plant, went with the patient

9 to the hospital in the ambulance, and worked with the nurses

10 and the doctors in this special area to decontaminate this

11 patient.

12 This patient was injured in an explosion which

13 was off -- outside of the plant. It happened to be at the

14 stack, and he was hit by a blast wave and he was contaminated.

15 His degree of contamination turned out to be 20 milirad per

16 hour. We worked with that patient for two and a half hours

17 in repeated decontamination until we got him clean, and the

18 highest exposure that any of us got was 14 milirem, which is

19 as yo" know, about'what you get with a chest X-ray, so it
,

20 has never approached 5,000.

21 It is pretty hard. You would -have to have a

12 huge lot of contamination to get close to 5,000 millirem.

23 Ninety percent of it is going to be removed when you remove

(/) 24 the clothes to begin with, so at plants what we teach them
~

25

0
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I

|

p i to do, encourage them is, if the patient's condition war-{ ' l3|

! 2 rants, if you take off the clothes, and then wa are only

3 left with really a small amount of contamination, face and |'

.

hands and hair.! 4

5 Q M-hmm. You said the highest amount of exposure

6 that you got in that particular case was 14 --

7 A Millirem;'

, g Q Millirem.
I

9 A Compared to the five rem or 5,000 millirem that

I recommend.10 ,

11 Q Right. And how was that determined?

A With badges. All hospitals, part of the equip-
12

13 ment, is film badge, or TLD --
,

() g Q M-hmm.

and ring dosimeters, and pencil dosimetersA --

15

16 where they can actuallf read their dose as they work along.

| 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

() 24

25
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116-1 1 Q In the case where they might use this 5 rem upper

2 limit do you know of any institutions that have any kind of

3 a written agreement abcut a wavier of this limit?

() 4 A None. Nobody has * hat.

5 0 Okay.

6 A You understand that's not a standard. There is

7
- agulation says you have to do it. It's my own recommend-

8 ation to them, but in an accident you take as much as you

9 voluntarily think you should to treat or save a patient's

to life.

11 Q Okay. On page 12 of your testimony, again, on

12 line 12, talking about showering within reasonable time,

13 what is done with the waste water from showering and from

14 decontaminating? Is it diverted?
[}

, 15 A In an accident situation? Off-site or in the
l i
l

16 hospital under normal --

17 Q In a hospital.

18 A In decontaminating a patient we collect the

19 waste' water in a special container. There is a special

20 container that we designed, a table-top container that you

21 put on a gurney and this allows you to collect the waste

22 water and then one of two things: measure it -- and there

23 are certain levels below which you can just put it into the

24 regular hospital sewer, as nuclear medicine departments can;

O
25 there are regulations set up for that. If it were higher

|

|
!
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2 1 than that we would just send it back to the plant, as we

O
2 would all the other contairinated items in the hospital.

3 Q You mentioned that you believe that a lot of

( 4 decontamination could he done at reception centers for
,

l
I

S the general populace, I believe. Do you recall that?

6 A I -- in off-site I think that the best place to

7 decontaminate is at home. And cz.~y those people who were

8 outside would need that and my general rule of thumb advice

9 would be to go inside, take a shower, and you'll get rid of

10 the contamination. If you do evacuate then you will need

11 to consider at the reception center ways of handling this

12 contamination. That's why schools, perhaps, with gymnasiums,

13 large shower facilities, make good reception centers.

(]) 14 Q In cases such as that shouldn't the water be

15 diverted, the waste water, and tested?

16 A No. Under that circumstance it would be my
i

17 opinion that the small amount of contamination that's going

18 to get into the water would not exceed the contamination
,

i

19 that's in the general area anyway and the whole thing would

20 have to -- the whole area weald eventually have to be

21 evaluated as to the level of residual contamination. So I

12 don't see any need to collect under that accident, single

23 accident situation, contaminated water.

24 Q On page 10 of your testimony, Dr. Linnemann, at
)

25 line 22 you say "Since radiation intensity falls off drama-

.O
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3 1 tically with distance, the exposure is limited by the height

O
2 of tne plume and the distance over which a ray must travel

3 from its source in the nucleus of an atom to the ground."

4 Can you give me some idea of what heigi. the plume would be

5 at?

6 A Well, just in general with a release of radio-

7 activity from a point source, so to si.eak, a plant, there

8 are a nw ber of things that are working to mitigate, so to

9 speak, the dose to a point in a ground, point on the ground,

10 at some distance from the plant. No. 1, as this plume goes

11 out it is moving in a directior so that to a point on the

12 ground eventually it moves over and so the dose is limited

13 to the time it's over the point person. The second factor

14 that's working to reduce this dose is that the cloud is

15 dispersing, which means the radioactive atoms are not so

16 intense at one spot so by the time it gets to whatever our

17 point is off-site it is dilated so the intensity is not as

18 great.

| 19 The third factor is, depending on the height of

20 the cloud, the ray has to travel from an atom in the cloud,

21 leaves there and goes to the ground, and radiation falls off

22 -- when I say " dramatically" I mean that in the sense of

23 with the square of the distance so that by the time it gets

24 to the ground it has interacted with intervening atoms and

25 uhe dose is reduced. The fourth factor that's working for

O
;

1
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4 1 the person is to get into shelter. Any kind of shelter will

O
2 reduce the dose.

3 Q On page 14 of your testimony, at line 22,

4 beginning at line 20, you are discussing the need for

5 potassium iodide and you say that it could be used but the

6 dynamics of a plume release in which the radioactive cloud

7 is moving and diluting suggests that it would be difficult

8 to obtain and sustain a higl. concentiation om airborne

9 iodine that would deliver a sufficient dose to the thyroid

to gland to warrant use of potassium iodide. Would you please

11 explain that?

12 A In the sense of the same explanation, that in

13 an open system these atoms are going to disperse and it's

(]) 14 the air you breathe in, the volume of air determines -- or

15 the concentration of radioactive atoms in the volume of air

16 you breathe in will determine the dose tc the thyroid gland.

17 So the f arther you get away with a dispersed cloud you just

18 have less radioactive iodine atoms that you breathe in.

19 It's hard, as I say, to keep a concentrated radiciodine in

20 an open space. In a closed space in a room, sure.

21 Q Would you recommend potassium iodide be given

22 for any populations, special populations?

13 A Special population, yes. Plant people and

24 rescue people. And we do as part of our EMAP program main-

25 tain potassium iodide tablets at a plant because that's the

O
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1 most likely situation where they are going to get in a high

2 enough concentration to give you a dose to the thyroid

3 gland. For the general public for now I would not recommend

O 4 it. I think it has too many problems with distribution ofI

5 it, with obtaining it, with the turnover -- it's shelf life

6 is only two to three years. And to be effective it has to

7 be gotten to people within a few hours. I think that

8 combining all those I just don't see that that is an effec-

9 tive measure. It's got lots of problems.

'

to Q What about for children or for the elderly?

11 A Children, yes, do have the smaller thyroid gland

12 so for dose they wc.uld get a higher dose. You could probably

13 suggest -- and again, I'd have to think about this a litt.e

() 14 more -- maybe having some available in some centers to be
l

15 available for special pepple like children. Elderly per se

16 don't need it unless they have cardiac problems, et cetera.

17 Q Okay. Moving to page 18 of your testimon , at

18 line 17 -- actually, line 19 - "To summarize the studies

19 of biological effects of low level radiation exposures" --

20 how would you summarize in a few minutes the effects of low

21 level radiation exposures?

22 A With difficulty in a few minutes. But

23 basically --

24 MR. ROGIN: Your Honor, I wonder.if the long
)

25 term -- I don't know what she means by summarize in a few

)

1
"
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3 1 minutes, but that goes beyond, I think, the scope of the

O
2 contention that has been framed in the proceeding. ,

3 JUDGE KELLEY: What's that citation again?

O 4 MS. GALLAGHER: It's page 18, line 19. To

5 summarize the studios of biological effects of low level

6 radiation exposures,.and it goes to the question of planning
,

7 for a range of injury.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Just a moment.

9 MR. ROGIN: The issue is the prccection of the

to populace in the event of an accident.

*

11 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes, that is the issue.

12 WITNESS LINNEMANN: I think it's talking about

13 here Physicians Hospital emergency room personnel.

(]) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm trying to get this in context.

15 You are talking about the objectives of training seminars

16 for hospital pepple, is that correct?

17 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

19 MS. GALLAGHER: My reason for asking about it

20 is that if you are going to have training seminars and you

21 are going to be discussing studies that deal with the effects

12 of low level radiation I think it is of some interest to

23 know the views of the person who is teaching the course or

24 designing the seminar to find out whether his list of studies

25 is exhaustive, to find out whether it includes certain people'

(
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6 1 who are kind of controver. sial, perhaps.

O
2 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I understand your thrust,

3 but the question initially was to summarize the witness'~

O 4 views on the effects of low level radiation. I think you

5 are going to have to focus it more than that. That could

6 fill volumes, I'm sure. I don't think a minute or two would

7 serve any useful purpose.

8 MS. GALLAGHER: I'll ask some direct questions,

9 then.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Try that.

I 11 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

12 O Are you familiar with the views of Dr. Mancuso?

13 MR. ROGIN: Again I have a question of re evancy.l

() 14 If we are dealing with the issue of low level radiation --

15 I might add to that particular question we don't know what

16 views of the particular doctor the question has reference

17 to.

18 MS. GALLAGHER: The issue is relevant to the

19 question of perception of damage or danger.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: It was much more convenient in

21 San Diego when we knew what the issue was. Now what are

22 we addressing here in your view with this witness? You do

23 have the fact that seminars did include studies of the

24 biological effects of low level radiation exposure. It isn't

25 that the tooic isn't referred to in the testimony. So I'm
|

~

\

O
|

.
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7 1 not clear on your theory whereunder it's not within the scope

2 of the testimony. j

3 MR. ROGIN: Well, I think the testimony descrices
O

4 the training that was provided at the hospitals and in that

5 sense it was included within the testimony. But the issue;

6 in the case is the protection of the populace in the event

7 of an accident. While Ms. Gallagher may have an academic

8 interest in the subject of low level radiation, it is not

9 a subject --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you help me by the issue

11 itself that is before the house? Have you got that there?

12 Could you read it, please?

13 (Pause)

( 14 MR. ROGIN: I have trouble necessarily coming

15 up with the issue Ms. Gallagher believes it comes within.

16 I believe that the limiting factor is Contention 1 in the
:

17 reasonable assurance that the off-site transient and permanen t

18 population can be protected and in 2 (d) , that arrangements

19 for medical services for contaminated and injured individuals

20 -- arrangements have been made. tie are not now talking

21 about --

22 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, we want to know the nature

23 of those arrangements and certainly the kind of instruction

j (]) 24 that is given is pertinent.

25 MR. ROGIN: If the questien is dcaling with the

O|

1
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8 1 instruction and what is told tc the people in the hospitals,

('

2 that's one thing. But now we are after an academic discus-

3 sion of the issue and I believe that is beyond the scope of

4 the issue.

5 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't believe it's academic.

6 It is listed as part of the course content.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, how about that, Ms.

8 Gallagher? A question put to the witness, what did you

9 include in your training program on this subject,_seems to

10 me to be fair game. Are you -- let me just be clear -- are

33 you going beyond and saying what are your general views on

12 low level radiation damage?

13 MS. GALLAGHER: I believe they will be reflected

14 in what he teaches. I don't think I have to ask that.()
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. Then ask the first question .

16 MS. GALLACHER: Okay.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. What was in the

18 training course with regard to low level radiation exposure?

19 Could you answer that, please?

20 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Oh, you're asking the questian.

In low level there are three major concerns to people working21

22 with radiation, whether they are x-ray technicians in our

23 radiology-nuclear medicine departments or nurses who work

with radiation on the floors dealing with people who have
3 24

1

J
25 been given diagnostic radionuclides for diagnosis or treat-

. -- - - _ _ _ .
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I ment, or nurses, physicians who would work with contaminated'

-

2 patients. The three basic concerns are cancer risk, genetic

3 risk avi fetal for pregnant women. Those three topics are

4 discussed. What knowledge we know about that and what risks'
4

5 are.

6 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
|

7 Q And iri your view what -- is there risk of genetic

8 harm from low level radi tion?

9 MR. ROGIN: Again, I think we've now gone to

10 the broader, more academic interest which Ms. Gallagher has

11 which I believe is beyond the scope of the issues in this

12 case.

13 ES. GALLAGHER: I don't --

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Would you object to a question

15 that asked what the students in these classes were told about

16 genetic damage?

17 MR. ROGIN: No. I think that is within the scope

18 of what you indicated earlier and I had no objection to that

19 question.

20 MS. GALLAGHER: I'll rephrase it.

21 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

22 Q What do you teach the students in regard to the

23 risks of low level radiation in regard to genetic defects?

l

24 A There are a number of points to make. The first(}I

| 25 point is that there is no human evidence that we have that ;

I

O

|
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10 i radiation has ever caused genetic mutations. There is much,

I 2 animal experimental evidence thatsuggests that radiation in

3 sufficiently high doses can cause genetic mutations and

4 therefore we have every right to believe that this occurs

5 also in the human. That, at levels of 5000 millirem, which

6 is the level that I suggest we don't exceed in handling

7 these, there is no evidence in animals or any that genetic

8 mutations occur.

9 If we extrapolate and try to answer the question
4

! 10 well, if they occurred and what would be the ris%, then I'd

11 give them a risk level and the risk level is something on
i

1 12 this order and this is not just my viewpoint, it comes from

13 the National Academy of Sciences review of all low level

14 radiation effects for 1000 millirem exposure to both parents.(}
15 The risk that that radiation would be responsible for a

1 16 genetic disorder in a child is 30 out of one million chances.
i

17 As you know, the normal risk is about 10 out cf 100.

| 18 /// ,

19

20
(
l

21

22
|

( 23

| **
([)

25

O

;

|
,
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1 Q In your course do you use besides the lac': of
)417-1

2 human data do you use epidemiological evidence?

3 A That is human data. That's the only place you

O
4 can get human data.

5 Q So when you are referring to the one out o f --

6 what was the number you gave?

7 A With 1000 millirem exposure the risk is about

8 30 chances in a million that a child, they would have a child

9 who has a genetic disorder due to that radiation. That's

10 the order of magnitude of that risk.

11 Q And in your course what do you tell the students

12 about the risk of cancer from low level radiation?

13 A Cancer from low level radiation? The risk at

-4.) 14 1000 millirem is 10 , one chance in 10,000 that a cancer

15 later on in life.would be due to that exposure. The normal

16 risk, as you know, is 1 in 7. One out of every seven people

17 will develop cancer.

18 Q And over what period of time is that?

19 A That's lifetime. You get 1000 millirem treating

20 a patient, then the chance is 1 in 10,000 that you will have ,

21 a. cancer as a result of that. And it may be zero. The

12 fact is that we just don't see -- in adults there are just

23 very few studies that show there is any cancer relationship

24 below about 20,000 millirem in a one-shot episode or 5000(}
25 millirem per year. And that's one of the reasons, among

O

_ -- _-- -_-_-- _ - _
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2 1 others, that this allowable dose for those of us in radiation

2 work is 5000 millirem.

3 Q In your classes do you rely at all upon opinions

O 4 of people like Dr. Mancuso, Dr. Bertille, Dr. Goffman, and

5 so forth?

6 A I tell you, in any type of medical teaching,

7 whether it is radiation, whether it is a surgical procedure, ,

l

8 generally what you do in your field is you review, you

9 should be very knowledgeable of everybody's opinion as to

10 what the advantages or disadvantages of a procedure, and I

11 think it is a consensus of opinion that is the safest opinion i

12 to use in teaching. I know of -- well aware of Mancuso's !

13 study, well aware of Goffman's work and others, and I think

,l) 14 it is basically the risk levels are within an order of

15 magnitude the same for all of the studies.

I

| 16 Q In talking about transfers to definitive care
i

17 centers, I know you told what a definitive care center is.

18 Can you suggest some .Tedical reasons for removing a

|
19 patient to a place like that?

i

| 20 A I think I mentioned them before, but I'll mention
1

21 them again. There are ti.ree types of patients that I would

12 evacuate to a definitive care center. The first one is the

23 person who gets a severe total body penetrating gamma

24 exposure in the range of 200,000 millirem or.200 reni and{)
25 above, because this patient in two to three weeks will requir e

()i
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3 1 rather sophisticated hematological care, white cell trans-

0
2 fusion, platelet transfusion, antibiotics, good nursing

3 care, et cetera, and there are centers that are set up to

4 do that for other, as I indicated, problems not related to

5 radiation.

6 The second one is the person who would get a

7 severe local exposure to say a hand. Again, the damage really

8 doesn' t appear for two , perhaps two-three weeks , and this

9 becomes a long term surgical problem. It may require skin

10 grafting, split thickness grafts, full thickness grafts,

11 amputation, and it's probably best handled by surgeons or

12 traumatic surgeons who handle chronic damage. It's mainly

13 an arterial damage such as you see in diabetics. It's not

(]) 14 an unlike process there.

| 15 The third case I would send to a center, and
I

16 this is'more for convenience, is a person who has a signifi-

17 cant internal contamination. And it is just easier to

18 handle them at a center where you have the laboratory and

19 the other instrumentation to help you evaluate the -- not

20 only the internal dose but also the elimination of it.

Il These cases -- I have had a number of those -- ;re sent not
i

12 because of a severe but to confirm an internal contamination

23 and we put them up in a motel and then for two or three days

24 we do the biological studies and then they go back to their
'

25 place of employment.

O
-
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4 1 Q Okay. I can't find the reference right now, but

2 it is in regard to obviously necrotic tissue and the neces-

3 sity oferemoving it.
N

4 A Yes.

5 Q Under what circumstances would you have obviously

6 necrotic tissue shortly after radiation injury?

| 7 A This is in the procedure, either the hospital

8 procedures, I think is what you are talking about. And that

9 is in regard to handling contaminated wounds. The principle

10 there in handling contaminated wounds is first to treat the

11 wound as you would any traumatic wound, in other words, to

12 clean it, to debreed it surgically for trauma. Then you

13 may come to a point, and in most cases that is going to re-
i

14 move the radioactivity also because it is cpnerally going to )

15 be on the edge of thesound. So if you have dead tissue,

16 necrotic tissue that would normally be removed surgically,

17 you remove it in this case also.
,

is Then you may come to a point where you've got

( 19 it surgically clean and if it weren't a radiation contamina-

20 tion case you would probably suture it and dress it and

21 that's the end. But you may come to a point where you can

22 still measure radiation in it. Then decisions have to be

23 made should we remove more tissue because there is still

24 some radiation there. It doesn't need to be removed sur-

O
I 25 gicelly to clean the wound. The general principle there
l
:

O
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5 1 is to decontaminate but don' t mutilate. In other words, you

O
2 have to weigh leaving some radiation versus removing a

3 tendon or something like that. And I think that question

( 4 doesn' t come up very of ten but it could and I think we would

5 handle that in conjunction with the surgeon who was doing

6 the case.

7 Q Okay. On page 27 of your testimony -- my

8 references aren't very good -- it has to do, and it is a

9 point that you raised already, about the non-requirement of

10 medical treatment. I would ask you if in your opinion does

11 the fact that no treatment is required mean that there's been

12 no injury?

13 A Is this on page 27? I'm not sure to what you are

14 referring.

15 Q I'm sorry. If you bear with me, I'll find

16 the exact cite.

17 (Pause)

18 MR. ROGIN: There's a reference to treatment at

1
19 the bottom of the page but it speaks about treatment provided ,

20 not treatment omitted. I don't know if.that's what you had

21 in mind. At line 24.

12 (Pause)

23 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

24 Q Well, just to go back to something that you said

O
25 earlier, you did say that in some cases you wanted to do the i

O

.

1
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'
6 i least intrusive thing that was medica'.ly indicated.

(
2 A Right. -

3 Q And that was in the context of assessing a

( 4 patient who had been exposed to radiation and might or might

5 not be contaminated, in your definition.

6 A Uh-huh.

7 Q My question is that in regard to that is does

8 the non-requirement of medical treatment necessarily mean

9 that there has been no injury?

10 A No, no. As I said, I think there are two levels

11 of concern when handling a radiation injury. One is first

12 the requirement, is it a medically significant injury, and

13 by that I mean does it require the intervention of a physi-

({}| 14 cian in treatment. So that's your first level. If that

| 15 isn't the case, then the next level is to get good dosimetry ,
i

| 16 even though the patient does not have symptoms, does not

17 require treatment, get good dosimetry in order to assess

18 any long term risk from this type of exposure.

19 Q On page 28, line 1, you say in the case of SONGS

20 RMC will insure that the local plant first aid ambulan

21 transportation and support hospitals emergency care capability

22 are adequate and then you go on to mention how you propose

23 to do this. In what sense do you use the word " insure"?

f- 24 A By, first of all, the adequacy, the objective,
(>)I

25 again, for treatment and the most important thing that I want

|

.
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7 1 them to be able to do is to resuscitate, stabilize traumatic

O
2 injury while they control the contamination and minimize the

3 exposure to themselves. That's the objective of treatment.

O 4 And the way to insure that is through sami-annual audits,

5 annual training exercises, and additional seminars for

6 specific people.

7 Q In regard tc ambulance transportation, I know,

8 there are letters of agreement and so forth --

9 A les.

10 Q What -- how does that work out with -- in regard

11 to turnover of ambulance personnel? Do you find that you

12 have a suitable number of mnbulance people who are trained

13 in this kind of transportation or are you having to do con-

() 14 stant training or what?

15 A Again, that varies from place to place. Some

16 places you find that each year you have the same people;

17 other places there are turnover. But it has not been a

18 problem. There has alwa- been somebody, e few of them that

19 are there and then the new ones get trained in the new cycle.

20 I have not really found the turnover of personnel that much

21 of a problem and generally there are even two or three or;

i
22 sometimes four ambulance companier that come for training.

23 You see, when we do the training it's not jnst for a few

24 people. We encourace them to invite as many people as they

25 want, even from hospitals that don't have a direct responsib-

;

.

L
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a

1 ility to the nuclear power plant. And in some places, the

() 1
'

2 whole county will come to hear the training.

3 0 I can see the motivation for the plant to provide

4 personnel, you know, for training and hospitals to their

5 professionals who may have commitment to "ublic health. Do
;

6 you find any distinction among ambulance personnel in terms

7 of their commitment to be on board in case of an emergency?

8 A No, I haven't. It's really -- that's a question

9 that's asked a number of times but I find that they are really

10 cooperative. This is something new, it is something differ-

i
11 ent, and in addition to their ordinary training and I just'

<

12 have not found that tobe a problem.

13 Q Do you deal directly with the drivers of the

(]) 14 ambulance companies or with the owners of the companies?

15 A Both. Both. What I do is contact --

) 16 JUDGE KELLEY: I'd like to --

17 WITNESS LINNEMANN: -- an ambulance company and
!

18 -- or companies -- and they will know when the training is

19 and they send their people.

1

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. I just wanted.to ask

21 the witness, is this commotion bothering you?
i

22 WITNESS LINNEMANN: No, I didn't even notice it.
I

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Good. I'm sorry I mentioned it

24 then. It's bothering me. Well, fine. If it's okay with
|
|

| 25 you, let's go ahead.

'

O

|

l

1
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i 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

2 Q On page 33, if I can find it, I guess it starts

j 3 at the bottom of page 32, you say at line 26 "Since
'

V 4 hospitals already have procedures to handle a mass casualty
1

i 5 situation, for example, a bus accidant, these procedures

! 6 can easily be applied to handling multiple-injured contamin-

7 ated patients." I would like you to enumerate what kinds

8 of procedures are in place that could be adapted to radia-'

i 9 tion injuries.

10 A I think we have talked abou t this previously.

11 But in general, hospitals are, as you know, are required to.

'

12 have disaster plans. These disaster plans are generally
!

13 developed to handle some reasonable disaster in the community
r

and generally they will pick a bus accident or a train[]} 14 ~

15 accident or an airplane accident. Then what happens with

16 these is that that's a skeleton plan, which means that this

17 is where we're going to have our temporary emergency room,
: .

18 whether it is in the entrance to the hospital, et cetera.

19 And so they can expand on this. It is a matter of having

20 the correct professional talent, the plan to move a lot of
,

I
l

| 21 people around.

12 Hospitals all have that and my only point here

23 is that that's the kind of plan that adapts itself to handling

24 radiation injuries because all plans are based on the i

25 >rinciple of triage, handled the most severely traumatized

O

. -

__ -
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1 patient first. And with the radiation injury you take that,

| v 2 special area and there are -- we discuss plans of how that '

! |

3 couldbe expanded should they get more than one, two, or

i O 4 eive geoete. xnd 1 don t see ehet ehte oennae de edegted

I
i 5 as it has been adapted under non-radiation disasters.
!

6 |||'

7

I
*

\ i

9

10

'

11

J 12
'

!

j 13 !

O "

15

t 16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

| O 25i

O
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' ghp 1 I Q Then on page 34 at line 1, you say -- the question

t h 18 2 is put to you whether you know if the State of California has

3 developed a list indicating the location of private, public and

O 4 m111tary hospita1e end other eme=eeaov eeoi11 ties wichin

5 California and neighboring states which are considered capable
6 of providing medical support for contaminated, injured indi-,

7 viduals and your answer was that you understood they would be

! 8 doing that. I want to ask when.

9 A When I was here in April -- I forget the doctor's

10 name that was responsible for the health disaster planning in

11 the state. That was one of the things he wanted to do and, in

12 fact, wanted us to submit a proposal to do that for the State

13 of California. In other words, look at all hospitals to see

14 what their preparation was for handling contaminated injury
!

15 patients.

16 I believe, although I am not certain, I believe we

17 might have submitted a proposal to them to do that, but it is a

18 big job.

19 MS. GALLAGHER: I think that is all: thank you,

20- JUDGE KELLEY: Staff?

21 fir. HASSELL: Yes.,

22 FURTHER CROSS EXAfiINATION
O,

23 sy MR. HASSELL:

24 Q Dr. Linnemann, I have one general question for you
O'

25 to seek some clarification in the nature of the training that

;
.. . . _ _ _ _
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ghp 2 1 you give.

Q 2 A Yes.

3 Q The question is this. For those local support or-

(]) 4 ganizations of San Diego and Orange County who enter the site

5 during a radiological emergency, did the training include site

6 access procedures, or is that beyond the scope of your tectimony;1
7 A That is beyond the scope of our training.

.

|
|

I

8 MR. HASSELLi Thank you.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Was that it?

10 MR. HASCELL: Yes.

|11 JUDGE JOHNSON: Somewhere back in the early part of

12 the cross examination you indicated, I believe, that there were

13 quarterly reviews of radiation incidents, treatment?

14 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Yes.

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: What are the sources of these over-

16 exposed people and how many of them are there?

17 WITNESS LINNEMANN: What I am referring to is that
!

18 our radiation emergency medical team or our critical people --

|
'

19 we have a lot of people at RMC but there are about 12 or 15

20 of us that are critical to responding to radiation accidents.

21 What we do is quarterly meet and discuss our prograns

22 so that everybody knows what they are doing and review any up-
, ()

23 dated new material that they should be aware of ci our own

24 cases.

|
25 As I indicated in my testimony, I have seen about

1
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ghp 3 I 150 people in the past 10 years, about 15 to 20 people a year,

() who are sent to us for evaluation of suspected or real over-

3
exposures to radiation.

() It takes about as much talent and laboratory to

5
evaluate a suspected as in does a real over-exposure. Most of

6
these are internal contamination, power plant -- generally they

7
come from the power plant.

8
The health physicist at the plant will say, maybe

9
a hose on a man's respirator brcke. They do the whole body

10
count and they are pretty sure what it is, but they will send

11
them to us just to confirm that kind of thing.

l'~
As I indicated, in the 12 years that I have been

t*~

[}
working at the center, we have only had four cases that were

14
really serious over-exposures. One of them was a serious eye

15 damage. A man, obviously with some mental problems, irradiated -

16
a phd student in a research institute -- irradiated both eyes

,

17
and had severe eye burns and he was treated by us at the Shea

18
Eye Clinic and it eventually required eyelid transplants,

19
corneal transplants and he has got cataract problems.

20
Another one just recently in January, two who worked

21
in an industry where they were handling radiation sources im-

22
properly for years and they developed radiation dermatitus of

22
both fingers and we are following those.

24
So there are really very few real injuries. Other

O 25
cases of instances that I have, for examole, about three months
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Igho 4 ago at one of the nuclear stations that belong to us, a man got

2 820-rem exposure which is not, again, medically significant that

3 required treatment, but it required evaluation and it is an over-

4 exposure as far as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission wis con-

5 cerned.

6 This occurred about 4:00 o' clock in the morning.

7
The plant health physicist called me just because the man, of

8 course, was very anxious and wanted me to talk to him immediately

9 over the phone, which I did.

10 The next day I flew out there and discussed this

11 with he and his wife for two or three hours about this radiatior

12 exposure and then I coordinated his evaluation at Northwestern

O im cniceso where we e=surea ourse1ves thee the exrosure wee, ia'

14 fact, what the calculated doses were and the film bar:d showed.

15 So ycu get a variety. A lot of it is just explainir.g

I0 to people what did or did not happen.

17 JUDGE JOHNSON: Part of the education progran?

18 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Exactly.

19 JUDGE JOHNSON: One statistic you quoted in relatior t

i

20 to the effects of low level radiation, that in a normal popula-

i 'l tion you can expect one cancer in seven.-

| 99
WITNESS LINNEMANN: A cancer i';idence, yes.- **

JUDGE JOHNSON: Cancer incidence, excuse me, and

4' that radiation-induced cancer may be possibly one in 10,000,

WITNESS LINNEMANN: With a 1,000 milligram exposure,
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ghp 5 I JUDGE JOHNSON: Rign',, that is a very important

O 2 901at- so does='t ene 1.000 mi111erem exposure ceacer-iaduced

3 rate sort of get lost in the statistics?

O 4 xlrxess tranzxxuu: Thet te exect1r the erob1em in
5 low-level radiation. People ask, does low level radiation

6 cause cancer? The answer is, we don't know, but we do know

7 this: that we have a lot of hard data at high level, and by

8 conservatively extrapolating, that you know that as you decrease

9 the dose you decrease the risk until you come to a point where

10 the radiation becomes a very small factor compared to all the

II other multiple factors that are necessary in cancer induction,

12 and we don't know because we don't know the mechanism of cancer ,

13 For example, to give you the statistics that you

14 alluded to -- and this is the problem why we will never get tha

15 answer -- because cancer is such a common disease, to detect

16 whether one agent is nore responsible than another, it takes

17 huge populations statistically.

18 It has been estimate at one milli-rem, which is

19 really low, and that was about the exposure at Three Mile Island,

20 that you would need a population -- if you wanted to see, does

21 one millirem cause cancer -- you would need a mouse experiment

22 of eight billion mice in order to get the proper statistics, ;

23 and that is just the -- the only conclusion I draw rrom that

24 is the effect has got to be small if you need such a large

O
25 population.
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ghp 6 1 JUDGE JOHNSON: I think that is all I had. Thank

(') 2 you.
s-

;

3 JUDGT UUiD: Dr. Linnemann, when Ms. Gallagher was
.

({} talking about potas*ium iodide and I think you made the comment4
i

5 that it was ' Jt onsite fcr possible use for employees?

6 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Yes.

i 7 JUDGE HAND: At the site of an accident or pos.Tible

8 over-exposure, and then you went on to say that it might be

9 desirable to have it at reception centers for children, or you

10 recommended it or what.did you say?

11 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Basically my recommendation now

12 is that I don' t think that the need or the problem -- the risk - --

13 is great enough to compensate for the problems that one would

14 have in using it for offsite populations.

15 My first basic recommendation is that I don't think

16 we need it fob offsite population. She did bring up the ques-
|

17 tion, well, what about children. I suppose one could compro-

18 mise and say, well, maybe you could have some in a few centers

19 for specific people, but I really have problems with that, be-
1

20
.

cause the turnover -- it has got a shelf life of two to three
1

21 years -- it could be given out improperly. It is something

22 that isn't going to be used for years and years and it could

O
| 23 get lost and it just has many distribution problems.

l 24 JUDGE HAND: Do you know, in terms of this whole

O 15 scenario we are talking about of accidents, that if there were

.. . __.._ __-_-
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I a release that waa of a dimension such that the iodine beingghp 7
,

2O received by the children who'might be in the path -- if they

3 would in fact -- if the potassium iodide were available, you

O ' wou1d went to edminister it-

5 Is the time of development of infor=ation of that

6 sort such that it could be gotten to the children in the few

7 hours that it would be critical to deliver that dose, that is,

I I the dose of potassium iodide?

9 W1. JESS LINNEMANN: I don't believe that it is, and

10 that is another reason I don't recommend putting it in the popu -

II
J lation. In order for potassium iodide to be effective, it shou Lc

l' be given within a fe i hours. If it is given within three or*

I four hours, you can cut che dose du a to the gland by 50 percen :.

14 Of course, the sooner the better.

15 If you get beyond six hours, you are beginning to

16g not be so effective, so that means you have got to have dose

17 estimates, releases, and then it has got to be tra ~ _ted to

18 somebody who is going to be transmitted whc ha' _he pills

19 and then they have to be delivered.

20 when you combine that with the risk of that much

'I iodide ever being released, it doesn't seem to me that the*

,,
benefit is there.**

O ,3
JUDGE HAND: Would it be possible to set up a sys-_

'4 tem so that, in fact, you could get the information? I could*

25 understand, yes, we could certainly keep potassium iodide at
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Ighp 8 the reception centers wherever they are, and keep it on your

(]) annual inventory and buy it every two years and throw the other2

3 stuff away, and I could imagine that to have potassium iodide

() 4 there where you would have massess of people coming in, that

5 that is possible, but what about the rest of it?

6 Is it possible to put in place a plan -- maybe this

7 is something that you can' t answer -- so that you would know

I whether or not you should, indeed, use it when you cet the

9 children to 'the reception center?

10 WITNESS LINNEMANN: I think that is a question

11 better put to a witness who. deals with instruments and monitorinc

l'" I think they could probably handle that one much better than

13{) I could, the timing and devising the system, etc.

14 JUDGE HAND: What I was searching for was whether

15 or not it was practical to attempt to do it. All right, thank

16 you.
.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Dr. Linnemann, I don't have sort

18 of a single specific question but rather sort of an. area of

19 concern. Let me see if I can indicate it and perhaps you can

~O' comment. It is an area of interest, perhaps, rather than con-

'l- cern.

'2
| I would think that a perron reading your testimony,

~

23 particularly part of your testimony going to the kinds of in-

'4 juries to be anticipated and how much radiation it takes to do~

|h 25 certain kinds of damage, would be reassured, particularly in

1
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I 1

| gho 9 light of some of the doomsday scenarios that one sees about

() consequences of nuclear accidents as portrayed by some critics

'

3i

of nuclear power.

() Wnat I am wondering about, though is, in light of
I 5

the thrust of your testimony including your statement that, if.

'

I understand it, you think offsite people are unlikely to re-
7

quire hospitalization, we have been -- the Applicants -- have

8
been bending a lot of ef fort toward evacuation plans.

9
| Evacuation has some obvious trade-offs in terms of

10
auto accidents and panic and the like. We are certainly not

11
going to do it likely.

12
I know you are not here to testify about when to

13

(]) decide about evacuation and I want to stay within the bounds of|
'

14
your expertise, but as an expert in radiation, .I am interested

: 15
in how much damage do you think could be expected from a plume,

16
from a serious nuclear power plant accident with bad wind con-

17
ditions and the various factors that one would add up for, if

18
i not the maximum accident, then something pretty bad.

19
Given that, and given what,you testified to about

20
anticipated injuries, why would one want to evacuate? Why don' -

| 21
we just go indoors and not worry about it very muc h?i

I

( 22
WITNESS LINNEMANN: How much damage I would expect,' {)

23
of course you would have to be more specific about the accident

i 24
'

and what the dose is and then I could give you a better esti-

25
mate of casualties.

|

- - _ _ - . , - , _ - _ . _ , , , - . . _ . . - - . - , - . . . - - - . - . - - - . . - , - - - - - .. I
'

-
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ghp 10 1 But in my general opinion about radiation accidents

2 or exposures -- and this came from studying much worse situatio n:

3 that is, a weapons problem and also from the experiences that

C 4 I have had is this -- that in general I believe that when the

5 plume is out there, the best place to be is inside.

6 After the plume has left, then you would do a resi-

7 dual evaluation of'the residual radiation, and that is when the

8 decision basically should be made as to whether you ought'*o
9 evacuate the area.

10 I think that in general you don't want to be outside

11 when the plume or the radiation is going over. That is my

12 general thought and my general thought is that the first thing
13 and the easiest thing to teach the population is, whatever you
14 hear -- whatever the warning is, a siren or whatever -- is to

15 go inside and wait for other instructions.

16 One has to remember, there are two things I pointed
17 out. It is very dif#icult to imagine to get 250,000 millirem

18 or 150,000 millirem in a few hours. That gives us casualties.

| 19 So you are left with long-term risks and you have to weigh the
20 risks today, of doing something today -- as I explained in that

21 medical problem -- you don't want the cure to be worse than the

22 disease with the cure 30 years from now.

O
23 That is the way, generally, to approach it, I think.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, so let's assume that an accider t

O 25 occurs and a plume ccmes along and passes over a community and

1

l
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1
ghp 11 everyone goes indoors until the plume passes. Now you can then

() come back outdoors and then you might decide to evacuate and

3
that would depend upon the degree of contamination that is left

() on the ground or residually in the air or what?

5
NITNESS LINNE!GNN: On the ground. See, when the

6
plume passes, the initial exposure -- the worst exposure --

7
comes from the immersion dose, or the radiation that is coming

8
down.

9
Then it is going to deposit it along the way. Then

10
after it is gone you go and you measure and you determine, what

11
is the area of contamination, how much is there. Then a de-

12
cision will have to be nade of whether the people should stay,

({} whether there needs to be clean-up or what, but that is the

14
second phase.

15
///

16

17

18

19

20

|
21

22

0
23

24

() 25

- __ ___
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kl 1 JUDGE KELLEY: But the ground might be contamin-
{]p9

2 ated to such a degree that you would order evacuation?

3 WITNESS LINNEMAN: It could be. It is hard to

O
4 imagine, but it could be I suppose. It takes --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Could you give me

6 some feel for what we are-talking about in terms of when

7 that happens, in terms of level hazard?

8 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Well, there again, a;4d as I

9 taught in the classes, I really can't tell you, nor is it
10 my position to tell people when they should make a decision

11 to evacuate, whether at 100 millirem extra radiation, or

12 1,000 et cetera. But that decision will have to be made.

13 I was involved in one of those one time.

() 14 What you are going to have is a certain amount

15 of radiation measured after the plume is gone. You compare
:

16 that to what was there before, before the plume was released .

17 Then, scmebody has to make a decision that, is this extra

18 amount such that we want to evacuate? Isn't it? Do we need

19 to clean it up, or what? And a lot of factors go into that.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: I gather you are not here as an

21 expert on nuclear power plant accidents?

22 WITNESS LINNEMANN: No.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But, so you are not pre-

24 pared to speak to what is a realistic scenario and all the(}
25 rest of that, but in terms of millirems, if you want to put

(:)

_
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it that way, le''s suppose that a plune passes an area --k2 j
,

passes over a community, would you say that -- all right,
2

!at what millirem level would you expect physical injury to
3-

O'

result -- significant physical injury to result absent
4

evacuation?
5

WITNESS LINNEMAN: Physical injury from radia-
6

tion requiring medical treatment?7

JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.
8

WITNESS LINNEMANN: At about 150,000 millirem
; 9
: is when -- 75,000 millirem you would expect probably around

10

40, 50 percent of the people to have nausea, vomiting and
yy

flu-like symptoms. Below that you would: not have any symp- i

toms. As I have said, what I would anticipate is you would

O have e 1ot of geog 1e who were s11eht1r exvosed. s11ehe1r
m

contaminated and scared to death. And it is the latter one
15

that is going to have to be handled immediately and con-
16

,

tinuously, and from a medical point of view, as was demon-
37,

strated at Three Mile Island, that is where I would put my
18

effort, right there. And the way to handle that is through
19

knowledge, have somebody talk to these people through what-
20 ,

give them knowledgeable information andever media, notg

leadership, such as President Carter going into that control ,

y

I think that was very helpful at Three Mile Island.room.

'""" i" """' ' " " * "**- " " "* """"" " "*"-O 24

JUDGE KELLEY: This contamination of the ground
25

O

,

|

.- __ - _ - --.
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i
i

1 after the plume passes, I suppose this will depend on more(])3
'

2 than one factor, but is that kind of contamination the kind

I 3 of contamination that will wash away in the rain, or how

j 4 long is it going to be around?

5 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Again -- well, that is a'

6 factor of its chemical nature. I suppose some of it will

7 wash into the -- however -- wherever ground water goes. Some

8 of it-will go into the ground. Some of it will be just

9 mixed in with natural background radiation there. There

10 may be hot spots. There are all kinds of various configura-

11 tions -- but by determining what it is chemically, you can

12 get a pretty good idea how it is going to move through the

13 environment.

I
| 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, if you had a millirem
!

15 reading, some certain level of millirems of contamination,

16 say level X might take a week before you could safely come
!

17 back, or level Y it might take three weeks or three months.

18 I don't know, but can you give me some feel for that?

19 MR. ROGIN: I hate to interrupt --

I

l 20 WITNESS LINNEMANN: It is really --
| -

.
\

and I certainly don' t object,21 MR. ROGIN: --

22 but I -- we are beyond the scope of the testimony, which is

23 no problem, but I want to make sure the Witness feels that

24 it is within the scope of his knowledge to answer the()
i

25 Board's question. It may be this is some area other than
t

,

I

|
, - - _ . _ _ _ . -
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1 in which he feels competent to answer. If he does, we would
(]) k4

2 have no objection.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you feel you can respond to

4 the question?

5 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Well, I can respond to it.

6 I haven' t dealt .with a situation like that. In Spain, in
,

7 a similar problem, what we did was identify the contaminated

8 arca, identify where the hot spots were, what it was, and

9 then you may --

10 JUDGE 2KELLEY: You have referred to that, and I

11 remember something.about it, but was it that a plane crashed

12 and it was carrying a nuclear bomb?

13 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Yeah, four of them.

O 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Four of them? Well, could you --

15 since you have referred to it several times, could you tell

16 us brit- 'ly what happened and what you did in connection with

17 it?

18 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Well, basically what happened

19 was that two of them exploded when they hit the ground --

20 not nuclear explosions, but the TNT in the weapon cracked

21 the skin and blew the plutonium around, and so what you had

22 to do was measure the area, the wind spread it out. Measure

23 the area where it was, and then decisions were made there,

24 as I can see would be made in another situation. Some areas()
25 it was watered down, some areas it was plowed under, and

O

-- ---- - - - - - - - - - - _ - - --
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1 some areas it was picked up and actually barreled and taken
({}5,

2 back to -- and buried in South Carolina. So that is the
,

3 kind of approach that you make toward this kind of a thing.
)

4 JUDGE KELLEY: But is it within your area of

5 expertise to give me any feel for -- given an accident,
i

6 given a plume, given ground contamination, how long an area
t
~

7 might be uninhabitable?

8 WITNESS LINNEMANN: No, it isn't. It depends

9 on the isotopes that are out there what the pronominant

10 isotope is and its half life and how long it decays.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, we had another witness

12 earlier today who talked somewhat about content of plumes

13 and I thought the thrust of it was pretty much the same.

( 14 Given a nuclear accident you get so much trotium, so much

15 of this and so much of that, and maybe I am wrong about that ,

16 but that is my recollection of what he said.

17 WITNESS LINNEMANN: I really believe there are
f

j

18 other witnesses that could handle that question better. I

I
19 am not in the environmental monitoring.

j

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But I do have a couple of

21 othar questions. You referred -- there was discussion or

22 colloquy about having hospitals and I believe your state-

! 23 ment was that there were three hospitals around this facili-

24 ty and only one hospital was required at other facilities?()
25 WITNESS LINNEMANN: Yes, the Nuclear Regulatory --

i
(
:

l

_ _ _.
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I

I

1 the regulations require one hospital near the plant to be
( }k6

2 prepared to do emergency work, and then a backup facility

3 definitive care center where you would send the patient if
j

4 it required that kind of treatment.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Perhaps our roles are reversed.

6 I was going to ask you where that came from, and now you

7 are telling me it is an NRC requirement. Let's ask the

!
! 3 Staff, is the one hospital requirement -- where does that --

9 MR. HOEFLING: I don't have the specific cite

10 to it right now. We can find that.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. We will pass it for

12 now. Okay, that is all I have. Mr. Rogin?i

MR. ROGIN: We would have no redirect for
; 13

() Dr. Linnemann. Doctor --'

14

15 MR. PIGOTT: If we may have -- excuse me. If

16 we might have a short break, I just want to approach the

17 bench with counsel off the record, and we can perhaps double -

18 check with Dr. Linnemann to make sure that he doesn't feel

19 there is some area that he wanted to go over. But I would

20 like at this time to go off the record and approach the

bench with counsel.21

JUDGE KELLEY: Let's take a short break at this22

23 point. In any event, not long, but short, ten minutes.

24 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)()
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. I gather

O
|
|
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!

there is no redirect of Dr. Linnemann?k7 i

i MR. PIGOTT: No redirect of Dr.-Linnemann.
2

MR. HOEFLING: .Mr.. Chairman?
3

JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. Yes.i 4
1

MR. HOEFLING: With respect to that reference,
, 5
c

6 we would point the Board with respect to hospital require-

7 ments, point the Board to New Reg 0654, page 69, implementa-

tion standard L-1, which reads, each organization shall ;
8

arrange for local and back-up hospital and medical services,
,! 9

and the Staff interprets that to mean a single hospital
10

to provide the service, and a single back-up hospital.y,

JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Okay, does that
12

bring us to Mr. Hauck, Dr. Hauck?'

33

!O Whereugon,
,4

JACK E. HAUCK
15

having been first duly sworn by the Chairman, was called
16;

I as a witness herein and was examined and testified as fol-
97

lows:18

DIRECT EXAMINATION
19

BY MR. PIGOTT:20
I

Q W uld youestate your full name?
21

A Jack E. Hauck.
22'

| Q And your current tuciness address?
23

^ 44 "" ""' " "" ^ve""*- " "***""' "*i' ""i"-
O 24

0 Do you have in front of you or with you a copy
25

O
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()8 1 of Applicants' Direct Testimony of Dr. Jack E. Hauck?

2 A I do.
1

3 Q And that consists of some seven pages of ques-()
4 tions.and. answers?

5 A Yes.,

6 Q Do you have any corrections to make to that
'

7 testimony?

3 A I do not.

9 Q If you were asked those questions today, would'

10 your answers be the same as contained in that document?i

11 A They would.

12 Q And do you adopt that as your testimony in this

13 proceeding?

O 14 A I do.

15 MR. PIGOTT: '.I move that the direct testimony

I
'

16 of Dr. Jack E. Hauck be admitted into evidence at this time.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered. ,

18 BY MR. PIGOTT:
i

19 Q I direct your attention, Dr. Hauck, to what has

20 been identified as Applicants? Exhibit 100, JEH-1, which is

21 an agreement between radiation management corporation and

22 Southern California Edison Company, July 1, 1981. Can you

t

23 state of your own knowledge that that is in fact the agree-

() 24 ment between Southern California Edison Company and Radia-

25 tion Management Corporation?

O

|
-

'
- .- -

,- -- ---
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O ' ^ Ie is.:
2 MR. PIGOTT: I would move that Exhibit Number

3 100 be placed in evidence.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

5 (Whereupon, the document previ--

6 ously marked for identifica-

7 tion as Applicants' Exhibit

8 Number 100 was received in

' evidence.)

10 BY MR. PIGOTT:

II Q Dr. Hauck, have you prepared an overview'of the

12 testimony you are presenting in this proceeding?
' I3 A I have.

O I4 0 Could you proceed with that, please?

15 A My name is Dr. Jack E. Hauck and I am the,

16 corporate medical director for the Southern California Edi-

17 son Company. I am a graduate of the California College of

18 Medicine and I did my internship and a residency in anasthes i. -
t

19 ology at Los Angeles County General Hospital. I am a diplo- ;
,

i 20 mat of the American Academy of Family Physicians, and also

21 I am a member cf the Orange County Medical Association, the

22 California Medical Association, the American Medical Asso-

23 ciation, and the American Occupational Medical Association.

O 24 1 em ticensed to grectice in the fo11owins

25 states of Arizona, California, New Mexico and Nevada. |
|

|O
l

l

|

|
|

,, . , _ _ - . . _ . . . . . _ . _ . _ _ . , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . , _ _ . _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . . . . _ . - - . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _
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I am in charge of all medical treatment provided
1

under the Southern California Edison medical plant.
2

\ Also among my responsibilities is the medical
3

!'
treatment of the employees at the San Onofore Nuclear

4

Generating Station, including support provided for medical
5j

services both at the station and three local hospitals,
f 6

the Tri Cities Hospital in Oceanside consisting of 231 beds,;

! 7
!the South Coast Laguna Hospital, consisting of 266 beds,

5 8

and San Clemente Community Hospital consisting of 116 beds.
9

I am a guest lecturer at the the University
10

of California School of Medicine at Irvine on the handling
g,

f radiation access and contamination of the emergency room..

12

I am the author of a teaching aid videotape handling of
13

O contamination accidents which is being utilized at localg

hospitals for teaching purposes.
15

'

The purpose of my testimony is to convey that
16

among my duties I coordinate and provide assistance to
17

hospitals and other medical services which have the capabili -

18

ties for evaluation of radiation exposure, uptake, treatment
19

(
' and decontamination.20

This has been a matter of significant corporate
21

imp rtance. The involvement of my department includes
22

training of personnel involved with transportation and
23

O treatment of patients at local treatment facilities, indoc-
24

trination and training for local emergency personnel has
25

O ,

1
I

" ' " ' + - - * e-------me_ .m _, _ _ , , ,
,
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1 been crrangcd. Additionally, arrangements and training
(]}

2 have been meie with Scutters Ambulance Company, Laguna Hills

3 and Superior Ambulance Company of Oceanside.

4 I am on the staff at South Coast community

5 Hospital and San Clemente Community Hospital, along with

6 Drs. Bundy of San Clemente and Dr. Chard of San Clemente. y

7 I am available for consultation in both the

8 South Coast Community Hospital and San Clemente Community

9 Hospital.

The Company will lend its expertise to the medi-10

11 cal community in the event of a radiation emergency. We

12 have also made arrangements with Dr. Roger Linnemann of

13 Radiation Management Corporation to contribute his expertise

O 14 to the treatment and care of these patients.

15 Our prepared written testimony sets for the

16 details of these arrangements.

17 MR. PIGOTT: Thank you, Dr. Hauck, if there are

18 no further questions from the Board, the Witness is tendered

19 for cross examination,
,

20 CROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

22 Q Yes, Dr. Hauck, I note in your testimony on

23 page two at line 24 that you list that you_are a member of

() 24 the occupational medical association?

15 A Yes.
-

O
.

M

's -
-
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4

E i

1 Q Is there a section within that group for physi-

2 cians from nuclear power plants?
i

i

3 A No.

4 Q During Dr. Linnemann's testimony, I put a ques-
J

5
tion to him which he deferred to you, and so now I am going

; 6 to ask the question of you, and it is, in case of a crushing |

|

i 7 chest injury, which also involves radioactive contamination
'

of a patient who is a worker onsite, who will make the deci-8

9 sion where to transport that patient?~

A Well, first of all, if you are asking me if I ;
10

were in charge of the emergency rcom, and I can only answer
39

it this way as the doctor in charge, the general area -- we
12

1

have two trauma centers. One is Fountain Valley. The other'
j3

( is Santa Ana and Tustin Community, which are approximately
34

i 30 to 40 miles usay from the plant.
15'

I 16 My feelings at that time would be to stabilize

17 the patient. If it is possible, decontaminate the patient,
|

and then if he can be transferred safely, transfer him. If
18

19 not, you will hav e to take care of it at the hospital, be-
cause they have been known to die in the ambulance en route.20

Q Am I incorrect in believing that Mission Hospi-
21

tal is also a designated trauma center?22

To my knowledge -- I have no knowledge of that.
23

() The only two trauma centers that I' am aware of are Fountain24

25 V 11ey and Santa Ana Tustin Community. There has been some

talk of UCI Irvine, but this has not been decided yet. 1

-

__
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pf" -1 1 Q I see. Do you yourself in your capacity as
f

2 corporate medical officer of SONGS --

3 A No, not of SONGS, ma'am. Of Southern California

O 4 Edison Company.

5 0 of Southern California Edison. Excuse me. Do -

6 you p3rsonally take part in or under your direction, do

7 people under your direction take part in negotiating for

8 the support services such ac support hospitals and ambulances ?

9 A Negotiating?

10 Q Arranging. I'm not going to get into finances.

11 A I'm not c' Ire what you understand with that

12 question.

13 Q I'll rephrase it. I'm sorry. It was not very

O i4 c1eer.

15 A That's all right.

16 Q Are arrangements for medical services made through

17 your_ offices or is that something that Dr. Linnemann's group

18 does?

19 MR. PIGOTT: Are you specifically asking who

20 makes the aurangements with the off-site nospitals?

21 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes, I am.

22 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

23 WITNESS HAUCK: Now when you are speaking of

24 taking care of employees or just for radiation contamination()
25 accidents?

O

.

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ . _
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2 1 BY MS. GALLAGHER:
O

2 Q Just for radiation contaminated.

3 A I think it was a combination of both. Not

} 4 Dr. Linnemann, but representatives of our company and our

5 medical department.

6 Q Okay. In your dealing s with o'ff-site support

7 facilities for your workers have you had any trouble ob-

8 taining commitments from the hospitals as far as staffing

9 goes in the event of an emergency?

10 A Absolutely none at all.

11 Q In your arranging transportation services with

12 ambulance companies have they assured you that they would

13 be able to provide drivers in the event of an emergency

() 14 requiring transportation?

15 A They haven' t assured me:: personally. I understand

16 representatives from our company have contacted these ambu-

17 lance companies, I understand there have been contracts

18 signed. I've never had any problem any time I've had to
J

l 19 utilize these ambulance companies where they have not,

20 responded at any time.
~

21 Q Has any thought been given to -- what shall I ,

22 call it? ' Enforcement of the contract?
i

i 23 A That is beyond the knowledge of my testimony.

() 24 I can't answer that.

25 Q On the first page of your testimony, Dr. Hauck,

O
!

.
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' 3 1 at line 13, you mention that you are in charge of quite a

2 g sizeable community of employees and ex-employees, retired

.j employees. Do you doany kind of follow-up health monitoring

() |
4 of people who have worked in SONGS after they retired?

5 MR. PIGOTT: Under any kind of job capacity

6 there? .'

7 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

8 MR. PIGOTT: Anybody who':has ever worked at a.

: 9 site?

10 MS. GALLAGHER: Yes.

11 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

12 WITNESS HAUCK: In what way are you asking?

13 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

() 14 Q Do you do any epidemiological studies or do you'

i

15 keep records of cancers?
i

: 16 A Oh, yes. My job is to take care of them
1

2 17 medically and that's all I'm concerned about is to keep them

18 healthy and well.

19 Q And you do that.

20 A Yes, ma'am.

21 Q Dr. Linnemann nentioned that nuclear power plant
!

22 accidents are fairly rare. How often do radioactive accidents
1

23 happen at SONGS?

24 MR. PIGOTT: I believe that this.probably goes() ,

25 beyond the scope of the question. If the question is phrased

i

O

-. _ _ _ .- _ - . _._ _ _ _ . . _ _ - - _ .
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4 1 as simply as an accident, a radiological release, Dr. Hauck

O
2 is only interested when there is some kind of a medical'

3 problem involved.

4 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, then I'll rephrase the
,

:

5 question.

6 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

7 Q In your capacity as medical officer for Edison

8 I take it that you are in charge of physicians who actually
1

9 work on-site, is that correct?

10 A Physicians on-site at San Onofre now?

I 11 Q Yes.

12 A We have no Edison physicians on-site now. We

13 are planning some at a later date.

() 14 Q I see. I guess I'm going to clarify that for

15 myself. Do you wcrk on-site at SONGS?

16 A No. I'm at the corporate headquarters, but I

17 do directnthe program as far as my physicians.
;

I 18 Q And what kinds -- I notice that there are two

| 19 physicians on duty, is that correct?
|

20 A I have two physicians that see our employees in

21 the City of San Clemente. One is Dr. Charr and the other:'is

22 Dr. Bundy.

23 Q I see. So in other words, there's nobody on-

24 site yet.

25 A From the Edison Company?

O

--
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1 Q Yes.

O
2 A No, there is nct.

3 Q Are there physicians from other companies or --

4 A I understand that there is a physician from

5 the Atomic Nuclear Service', but he is not employed by my

6 company and I am not familiar --

7 Q I see.

3 A I can't answer that.

9 Q I'm just trying to clarify whether you have

10 personal knowledge of these things. How often are you or

j 11 your physicians required to render treatment on an average

12 for these radiation exposures which require reporting?

13 A On Edison employees?

14 Q Yes.

15 A I have yet to be called for that'.

16 Q Does Edison employees include SONGS employees?

17 MR. PIGOTT: Yes -- I'm sorry. There's a little

18 -- it seems that there's a communication problem, frankly,

19 I perceive between the witness and Mrs. Gallagher and I'm

20 not trying to get in the way, but Dr. Hauck is not the only

21 practicing -- he's in charge of the department.
|

22 MS. GALLAGHER: I know.

;

23 MR. PIGOTT: There's not two people there. There

() 24 are other people there.

25 MS. GALLAGHER: I know.

/

!

|
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1 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

2 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

3 Q Now you say you have yet to be called. Have-

4 any of the physicians who work under you been called, to your-!

5 knowledge?

6 A To my knowledge, no.

7 Q There was a recent incidence of multiple-wor ~ er

8 exposure at SONGS. Did none of those people need medical

9 treatment?
!

10 A I'm not,saying that. Those were non-Edison

11 employees.
,

|

| 12 Q Oh, I see. Did they get care from Edison?

13 A Yes. They got care from Edison and I was con-

14 tacted by the emergency room physiciancat San Clemente

| 15 General Hospital.

. 16 Q Oh. Did you get a chance to implement
!

17 Dr. Linnemann's contaminati-n scenario or were'they not

18 contaminated?

19 A They weren't really contaminated. There were

20 other problems.

21 Q Can you tell me what the other probleas were?

22 A I believe one had heat prostration and was

23 brought in. You are referring to our jumpers?

() 24 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. It might help if we

25 are going to talk about this could you say when it happened

O

|

|

.-.-- _ - - - - _- _1
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1 and what happened and then go on with the answer to this
s

2 question, because I don't believe the record is at all clear

3 as to what we are talking about.

O 4 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay.

5 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

6 Q Dr. Hauck, can you tell me approxirately when

7 that instance of multiple worker exposure took place?

8 A I believe this is when we were in the retubing

9 process of Unit 1.

10 Q I see. And were they sent to the support
7

11 hospitals that you have signed with?

12 A The gentlemen that were":having problems were

13 taken to San Clemente General Hospital and South Coast

() 14 Laguna.

15 0 And in your relaying of this medical event you

16 said that they were not contaminated?

17 A No. They went in for other reasons or problems.

18 Q So they were what Dr. Linnemann terms as

19 expose'd, but not contaminated?

20 A No. They were not exposed. They went in for

21 other medical reasons. Heat prostration is not contaminatior

12 or exposure.

23 Q Oh. Am I to understand that there were no

() 24 exposures?

25 MR. PIGOTT: I wonder if we are talking about the

O
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8 1 same incidents.

2 WITNESS HAUCK: I wonder also. I'" not quite

3 sure.

O 4 MR. PIGOTT: Could you perhaps --

5 MS. GALLAGHER: I'm talking about the one that

6 you got fined about.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Well,again, I'm going to ask for a

8 little bit more than that. Specifically, what is the

9 incident you understand it so that we are sure --

10 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, as I understand it it
r

11 would be hearsay.

12 MR. PIGOTT: No. We're talking about I think

13 just clarifying a record from --

. () 14 WITNESS HAUCK: I believe we're talking of two
|

15 different things, then. And I misunderstood. Because I

16 asked you if we were dealing with the jumpers.

17 MR. PIGOTT: Dr. Hauck, if you could just hold

18 back. I believe Mrs. Gallagher should be required to

19 disclose to us what it is that she wants information con-
20 cerning. It's very difficult for us all to guess.

21 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, you can't get fined that

22 often. I would like to know the specifics of the medical

23 treatment that took place during that instance when the

() 24 workers were exposed to unacceptable levels of radiation.

25 I den't remember the date.

O

_ _ -

.
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9 1 JUDGE KELLEY: First of all, I'm going to

2 interject. Do you understand the incident to which the

3 question has reference?
'

4 WITNESS HAUCK: I do now, sir.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: You do?

6 WITNESS HAUCK: Now.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.- Is this the same --
i

| 8 I asked you earlier for some specifics and you gave me sort

: 9 of a rough date. Is this the same incident or a different
!

10 one?

11 WITNESS HAUCK: No, sir.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: When did this occur?

13 WITNESS HAUCK: As far as the date, I can't

14 really tell you, sir. I --
1

l 15 JUDGE KELLEY: About.

16 WITNESS HAUCK: Sometime last year is the best

i 17 I can do.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. And could you describe

19 very generally what happened?,

I

20 WITNESS HAUCK: This is hearsay. From what I

21 was explained to me, apparently a worker was exposed to some

22 water that was radioactive. understand that our company

23 was cited because dosimeters were not placed in certain areas .

() 24 But I think other people in the company, maybe one of our

25 health physics officers, could probably answer that question
,

a lot more directly with you, sir,{}

l

- _ _ - - _ _ - .
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ip 1 I MS. GALLAGHER: I am interested in it, not from the

2 point of view of what happened especially, because that is out-tp A

3 side the scope of your testimony. What I am interested in is

4 what kind of medical treatment they received.

5 I understood that there were many workers who were

6 exposed, not just one worker, and I understood that it happened

7 this year, not last year.

8 MR. PIGOTT: I am going to have to object to the

9 form of these questions. At the risk of what Mr. McClung

10 characterized as butting in, I wonder if I could just ask a

11 couple of perhaps clarifying questians that maybe would expe-
.

12 dite things.

O ' JUDGE KELLEY: A right.

14 MR. PIGOTT: Dr. Hauck, have you been called on to

15 treat, or has the Edison Medical Department been called upon

16 to treat, any workers, either Edison employees or contract

17 employees on the site, as a result of contamination or radia-

18 tion exposure, during your practice?

19 WITNESS HAUCK: I have been called upon to treat

20 one patient.

21 MR. PIGoTT: Could you describe what that instance

22 was?

23 WITNESS HAUCK: Yes. This is an individual who

24 alleges that he received radiation burns while working down at

25 San onofre and developed a loss of skin along the watchband area
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2p 2 I of his left wrist.

O 2 We.found=no evidence thet this wee e redietion 3 urn !

3 that this was more from a caustic chemical.

4 MR. PIGOTT: When did this occur?

5 WITNESS HAUCK: This occurred approximately five

6 years ago.

|
7 MR. PIGOTT: So wit.h respect to any incidents for

'
*.

8 which the company may have been fined or there may have been
~

9 any other publicity concerning it, do you know of any medical

10 attention that was given to any of those workers who were in-

11 volved in any of those apparently very vague situations?

12 WITNESS HAUCK: No,.I do not.

Q 13 MS. GALLAGHER: Thank you, that is what I was get-

14 ting at. I wanted to know if that tested your local support

15 arrangements.

| 16 MR. MC CLUNG: Just for the record, we will attempt

17 to find the specific date of the accident we are referring to

18 and put it on the record so the.t it is not unclear.
l

| 19 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. ;

20 BY MS, GALLAGHER:;

|
21 Q If there were a serious accident at SONGS involving

Q 22 some kind of large release and also disruntion of communica-

23 tions and transportation such as eight happen with a large

24 earthquake, do you think that the medical arrangements that you

25 have now with the support hospitals would be adaquate to de.al

,

-
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I
Lp 3 with your employees that might b3 injured?

O 2 MR. ercorr: 1 em soins to heve to ohseoe oa the
3 grounds that the question is e.nremely broad and ambiguous.

O 4 1 think we heve te heve e utete better sgecmcetion ce the

5 actual conditions being hypothecated. You can speculate as

6 to whether the other hospitals are overrun with other types of *

7 patients or whether you are just dealing with road problems.

I As presently phrased, I would object.

9 MS. GALLAGHER: I will rephrase.it.

10 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

II Given a serious accident at SONGS and disruptionQ

12 of the roads and communications, if you had 20 rather badly

13 injured workers at SONGS, is it your opinion that the hospitals

14 who had been contracted with would be able to provide adequate

15 medical services?

16 MR. PIGOTT: Are these people solely injured or are

'

17 they injured and contaminated?

18 MS. GALLAGHER: TKey.are injured, I am sorry. I

19 didn' t make that clear.

20 WITNESS HAUCK: In answer to your question, yes,

2I I do.

22Q BY MS. GALLAGHER:

23 0 Upon what do you base that belief?

24Q A Because I trained them.

25 0 I have asked you, though, if there were road

. .
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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43 4 1 disruptions and communication disruptions complicating your

.( ) 2 training plan --

3 MR. PIGOTT: I am going to object to this if the

() 4 call of the question is whether or not Dr. Hauck should be

5 passing on opinions on whether or not the roads are in good

6 enough condition or the communications are in good enough con-

7 dition. That is, I think, somebody else's, probably Mr. Brothe: s.
,

i

8 I think he has answered the question with respect

9 to whether or not the hospitals would be able to give the care.

10 I don't think he is in the business of evaluating transportation

11 under those situations.

12 BY MS, GALLAGHER:

13 0 The purpose of your testimony, though, is to see if])
14 you have met the standard of, arrangements are made for medical

15 services for contaminated injured individuale My question goes

I 16 to whether you might have thought about alternatives so that

17 you will have arrangements made for n.edical services for con-

18 taminated injured individuals, if you couldn't get'to your

19 present arrangement.
,

20 MR. PIGOTT: I would. ve the same objection, I

21 think, I think it goes beyond .he scope of what Dr. Hauck is

22 testifying to.
[}

23 JUDGE KELLEY: It seems to me the doctor is testi-

24 fying about handling -- he even gave a number -- 20 patients

25 for certain conditions, but he is assuming that they will get to
,

I
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Ihp 5 the hospital and then what is he going to do, but he is not

O 2 here to testify adout how to see them ehere. 1 don t think>

3 that is within his pervue.

4 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, it might be as a medical,

5 of'ficer he might want to consider whether to treat them onsite.

6 I want to know what arrangements are made, given a complicating
#

1

7 factor.

O MR. PIGOTT: And I am saying he is not qualified to

9 talk about that part of the problem. He can talk about medical

10 arrangements. He is not here to talk about alternate paths of

11 transportation, given natural conditions. I thuix that is be-

12 yond the scope of what this gentleman is here for.

Q 13 JUDGE KELLEY: Or is your question a little narrowe:r?

14 Are you saying, are pe'ple injured in e certain way be treatedo

i 15 at the site? Is that your question?

16 MS. GALLAGHER: I am going more toward.his -- he is ,

17 after all, the corporate medical officer. That is an important

18 position and it should be for him to have some kind of plan --

19 game plan -- for treating people who need treatment when they

20 need it.

21 If they can' t get where they are supposed to go,

O 22 then he as a medical person, I am sure, would not abandon them.

23 WITNESS HAUCK: I think I can answer that now.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

25 WITNESS HAUCK: We have plans at the company of

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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,p 6 putting in a medical clinic onsite, approximately 5,000 square

() feet with areas for decontamination and adequately train -

3
personnel on the site, the same as I would at any other one of

( my medical divisions.

5
BY MS. GALLAGHER:

6
Q Thank you. Dr. Hauck, do you or your staff take

7
part in the first-aid training.of the workers at SONGS?

8
A Part of my staff has given courses down there. I

'

9
have a gentleman who teaches first aid and cardiopulmonary

10
resuscitation and they are given -- they are certified.

11
MS. GALLAGHER: I have no further questions,

i
Mr. McClung has just a couple.

() MR. PIGOTT: I am going to object to that. I think

14
the questioning has to be by one attorney, not a matter of

double teaming. I think that goes beyond general practice and'

| 16
certainly has not been the practice followed in this procedure.

17
MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, I will explain why I think we

18
have ..dopted.it. I think it is a good practice to do it with

| one attorney and we are trying'to stick with that, but I have
,

20
a question concerning some exhibits that makes reference to the

'l~

testimony of Dr. Hauck that are going to be in the testimony of
,,

1

| (]) a witness that I am going to.be cross examining.
~~

! 13
j I gather -- and I will make a specific reference to

~

l 34

(]) the exhibit right now -- Applicant's Exhibit No. 51, which is
~

25-

the emergency plan for SONGS 2 and 3, Acril, 1981 which is the
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sp 7 exhibit of Harold B. Pav, who will be the next witness, and I

C) 2
justed wanted, while Dr. Hauck is on the stand, to ask'him some

3
questions regarding Appendix A to that, which sets forth the

() 4
letter agreements between the various doctors and hospitals.

5
I think it pertains to Dr. Hauck's expertise and

6
that is why I wanted to ask him about it. It will be very brief.

7
MR. PIGOTT: My objection is as to who is asking the

8
question. It would sound to me, if they are that simple, that

9.

Ms. Gallagher is quite competent to carry on the examination.

10
JUDGE KELLEY: As a general rule, we will have one

11
lawyer per witness. In this particular case, I am going to let

. 12
: you go ahead, given the circumstances.
,

13
MR. MC CLUNG: The questions are very limited in

14
their scope.

i JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.
16

MR. MC CLUNG: If this vitness is not competent or
'

17
qualified to answer these questions, please refer me to another

|
'

18 .

| witness.

19
FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

| BY MR. MC CLUFG:
! 21

Q I don' t want to ask you something that is not within

- your pervue. What I want to know is, you made reference to

23
Dr. Bundy and Dr. Chard. If you would turn to Applicant's

O 24
Exhibit No. 51, Appendix A --

25
MR. PIGOTT: If you would iust sav which letter it
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.p 8 1 is, I believe. the utness has the letter.

2 BY MR. MC CLUNG:(}
3 Q The letter to Dr. Bundy.

() 4 MR. PIGOTT: The agreement le-ter, I assume you are
I

; 5 discussing?

6 MR. MC CLUNG: The agreement letter. It is the

7 first letter, I believe, found in Applicant's Exhibit No. 51,
;

8 Appendix A.

9 MR. PIGOTT: I believe ycu have that, do you not,

10 Dr. Hauck?

11 WITNESS HAUCK: Yes.
.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 Q I note that the date on this letter is March 24,
-

14 1980 and that, in fact, the agreement was executed June 10, 1980
!

15 by Dr. Bundy on the second page. Do you know if that agreement

16 is currently still in effect?

17 A Yes, it is.
i

18 Q Do you have plans, or do you know of plans, for con-

19 tinuing contact with Dr. Bundy to ensure that he is still able|

| 20 and willing to fulfill his commitment under the terms of this

21 contract?

22 A Yes.

|
13 ///

'4()
25
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ip" 4-1 1 Q How often do you meet with Dr. Bundy,.as far as --

2 A Once a year.

3 Q And that's what you will continue to do in the

! 4 future?
!
'

5 A Yes.

6 Q I would like to ask the same question with

7 respect to Dr. Chard, which is the next exhibit, the next
i

8 letter, dated March 24, 1980. Is that agreement letter

9 still in effect?

10 A Yes.

11 Q All right. Thank you very much. Now I just
.

12 have one other question with respect to the hospital selec-

i 13 tion. Was there ever any speculation to use Mission Community

() 14 Hospital?

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. I thought you had

!

16 questions about exhibity.- Are you through with that?
~

'

17 MR. MC CLUNG: It refers to the exhibits on
,

18 -- it refers to the commitments to the hospitals which are

| 19 contained in this exhibit.

20 MR. PIGOT1. Is that one of the hospitals?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: I won't ask it. Maybe it is

12 beyond the scope of what I said, the commitment. But I
t

|

23 just wanted to put forth, and I won't take any time with it,

24 I would like, though, to have someone review whether or not() .

25 that Mission Community Hospital is a trauma center. It's

i

O
:
|

.

. - - ,_. _ ___._._ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ |-
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1 closer to SONGS than the trauma centers that were referred'

2 to by the witness and I think it would be appropriate for

3 someone to investigate whether or not they should have

O
4 looked into a closer trauma center.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't understand your statement.

6 Who is supposed to look into,it? The Applicants? The
:

7 NRC Staff?

8 MR. MC CLUNG: The witness , I would hope. He's

i 9 in charge of that. He testified '.- ' I don't have any

10 written testimony to submit but I practice in the field of

11 medical law and I'm aware that the Mission Community Hospital

12 is a trauma center, the witness testified that it was not,

13 and I just thought it would be a good idea for him to look.

14 Sorry.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: If he thinks it is a good idea,

16 he'll do it.

17 MR. MC CLUNG: Fine.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Staff?

19 MR. HOEFLING: No questions, Mr. Chairman.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Just one question more to Mr.

21 Pigott than to the witness, really. You referred to a

22 raedical facility that you have plans to install at SONGS,

23 5,000 square feet.

() 24 WITNESS HAUCK: Approximately, sir.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: And this is a clinic?

O
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3 1 . WITNESS HAUCK: Yes, sir.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: That's not in your testimony, is

3 it?

( -

4 WITNESS HAUCK: No, sir.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: For that matter, to your knowledge ,

6 are these plans in any --

7 MR. PIGOTT: Excuse me.

3 WITNESS HAUCK: Excuse me. I think it is. I'm

9 sorry about that.

10 MR.?PIGOTT: The details are not in the testie
The statement that the clinic will be there, I

11 many.

12 believe, is found on page 4, from about line 16. It is

13 not phrased in terms of a clinic but in fact it will be a

14 medical facility.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. It wasn' t clear that it was
.

16 in there.

17 Redirect?

18 MR. PIGOTT: No redirect.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you very much, Doctor.

20 (The witness was excused. )

21 MR. PIGOTT: We call as our next witness

22 Mr. Harold Ray. j

23 Whereupon,

() 24 HAROLD B. RAY

25 was called as a witness herein.. and, after being first duly

O
-

_ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - _ .
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1 sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. PIGOTT:

( 4 Q Would you state your full name for the record?

5 A Harold B. Ray.

6 Q And your current business address?

7 A San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, San

8 Clemente, California-

9 MR. PIGOTT: Before proceeding with the usual

10 little litany I would note that in the prepared direct

in a techni-
11 testimony of Mr. Ray we show him as sponsoring,.

12 cal sense, Exhibits HBR-1, which is the emergency plan

13 San Onofre Units 2 & 3, April, 1981, and additionally HBR-2,

14 which is composed of the plans adopted by the principal'(])
15 off-site agencies. Those were admitted I believe as 51

16 through about 59 by stipulation and he is therefore not a

17 specific sponsor of those particular exhibits and his

18 testimony should be read with that modification in mind.

19 He will of course stand cross examination on the portions of

20 the exhibitrto which his testimony refers.

21 BY MR. PIGOTT:

22 Q And with that statement, Mr. Ray, do you have

!

23 any further corrections or changes you would wish to make in

24 your testimony of Harold B. Ray?
[}

25 A Yes, two.

O

1

.
. - -
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I Q Proceed.
! (:)

2 A The first is at page 8, line 8 -- line 7, I

,

| 3 mean. The phrase reading " emergency radiation exposure
()

4 criteria in tableu6-2" should be corrected to say " criteria

5 in table 6-4".

6 Q And the other correction?

7 A The other correction appears at the top of page

' 8 18, at line 1, insert prior to the words " Orange County"

9 insert the words " State OES", referring to te State Office

10 of Emergency Services.

]] Q Do you have any other corrections to make in the

12 testimony?

13 A No.

() 14 Q If you were asked these questions today would you r

l

15 answers be the same?

16 A They would.

17 Q And you adopt this as your prepared direct
'

18 testimony in this proceeding?

19 A I do.

20 MR. PIGOTT: I would ask that the testimony of

21 Harold B. Ray be accepted into the record as evidence.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: SO ordered.

23 BY MR. PIGOTT:

24 Q And Mr. Ray, I believe you,also sponsor exhibits()
25 in this proceeding, is that correct?

O
i
|
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.

>

1 A I do.

O
2 MR. PIGOTT: And.;th6se wer6 previously identified ,

3 Mr. Chairman, as Exhibits 101, HBR-3, through 104, HBR-6.

4 BY MR. PIGOTT:

5 Q Mr. Ray, were those exhibits created either by

6 you or under your supervision and direction?

7 A Those exhibits are under my responsibility at

8 this time. That's correct.

9 Q And they are true and correct?

10 A They are.

11 MR. PIGOTT: I would move Exhibits 101 through I'J

12 104 be admitted into evidence.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: No objection.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Se ordered.

15 (The documents marked for

16 identification as Applicants'

17 Exhibits Nos. 101 - 104 were

18 received in evidence.)*

19 BY MR. PIGOTT:

20 Q Do you have any corrections in those exhibits?

21 A I do not.

22 Q Have you prepared an overview of your testimony?

23 A Yes, I have.

24 Q Unless there are other questions,. would you()
25 proceed with the overview?

O

- - -
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1 A My testimony describes how the station staff
.: C)

2 responds to the full range of postulated emergency condi- j

i 3 tions. This response includes establishing control of the

O 4 emergency within thepplant, establishing and maintaining

5 communications with off-site agencies, obtaining' assistance

6 from others'as may be necessary, and providing notification

7 and recommendations to those potentially affected by any

8 release of radioactivity from the plant.

9 My testimony can be logically divided into

10 three parts: One, the capability of the on-site response

11 organization. This includes how we are organized and staffec

f

12 to respond to an emergency, the authority of those in charge

13 to deal with the emergency, and the arrangements.:we have

j () 14 made to obtain any off-site assistance that may be required.

15 Two, our procedures for notification of state

16 and local re.sponse organizations and continued communication

17 among emergency personnel. This includes a systematic

18 assessment and classification of emergency, systems available

| .

and the procedures for| 19 for communication with others,
i

20 notification.

21 And three, the means for notification and instruc-

; 22 tion to the populace within the plume exposure emergency

23 planning zone. This includes public address and siren

24 warning capability for the adjacent state parks area and()
25 provision of recommendations for protective action in the

areas beyond.
O

e- - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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|p 1 1 MR. PIGOTT: The witness is tendered for cross

1pO 2 exeminetio=-

3 MR'. MC CLUNG: Mr. Kelley, I must apologiza. I,

O 4 too, em enes1e to grovide you with e crose exemineeion e1en end

5 I will do so tomorrow under pain of not being able to cross

,

6 examine the witnesses.
l

( 7 In hopes of making it more clear to everyone where

3 I am, I will stick to the format that the witness has just set

9 forth, the three different parts of his testimony, and I will

10 tell you what part of the testimony before I start. The testi-

11 mony will be completed today. Strike that. My questioning

12 will be completed today if we are allowed to go until 5:30 or s a.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: All right, with that understanding,

14 and then I will expect tomorrow and henceforth cross examinatio n

15 plans.

16 CROSS EXAMINATION

17 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

18 Q Before I get into the three areas of your testimony ,

19 I would like to ask you briefly a couple of questions about

20 your qualifications.

21 Have you taken any course work, or co you have any

22 degrees, in any health related field?
I have taken course work in the course of becoming23 A

24 or doing my jegree. work in nuclear engineering in health

25 physics.

i

|
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hp 2 I Q Is that the extent of it?

O 2 ^ Thee is ene extent or te, ves-

3 Q Have you taken any course work, or do you have any

!O 4 deerees, in emereency g1ennine or enz evge of ceurse work thee

5 you think would lend to your capacity to make decisions based

6 on emergency-type situations?

7 A With the elaboration of the question, yes, cer-

I tainly. I believe that my capacity to make decisions in emer-

9 ~

gency situations is based on a variety of course work that I

10 have taken.

11 Q Briefly -- I don't want to go on too long -- but

12 could you set forth some of that course work and e.<perience?

13 A Yes. As indicated in my testimony, I have a degree

14 in nuclear sc,gineering, which lays a foundation within the

15 discipline of nuclear engineering for ana.lyzing accidents and

16 their consequences, for determining the fate of the isotopes

17 that are released during an accident and the consequences that

18 can be hypothesized for their transport and ingestion and the

19 health effects that they might have on people.

O' In addition, I spent, to my 12 years with the

21 Edison company, five years with what used to be the Atomic

1
220 snergy commissiom dmring . sics time my comce,, 1,3 t3e com_

23 sequences of accidents was frequently raised and the procedures

24 that I was responsible for went to the actions that should be

25 taken in the event of accidents that resulted in radiological
i

____.._. _ _.__ _ ,___.._. _ ._ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ _ - . _ . _ _ - -
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1

.p 3 releases.

() During that time, I spent six months at the Betus (ph.

3
Atomic Power Laboratory in a graduate program which included

O 4
the analysis of pressurized water reactor accident scenarios.

5
During my time at Edison, to return to that, I spen

6
five years in the nuclear engineering organization, most of

7
which as a supervisor of the safety analysis group, where

8
emergency consequences are the principal responsibility. So

9
the analysis of those, in terms of the release of radioactivity

10
in the course of an accident, was agair. a responsibility that

11
I had and my experience in that area, I feel, is extensive.

12
Q Thank you very much. Did you have any course work

() or degrees in the area of psychology or human factors?

14
A Yes, I have had course work. I am close to com-

15 pleting a master's degree at Clairmont graduate school which
16 includes hunan factors as one of the four areas where course
17

work is required.

18
Q What is that degree?

19
A- An M.A. degree in executive management, it is calle d,

,

20
at Clairnont Graduate School.

21
Q What' course work have you undertaken at this point

22O in psychology or human factoring?
'

23
A The course titles are difficult to recall precisely .

() I have them with me and can refer to them if you wish.

25
Q Just in general.
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|p 4 1 A They have had to do with the responsibilities of

2 management in dealing with the management of people in the work

3 place, for example, or the last course I finished was stress

4 in the business environment, I believe was the name of it, or

5 close to that.

| 6 Q Thank you very much. Now I would like to turn from

7 the qualifications to what was termed as the first part -- the

| 8 first segment -- of your testimony and that concerns the onsite
!

9 response capability.

10 Turning to page 5 of your written testimony, could

11 you explain whether the sr.aff referred to on page 5 that is

'

12 available for emergency at SONGS, whether any of that staff is

13 solely an emergency personnel?

| 14 A At what line, please?
I

15 Q Line 15.

16 MR, PIGOTT: I am sorry, is there a phrase with the

17 word staff in it?

18 MR. MC CLUNG: No, I am sorry, the word in the
|

|
19 phrase is personnel.

20 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

21 Q We are talking about functional responsibilities.

22 I apologize for the inartful drafting of the question, but what

23 I am trying to ask is, your answer to the question states that

24 the functional responsibilities are taken care of by personnel

25 and I was wondering if any personnel have solely emergency j



ides

tp 5 I preparedness as their f t;nction.

2 A There are, yes. The personnel referred to here are

3 station personnel, however, and at the time of an emergency,

4 all of them are dedicated to the response to the emergency.

5 There is also a responsibility within the company
,

6 for emergency planning as a full-time responsibility. This

7 doesn't report to me, however.

8 Q Are there any of the personnel referred to in your

9 answer there -- do any of them have the specific job of emer-

10 gency -- relat;.ag to the response in case of an emergency?

11 A This res,onse is somewhat broad, Mr. McClung. It

12 r e f e r.'. to Section 5 of the plan. Section 5 of the plan en-

13 .; not only people who work for me, but others, so thecompas.

14 answer to the question is yes, there are those among these per-

15 sonnel who have full-time responsibility for emergency planning

16 If you will permit me. I will refer to Section 5

17 mere specifically. If you look,- for example, at Figure 5-3,

18 which is part of Section 5, there is shown there a title,

19 Nuclear Engineer, Emergency Planning.

20 Q Thank you. Turning to page 6,1:eginning from

21 line 17 to 20 of your prepared testimony, you state that in

22 addition, qualified perscnnel can be pre.sent to perform the

23 accident assessment functions listed in Table B-1 of NUREG 0654

24 within 30 minutes.
O

25 could you provide the basis of that s ta'temen t , please?
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ip 6 I A Yes, we have taken a look at the distances that

2Q people live from the plant and made a judgement based on those

3
3

distances that people can be summoned to the plant w thin that

Q 4 period of time, particularly taking into consideration that thei

5 nature of our business involves smmoning people in to stations

6 all the time, not related at all to nuclear emergencies.

7 So based on our routine experience and some detailed

8 assessment of where particular people live in this case, that
I

9 is the basis of that statMment.

10 0 Who are those people referred to in the statement?

11 A If you like, I will get Table B-1 of NUREG 0654.,

|

| 12 There is quite a listing of --

13 Q I am referring to the actual individuals that you,

'
14 referred to.

<

15 A Yes.

16 Q The qualified personnel that will come within 30

17 minutes. Who are those personnel?

18 MR. PIGOTT: Do you want the proper names of those

19 persons?
8

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

21 WITNESS RAY: That can be obtained.
|

|

22 MR. PIGOTT: It can be~obtaired, but I really --

23 MR. MC CLUNG: What I am getting at is, I am trying

24 to figure out where they live.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: How many people are we talking al ]t?

. - . - . . -
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p 7 I WITNESS RAY: There is a minimum required number,

2 Mr. Chairman. There are as many as 11 required by NUREG 0654

3 within'30 minutes, if that answers the question.

O = this verescu1er cese we ere te1xi=9 eb ut thosed

5 required to perform accident assessment functions which, if you

6 will allow me to refer to the table here, I believe the number -

7 MR. PIGorT: tiay we have a reference to the table

) I again, Mr. L.ay?

9 WITNESS RAY: Yes, Table B-1 of NUREG 0654,

10 Under the heiding, radiological accident assessment

11 and support -- of operational accident assessment -- capability

12 for 30 minutes, there is shown a total of five people, if I

13 read this table correctly.

14 JUDGE'KELLEY: Excuse me, which page is that on?

15 WITNESS RAY: I wish there was a page, tir. Chairman ,

| 16 MR. PIGOTT: Page 37.
,

17 WITNESS RAY: Yes, page 37.

II JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Could you rerun what

19 you just said?

20 WITNESS RAY: Yes, if you will look down the left-

21 hand column to the fourth category, there is a category called

,,
radiological accident assessment in support of operational~~

23 accident assessment. If you will look under the heading,

24 capability of additions with 30 minutes, you will see there it

25 calls for senior health physics hp expertise, if I read that ;

[
.
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l

iodu
|
4

,

|
8 1 correctly, two people for offsite surveys, one for onsite.

! 2 out-of-plant surveys and one for in-plant surveys, all in the
)

f 3 category of hp technicians. That I read to be a total of five.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, and your testimony was 30
(]}

5 minutes response time, referring then to those five kinds of,

6
|

people 7

7 WITNESS RAY: Yes, they do, Mr. Chairman.
|

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, with that kind of clarification ,

9 could you pick up, then, again, if you wish with the questioning4

10 and we will see where it goes.
,

11 MR..MC CLUNG: Yes, thank you.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 0 Yes, what I would like to know is, who are those

14 individuals, their names and their addresses.

| 15 MR'. PIGOTT: I would object to it on the grounds
i
\

16 that it lacks any probative value. I think the witness' testi-

17 mony is that they have evaluated that they are within a dis-

18 tance that would allow them to respond within 30 minutes and

19 that there would be the requisite number.

20 I think in the absence of some kind of a showing

21 to contradict the credibility of the witness, I would object to
[

22 obtaining additional information, especially since this cross

23 examination is supposed to be through this afternoon,

24 JUDGE KELLEY: I can't see the relevance of the

O
25 names.

_ _ .
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.p 9 I MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, the addresses would be fine.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: I don' t know quite where that takes's

3 us. You know, if it is 513 Elm Street -- is there some concep'.

4
(~)T

of distance that you coulJ clive to us?
\_

5 MR. MC CLUNG: He has made the statement in his

6 testimony that they can get there in 30 minutes and I am trying

7 to see what the basis for that is. If I don't know where they

8 are --

9 JUDGE KELLEY: How about how far away they live

10 from the plant?

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG: .

13 Q The people described on page 6 in your answer be--s

b
14 ginning on line 17, do they live within the plume exposure

15 pathway, EPZ?

16 A The only answer I can give is they live less than

17 25 miles from the plant. So to the extent'that they live within

18 10 miles of the plant, I can't answer.

19 Q I appreciate the problem everybody is having, but

20 if I can' t get a better idea than that of where they live, there

21 is no way we can make an estimate of whether or not they can

22 get there in 30 minutes. I would like to know where they live.
fs

U
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. McClung, if you are asking to

24 know where they live, I am going to sustain the obj'ction to

O
25 that. I think if you know that they are within 25 miles, that

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ip 10 that is enough for our purposes and for your purposes, too.

O 2 ,1,ssss sxx, sy ,3, ,y, m,y 1 c1,,1,y eme esim,,

3 Mr. Chairman?

O 4 aUDGs xtusY: very weu.
5 WITNESS RAY: That is that the required personnel

6 include those -- in other words, the people who are counted as
,

7 being there within 30 minutes would obviously include those who

I are already on shift. That is to say, as I looked on this

9 table and said there were a total of five people involved,,some

10 of those five may already be on shift.

11 JUDGE'KELLEY: Very well.
J

l'* BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 o Referring to the same page, line 13 through 17, you

I'

make the statement that additional SONGS personnel can be called

15 in from offsite on a 24. hour-a-day basis to augment this minimum

16 staff as needed.with required personnel' being present within

| 17 6 0 mir.' te s . -
' ' ~ -

|
18 Do those additional staff live within the plume

19 exposure p'athway, EPZ?
l
; 20 A Some of them may. May I elaborate?

21 Q Thank you.
'

,,

Q A There are 606 people presently on the station staff--
.

23 The people we are talking about as being required here are as

few.as 13, if you look on this table over here, so"from among
'S those 600-plus people I cannot say if any of them would be --*

_
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f the 13 that we select from the 600 on any given day, would
11 o 9

: :

! () be within 10 miles of the pluming.
|What percenta'ge of those 600 people live within the

*

Q
j

plume exposure pathway, EPZ? '

1

?

5 MR. PIGOTT: I would object on the grounds that he ;
'

He has already stated that6 has already asnwered that question.

he can't tell.you'how many of the 606 people live within that1

71

i

8 exposure area.
I understood the testimony to be that! 9

' MR. MC CLUNG:

10 who would be within the 10 miles --'

*

11 BY MR. MC CLUNG:*

Is the testimony you don' t know how many of thoseO'

d

or what percentage of ,them live, within the plume() people live,

- 14 exposure pathway?I

\ I 'do not know
! 15 I believe that to be determinable.A

16 the number nor the percentage, no.
d

0 Okay, thank you. In your direct testimony you state17

that you are the emergency coordaintor function when you are on
-

8
,

Is there any additional
| 19 site as part of your job description.
I

training that is given to you to help you in the exercise of'O~

I ,1 that function -- special training?~

There is training for all people who are liable to,,

O
~~ A

forth inassume the role of emergency coordinator, as set'3~

I

(])
Mr. Willis' testimony and exhibits. I said it that way because

'4~

|

I am not sure if that is special or additional, but that is the'S~

|
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I(p 12 training.

2Q 0 Thank you, that answers my question. Turning to

3 page 8, lines 11 through 16, you state,, it is most likely that

'O ta the eve =t or ea emerseacv coaaittoa- time uia ver it set-

5 ting in place the entire emergency support organization, and you

6 go on.

7 What is the basis for that statement?

E i My experience in looking at the spectrum of possible

9 accident sequences that may be considered indicates to me that
,

10 most of them -- that is the basis for my saying- likely -- fall

11 into the spectrum of accidents which evolve over a period of a

I2 number of hours.

13 That is a subjective assessment on my part.

14 Q Is part of your duties as the emergency coordinator ,

15 in the event of an accident, do you designate or declare which
,

16 type of accident a given emergency may be?

17 A one of the responsibilities of the emergency co-

18 ordinator is to classify the accident into one of four cate-

19 gories as indicated in my testimony, yes.

'O
Q Have you undertaken any special training other than*

21 that referred to in the testimony of Mr. Willis that would aid

'2 you in the determination or classification of the accident?*

'3 MR. PIGOTT:~'Are you calling for his idea of what*

'4 his qualification over and above anything that comes into mind*

25 or do you have something in particular that he should have

.
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ton..

kp 13 I trained in? The question is very vague and open ended,.I guess ,

O 2'

3coor xzttsv: coo 1a vou mexe it e iittie more
3 specific?

O 4: av na. ac ctuso:

5 Q What I am trying to understand is, have you had any

6
! training specific to the determination or classification of an
!

i 7 accident?

I

! 8 A Yes, in the sense -- the only sense I can under-

I stand your question to be -- that for 17 years, I have spent

10 most of my time -- not all of it -- in the business of safety

11 analysis.

l' Safety analyses deal with emergencies. Emergencies

'

13 have been, for the entire time that I have been in the business ,

I4 classified into various categories for consideration. These

15 categories are fairly simple ones compared with others that are

16' sometimes used.

17
| Q Has the training that you have had in preparation
;

i 18 for your job as emergency coordinator ever consisted in practi-

I 19 cal problems being posed to you in which you would then make

~O' a determination or a classificat''n of what type of accident

| 21 that might be?

,,
A Yec, it nas. That was a key part of my training"*

-

'3 at Betus (ph.) Atomic Power Laboratory and, not only that, but-

'4 ' """ """i "** * re" 9"i te^ " i" '"* """^ "e * "" "" 9""O
"

9

25 where 'I posec that question to others.

t
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1 Q Thank you. Turning to page, line 17 through 19,
[ } kl

2 you indicate, and I quote, "before fuel loading of SONGS 2,

3 we will have in effect written implementing procedures which

4 specify by name and telephone number (s) and person (s)

5 assigned to each position in the onsite emergency response

6 organization specified in figure 5-1 through 5-3 of the
7 SONGS 2 and 3 plan."

8 When will those implementing procedures be com-

9 pleted?

10 A It will be completed and in effect not less than

11 30 days before fuel-up.

12 C When will they be completed --

13 A I am sorry. If that was --

14 Q -- in time? I don't know when -- we don't know

15 the fuel load dates, so I am trying to figure out in actual

16 time when they will be completed in your estimation?

17 A May I describe it as a process then?

18 Q Certainly.

19 A We have the procedures now available for ap-

20 proval. They'have been drafted. And I have potecssion of

21 them. They will not be approved and published until, in

22 my judgment, we are 30 days before fuel-up. Now, we see

23 fuel load October 15th. That means by September 15th they

() 24 will be issued, unless something changes.

25 Q So is it your testimony then that these

O

___ - _ . - . _ . _ - - - - - - _ - _ . - . _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ . - . . - . - -
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procedures are all complete and they just haven't been is-~

i

sued?
2

A They are complete in draft form. They have not
3

O been issued.4

0 Turning to your testimony beginning on page ll,
5

you had discussed certain assistance, technical support that6

is available to the Applicant in the event that there would
I 7

be a radiological emergency, and beginning at line nine you
8

discuss assistance that you will receive from Bechtel Power.
9

Corporation. Do you have any contract or agreement which
10

would provide for that on-call emergency support team?
,,

A I would have to answer it this way. Edison
12

Company has many contracts with the Bechtel Power Corpora-
13

~O ti .
we e1so heve e 1etter exgressing their intent to

,,

respond in accordance with those contracts in the event.wegg

request it under emergency conditions, sc I believe the
16

answer to your question is yes, but I have to frame it the
j7

w y I did.
18

Q S if I might follow up briefly, certain other - -

19

certain general contracts exist with Bechtel Power Corpora-
20

tion regarding certain aspects of the plant, and that in
21

the event of 'the emergency they have agreed to come in with
22

respect to those contracts?
23

A Those contracts exist, and they have agreed to
24

,

respond to our request for support in the event of an
25

O
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,

!

I

i

! y emergency.
hy r

,

Q Is that letter agreement of record in this pro-
2

ceeding?
3

'

A It is not.
4

Q The next technical support available is- Coinbas-
I 5

ti n Engineer ag . Do you have any contract or agreement
6'

;

i with Combustion Engineering with respect to the provision of
| 7
,

technical support in the event of an emergency?
8

A I would refer to my answer concerning Bechtel
9

in that the relation:. hip with Combustion is precisely the
10

We have a number of contracts with combusion. Wesame.
,,

also have a letter indicating there readiness to respond to
q

ur request for emergency assistance pursuant to those
13

h contracts.g4
,

Q But you have -- so - okay. Does that letter
t

15

I pr vide any specific support that will be provided in the
16

event of an emergency?
37

A It is specific in that it specifies or indicates
18

that the full range of technical capability and construction
19

and field support and material resources of Combustion En-
i 20

gineering are available to us upon need and request.
| 21
!

Q Turning now to the contract with the Sacramento
22

luni i al Utility District, which is Exhibit Number 101,P23

this Exhibit provides for support for the Applicant in the
24

event f a r di gi al emergency from another California
25

| O
I

l

l - . ._ -- _ . _._ _ _ _ _ .,_.,
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!

(]} utility which has a nuclear plant in operation. How longI
~

I 2 do you estimate it would take to receive additional support
i

3 from SMUD?

! 4 A I estimate -- well, let me begin with the suppor

5 which SMUD has indicated would be available to us, appears
[

6 at page A-3 in that exhibit. And it consists of a range of

7 personnel equipment and services. There are, for example,

8 people, and the purpose of those people is to perform radia-

9 tion monitoring. I believe that that assistance would be

10 available to us in no less than the length of time required

11 for them to gather their equipment, get to the airport and

12 arrive here. In my opinion, that would take no longer than

13 six or seven hours at the outside.

14 There are other things called for there in terms

; 15 of spare air bottles, 50 sets of anticontamination clothing,

16 and so on, which presumably would be transported in a period

17 of eight or nine hours by vehicle.

18 Q Have you made any testing of the emergency sup-

19 port specified in the agreement?

20 A I don't know. The agreement requires that it
|
| 21 be tested annually. I have -- I am not aware of whether it

22 has been or not since its implementation. I am not aware

23 of any. But it does provide elsewhere for annual review, if

() 24 I can find it. At page four, drill to test communications

: 25 occurs annually. Exercises testing response capabilities

()
,

I

<
-- __ .-_ -
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1 of the parties shall be conducted once every four years,(]p
2 pardon :ae. That is the more correct characterization.

3 Q But do you know if -- you don't know if that has

4 ever been done?

5 A I do not of my own personal knowledge.

5 Q Okay. Turning to page 17, and I am now moving
|

7 into the second phase of your testimony referring to the

8 notification of offsite response organizations, how long

i

9 will it take to complete the notification of the agencies

10 and specified beginning on line 17, page 17, and continuing

11 till line 8, page 18, once there has been a declaration of

12 an alert site emergency or general emergency?

13 A Since all except the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

() sion on that list are on a single telephone cirguit, which
'

14

15 is activated -- can be activated all stations simultaneously ,

16 and the NRC is on another telephone circuit, which is dedi-

17 cated for that purpose of reporting, in my opinion all pecpl e

18 can be notified easily within five minutes, and if they are

19 slow, in ten.

t

| 20 Q Are they notified simultaneously, then, is that

21 your testimony?

22 A It is.
*

!

23 Q Thank you.'

( 24 A Except for the NRC as I indicated.

25

O
,

!

.
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t- 2 -1 i 0 Could you please explain to me the PAX system

that is set fo'th beginning on line 8, page 23?r2

3 A PAX stands for Private Automatic Exchange. The

( 4 PAX system is in every way similar to an 2 ordinary telephone
,

5 system except that it happens to be the property of the

.

6 Edison Company. It has a dial feature just like any other
.

)
7 does. And it provides within our own facilities capability

8 iddntical to that provided through outside facilities,

9 namely, Pacific and General telephone systems. I don't

to know if I've explainediit to you, but that's functionally

11 what it does or what it is. ;

12 Q Well, I don't understand. It says it's a micro-

13 wave system. Isn' t that different than a regular telephone
,

() 14 system?

|
15 A No, in that microwave is simply a means of trans-

i

16 mitting information from one spot to another. Microwaves

17 are used both by the commercial telephone companies, as I

18 understand it, and are part of this system here. I think

19 the use of the word " microwave" may imply a dif ference that
,

20 wasn't intended. IE is a telephone system. It happens to
i

21 use microwave transmission from San Onofre to another place.

22 Q Thank you very much. On page 24 your answer

23 beginning line 6 and continue to line 9, you state that

(]) 24 the state and local emergency response organizations --

25 strike that -- that the SONGS 2 & 3 communications system

O
;

1
<
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1 that would be used to initiate federal, state and local

2 emergency response organizations is manned on a 24-hour per-

3 day basis. How many people mant.that communications system

O 4 in the late at night, say around twelve o' clock?

5 A Well, the system which earlier my testimony has

6 identified as being described in tables 7-1 and 7-2 in the

7 emergency plan consists of many subsystems. Taking them

8 individually, I'm not aware of or I could not say from this
9 point how many people are involved in all of them. But I

~10 think, if I may interpret the thrust of your question, the

11 system is activated at San Onofre by personnel on watch 24

12 hours a day. The numbers of those people are set forth 2.n

13 the emergency plan. The other key places for communication

O '4 within the Edison system are et the diegeecher's efeice,

15 which is manned 24 hours a day by personnel assigned there,

16 and the numbers of those I don't happen to know, but there

17 are sufficient to operate the entire Edison system, which

18 does function 24 hours a day.

19 Q Thank you. Turning to page 28 in your answer,

20 approximately from line 14 to 18, you mention that on a
21 24-hour-day basis seven days a week that the SONGS facility
22 can get replacement individuals. Do you maintain records

23 of where the personnel for SONGS are on any given day so

24 that you will be able to locate them?

25 A Mr. McCLung, I believe if we start back up further

O

-
- - - - -
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3 1 on the page we'll get this into context.

2 Q Thank you.
;

3 A If I may read the testimony. For a site or

4 general emergency condition, the manager of nuclear opera-

5 tions reports to the technical snppont center vice president,

! 6 et cetera, notified to report to the ESC to assume duties
!

l 7 specified, SONGS maintains the capability to contact these

| 8 individu'als or such replacement for these individuals as

9 may be designated at that time. Yes, ye kr.ow where those

10 people are.

11 Q Thank you very much. Now I'd like to ask just

12 a couple more questions referring to the third part of your

! 13 testimony:, and that is dealing with the notification of the

14 people on the beach surrounding the plant. Page 32, line(])
15 11 through 13, you state that the exclusive means to activate' .

.

16 these sirens will be maintained at SONGS until such time as
>

17 control of these sirens can be assumed by state parks. Are

18 those sirens part of the general siren system for public

19 notification in the event of a radiological emergency?

20 A The siren system is subject to testimony by Mr.

21 Pilmer. These sirens are under control at San Onofre Unit

22 1, as I have stated. Whether they are characterized as being

23 part of a larger siren system or not in a proper sense I'd
24 ask you to refer to him.

[
25 0 Will these sirens be used in the event of a

O
_
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1

4 1 radiological emergency?

()'

2 A I believe my testimony addresses that, but the'

i

| 3 answer is thatin the event of a site or general emergency

4 -- if you give me a moment to try to find it -- if you will

i 5 turn back to page 31, at line 12 it says "The beach area

1 6 shown, Figure 743, will be immediately evacuated upon declar-

7 ation of a site or general emregency and may be evacuated

8 Jor less severe conditions at the discretion of the
i

9 emergency coordinator." In the event that th'at were deemed

to necessary, namely evacuation either as a result of a site or

11 general emergency or for any reason it would be used, yes.

12 Q Would the sirens bs used for any other purpose? !
,

13 A I can't think of another purpose for Edison
:

() 14 activating the sirens; however, now that youxpose the ques-

! 15 tion to me, there are circumstances where evacuation may be

16 seen as desirable or necessary or alerting people may be
|

17 considered prudent in the event of chemical spills at the
l

18 plant or we might be aware of an accident on the railway,;

19 for example, and foresee the desirability of using the
!

-

20 sirens for that purpose.

21 MR. MC CLUNG: Thank you very much. I have

22 no further questions.

,
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Staff?

!

24 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.
[}

25

}
,

!
:

I
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.

*
1 CROSS EXAMINATION

O
2 BY MR. MOEFLING:

3 Q Mr. Ray, could you turn to page'6 of your

O 4 testimony? And could you get Table B-1, which is page 37

5 of NUREG 0654, before you?

6 A I have it.

7 Q Looking at that table and the heading " Capability

8 for Additions - 30 Minutes", could you explain to me what

9 that column means to you?

10 A Let's see. I'm searching for some other way to

11 say what it says. It means to me that we are -- I try not

12 to use these words -- able upon initiation or declaration

13 of emergency, as I recall the words, to have people report

() 14 to the site within the period specified.

15 Q Does it mean, then, that a total of 11 additional

16 people are called for to report to the site within 30

17 minutes?

18 A Well, they would be called for, but my testimony
s

19 indicates that the dose assessment people required for dose

20 assessment -- if I can remember the words -- I closed my

21 testimony here inadvertantly -- the personnel required to

'22 perform dose assessment functions, which are those identified

23 at the 4th functional category down on the lef t-hand side,

(]) 24 would be available in 30 minutes.'
25 0 Okay. I'll ask my question again. Does the

O

- - - - -
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'

I table say to you that 11 additional people are called for to

O
2 be at the site within 30 minutes?

!
3 A The table says that, .indeed.

! O
|

v 4 Q Okay. Nou your testimony -- and correct me if
\

5 I'm wrong, says that yo. aill have five additional people

6 at the site within 30 minutes, specifically, tile five

7 individuals called for under the category " Radiological

s

3 Accident Assessr.ent", is that correct?"

9 A That is correct. Or they will already have been

10 on shift. In other words, there may not be a need for five

11 additional people.since we may have more people on shift

than is called for in that same category under on shift12

; 13 manning.

14 Q Understand'. Now what about the six other indiv-()
15 iduals who are called for by the table to be there within

16 30 minutes?

17 A I'd have to refresh myself. The assessment

18 that we have made, however, is that the six additional

people will br available or will report between 30 and 6019

20 minutes', based on the location that they live with respect'

.

21 to San Onofre.

I 22 ///

| 23
!

(:) 2*

|
25

,

;
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!
!

1 0 So what you are saying is those additional six
[ } kl

j 2 will be there no later than 60 miautes, but you can't pro-
I

3 vide assurance that they will be there within 30 minutes?

4 A That is correct.

5 0 Thank you. .

1

!6 JUDGE KELLEY: Is that it?
*

i

l
, . 7 MR. HOEFLING: Yes. ,

.
I

8 JUDGE JOHNSON: On page 31 of your direct testi- I

|

} 9 many, you indicate that the beach areas, the sirens on the
i

10 beach areas will be under the control of SONGS personnel

11 until you turn them over to the Parks people?

12 WITNESS RAY: That is on page 32.

I 13 JUDGE JOHNSON: Sorry.

14 WITNESS RAY: I just wented to make sure I was
;
' i.
'
,

15 looking at the same thing you were.'

i 16 JUDGE JOHNSON: Are there any under -- that youI

1

! 17 can foresee under which you might not want to call for an

18 evacuation of the beaches? Energency conditions at SONGS,
,

19 of course.

20 WITNESS RAY: Well, if the offsite -- projected

21 offaite dose was such that no reasonable hazard was repre-

22 sented by any foreseeable radiological releases, then cer-

tainly you would not wish to create any hazards associated23
_

() 24 with evacuation that might be represented, and that is why

25 we indicate that a site or general emergency we would

O
.
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;

1
advise evacuation as a precautionary measure, regardless

} [}
2 of what the current circumstances might be, but for an alert

; 3 or an unusual event, certainly, it is likely that we would r

)
4 not, although it is possible, depending on the specific

;

5 circumstances.

6 JUDGE JOHNSON: Would wind direction have any-

7 thing to do with your decision not to evacuate beaches?

WITNESS RAY: No, because I don't -- my feeling
3

9 is that if radiological release is postulated, regardless of
!

the wind direction, winds change, we are in the position of
10

33
releasing radioactivity, even though it may not at the

moment be blowing in the direction of the State Parks, my'
12

decision as emergency coordinator would be to initiate evacu t-
13

tion as a precautionary measure, provided the release was! 34

such that should the wind blow on the direction of people
15

on the beach it would result in significant potential doses.
16

j
So the wind direction wouldenot enter into my

17

18 judgment, rather the condition of the plant and the likeli-
i hood of any significant release of radiation would be the; 39

basis for the decision.1 20

JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you.
23

JUDGE KELLEY: Just one point, not really a
22

! 23 question. You indicated earlier when there was a colloquyi

i

() 24
about the time at which you would have ready and put out'

25 procedures, implementing procedures concerning emergencyi

O
_
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I personnel, that that would be done 30 days before fuel load,,

2 and I believe you indicated further that you anticipated'

4 3 fuel load around the middle of October, and just for the

(
1 4 sake of the record, I think that the nature of the process

! 5 being what it is, that we might make it clear that there
6 doesn't seem to be any way that even should the Company pre-

7 vail and win the case, tha they would be in a posture to

8 load fuel by the 15th of October. It is just going to take

9 longer than that.

10 MR. PIGOTT: That just shows the kind of pres-
4

11 sure they put on you. That is --

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Any redirect?

13 MR. PIGOTT: I would like to reserve the evening

14 for the redirect on Mr. Ray.

) 15 JUDGE KELLEY: Very well. I guess that brings

16 us up to the end of the day. Let me just ask you,
j

17 Mr. Pigott, will it then be a possibility of redirect, but - -

18 MR. PIGOTT: It would be very brief, obviously.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. Beyond possible redirect

20 on Mr. Ray, would we then have in sequence as the prior

21 listing indicated, Mr. Murri and Brothers and Woodard?

22 MR. PIGOTT: One moment and I will make sure

23 again. Yes, following Mr. Ray would be Mr. Murri,

24 Mr. Brothers, Mr. Woodard and Mr. Pilmer. Now, --
| ()

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Now, Mr. Gary Ray was the person

_- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -- -
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! who was taken out of the --y

MR. PIGOTT: That is correct.
} 2

JUDGE KELLEY: -- order.
| 3

MR. PIGOTT: That is correct. He will not be
4

5 appearing. Additionally, as long as we are on this par-

ticular subject, since earlier in the week -- and I believe
6

Mr. Ray can step down at this point. But since earlier in
7

the week we have revised our forecast as to the overall
8

speed of the process, and we had asked for especially settin ;r

9

f r the 14th of September on the subpoenaed witnesses. We
10

t
' have reviewed that and made arrangements to begin calling

,,

i them as of next Monday.

Now, we would ask to._be able to break into our
13

direct case wherever that is Monday morning to commence with,

v g4

these supboenaed persons, and we will be giving you a list
| 15

tomorrow of our anticipated order of calling them, and as
16

soon as possible, an o:ltline of precisely what we expect to
37

ask.from them. So if we are still in this listing of direct
18

i witnesses, we would like tc break into it.'

39

On the other ..i._ if we should happen to finish
20

with the direct witnesses say, sometime Saturday, we would
21

like it understood that we do not anticipate calling the.

22

subpoenaed witnesses for a Saturday session.
23

JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, that certainly seems reason -

241

able. We will go on through these witnesses. If we finish --

25

O
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,{}KS no, we are not going to finish tomorrow it seems to me.1

2 That is not at all likely. But in any case, I see your

3 point, if we finish two o' clock Saturday afternoon, we will
)

4 give ourselves the rest of the day off.

5 Anything else that needs to be brought up be-

6 fore we quit for tonight?

7 MR. PIGOTT: Oh, I guess there is one other

8 document that I should probably distribute. I have -- and

9 this is a recent type of a thing. For one thing, the docu-

10 ment was just completed in its final form. Additionally it

11 goes to an area of more recent interest, that being emer-

12 gency planning under earthquake conditions, and as the Board

13 is well aware and the parties are well aware, this has been

10 14 a ongoing process.

15 We have commenced our evaluation, as I said,

16 up to the SSE, at least, of how einergency planning would be

17 affected by an earthquake, and there has been a study done

18 by the Wilbur Smith and Associates that takes that into

|
19 account, specifically as Chapter Nine in the document that

20 I would like to distribute, and to the extent possible, we

21 would ask the Intervenors to examine it for cross examinatio n.

22 I will volunteer now that Mr. Brothers, if necessary, could

23 be brought back at a later date for further cross examina-

() 24 tion if that is proved to be ,.cessary on that particular
|

i 25 part of the document.
i

:
l

,

- .
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i

1 Again, I don't expect to hand out documents.one

2 night and force the parties into cross examining on them

; 3 perhaps even the next day, but I think they should be aware
()'

4 of the presence of the' document, and if it is possible, it

5 is possible. If it isn't, we understand that and we will

I 6 bring him back at some further time. But it probably is a
:

! 7 relevant piece of information and one that should be factored

8 into this part of the proceeding.
I i

! 9 So with that, I would --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: It seems reasonable.

11 MR. PIGOTT: Okay, I will undertake to --

12 MR. MC CLUNG: It is no problem with us.

13 MR. PIGOTT: -- when we go off the air -- or

14 off the record here. We are not on the air today.

15 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman?
,

i
| 16 MR. PIGOTT: We drove them away.
1

I
' 17 MR. HOEFLING: For the Staff, we would like to

18 see the document and have a period of time to examine it.

19 We don't have our technical man with us out here, and I don' t

20 know if there will be any questions or not, but I just want

21 to reserve the --

22 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

23 MR. HOEFLING: -- opportunity to make that

j () 24 document available to our people to look at.
!

25 MR. PIGOTT: I am just getting it out and on

|

1
,

|
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.

!

the recorc. I am not asking for any deadlines.k7 y

JUDGE KELLEY: Correct.
2

1
.

MR. PIGOTT: Additionally with respect to the
| 3

i () matter we were to handle first this morning, the person'

4

subpoenaed by the Intervenors, Mr. McClung and I have been
5

able to discuss it. The one objection that I have with
6

i

respect to the subpoenaed parties was the request for a'

7

subpoena for Mr. Robert Deitch.8-

4

We have discussed that and I believe __:9

Mr. McClung has agreed to drop that request at this time'

10

! without prejudice to him, renewing that request if at somejy

later time shows that the current witnesses are unable to
12

cover the areas he wants to cover.
33

() JUDGE KELLEY: Very well. Does Staff have any - -

. g

do you foresee objection to the people that GUARD wants to'

gy

16 subpoena?

MR. HOEFLING: Well, let me speak to that this
|

37
t

| 18 WaY*

MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, while Mr. Hoefling is
19

examining his files, perhaps I can take up a matter that you20

raised earlier and report back to you on the progress that
21

has been made with regard to the seven questions you pro-
22

pounded to FEMA earlier in the afternoon.23

I have forwarded those questions to my client.
| (]) 24

I have suggested to my client that the reply should take25

O
I

| -

I

. . -_ _ _ _
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1

f

l two forms. They should get back to me verbally, orally,
_Q

i
2 as quickly as they can so that I can report back to you the
3 gist of their reply. I have also asked that a formal writ-
4 ten reply in the form of a letter from Mr. Dickey to you .

#

d

5 as Chairman, be forwarded for inclusion in the record at an-

6 appropriate time.

7 I have informed not only Mr. Dickey, but our

8 general counsel of your questions, and I have been assured

9 that every expedition will be given. I may have replies to

,'

10 at least some of them as early as tomorrow morning late,

J 11 or early tomorrow afternoon. It may be Monday before others

; 12 can be gotten for you, but that is the status of it.
13 ,

: O 14
.

15

1

16

17

18

19

20

!
21'

22
'

i

23
;

O 24

25
1

; O
.

i
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ip 1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you very much, Mr. Perry.

k 8 2 I appreciate your efforts. That sounds most helpful.

3 MR. HOEFLING: With respect to the subpoena ques-

O 4 tioa, the co=cera enet the seert aes with doen reaeeste ror ;

5- subpoenas is that we may be getting into some repititious and
i

; 6 duplicative testimony from these ir dividuals.
i

j 7 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't have it in front of me right

I now. Did you say both requests? Was that the term? i,

9 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.
i

10 JUDGE KELLEY: What does the both refer to?

11 MR. HOEFLING: Applicants have applied for subpoena s

12 to certain officials -- local of ficials -- Orange County,

/ 13 San Diego County and the like.-]
14 JUDGE KELLEY: And they have been issued.

|
. 15 MR. HOEFLING: And they have been issued.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

17 MR. HOEFLING: Now we have a subsequent request for

18 subpoenas from Intervenors GUARD, again requesting officials

19 of the county and local governments. The concern that the

20 Staff has is that it.is not clear that we are not getting into

21 a situation where this information that these individuals may

22 provide is not duplicative and repetitious and may consume a

23 considerable period of time. I am speculating whether they

24 will or not.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: I don' t have them right here in fron :

.
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2p 2 I of me. Dr. Hand is more on top of this. I assume there is

() 2 no duplication between the two of those.

3 MR. MC CLUNG: No, there is no actual duplication.

( 4 Some of the people refer to -- if you look at organizational

5 charts of the various organizations, they are perhaps.underneath
i

6 or lateral boxes of some of the people that Applicants' have

7 calle6.

I We will attempt to not duplicate any testimony and

9 make it as expeditious as possible in that regard.

10 MR. HOEFLING: My -- I guess -- concern would be

11 that if the information that GUARD wishes to elicit from these

12 individuals could be gotten from the individuals who have been

(]) 13 subpoenad by Applicants, that might obviate the need to call
I

14 some of these other individuals and I think that would be the

15 course that we should try to embark on.

I6 MR. MC CLUNG: Let,me, on the record, say that if --

17 the Applicant is going to be before me and if we get through th e

I

18 cross examination of those witnesses that they have subpoenad

19 and we have gotten out what we want, we will be in a position

'O to not have to call those other witnesses.*

21 We just need to get the subpoenas out, is the prob-
i

22() lem that I have, and to the extent that they are repetitious,

23 we are going to try to avoid that.
|

24 MR. HOEFLING: Fine, with that underst'nding, I
(])

25 think we will be in good shape.

,

:

I
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I JUDGE KELLEY. Ine, we wanted the parties reactionip 3

Q 2 We got that and it is, I must say, a pretty long list of people

3 that you:are. proposing. The~e are 20 subpoenas. Have you pre-

O 4 gered the suegoenes in b1enx2 Do you heve those2

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Unfortunataly I was unable to pre-

6 pare those. I attempted to do that this morning and I was

7 unable to. I will have them tomorrow.

I JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

9 MR. PIGOTT: I would assume at the time the appli-

10 cation comes in, that there will be some indication as to areas

11 to be covered by the varicus individuals.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: What'was your timing, I am sorry?

; 13 MR. PIGOTT: At the time when the request for the

I4 actual subpoenas is set forth.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I guess my memory is fuzzy there

16 again, we have had this discussion earlier about providing an

( 17 outline or description of what this witness is going to say.

II I am not clear in my own mind, although we discussed this only

19 the other day, just when we said this was due. I suppose I

20 can find it in the transcript. Did we specify?

21 MR. PIGOTT: I am not sure. I thought it was with

w
the subpoena ~ request, which is why I said it. It could be

O.
~~

23 something different. I can easi.'.y be corrected, or if you want

24 to come to some other kind of arrangement, but I didn't want it

25 to be missed that we are expecting some kind of an outline as

_ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ - _ . _ . - , , - . - _ . . . , _ - . - _ . _ , , , , - _ . . . _ _ . . - - _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ , _ _._ . - . _ _-
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:1p 4 I to what will be elicited from each of the subpoenad witnesses.

O 2 JUDGE KELLEY, That we did estab11sh. I am umc1eer
-

3 about the timing point. Do we have -- I am unclear also on

O 4 this -- do we heve from you en out11ne reserdine your subgoened

5 wintesses?

6 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.;

.

; 7 JUDGE KELLEY: In your trial brief?

I MR. PIGOTT: Absolutely,,

t

9 JUDGE KELLEY: So the trial brief sets forth a

10 description of what you expect to elicit?

11 MR. PIGOTT: And we are going to supplement it with

12 the more detailed questions as they become available.
,

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. For this evening I think it

14 is a little late to be crossing any more bridges, Mr. McClung,

15 we will need from you, at least, the actual subpoena blanks,

16 and we will.get them-tomorrow?~

17 MR. MC CLUNG: You will and I will attempt to get
|

18 the summaries as soon as I can. I won't be able to produce

19 that tomorrow, though.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: No, I understand that and I am re-

! 21 serving for the moment whether the Board is going to grant all

22 these subpoenas right now, but we will certainly decide that

23 very quickly.

24 So with that, let's adjourn until 9:00 o' clock

; 25 tomorrow morning.

_ _
_
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'n 5 1 (Whereupon, at 5:55 p.m., the hearing in the above-
-

; .O 2 e= tit 1ea metter e recessea to rec "ve=e the r 1o iae aev-
.

3 Friday, August 28, 1981, at 9:00 a.m., in the same place.)'
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